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I . IN'fFiODUCTION
This report sunmrizes two major sub-tasks of contract NAS1O-83'75,
it computer Model Development for Electrical Power Systems." These
subtasks are:
1. System Model Development
2. Short Circuit Program Development
These tasks have been pursued over the preceding ten month interval
` and have resulted in a complete representation of the power network
to the 48o volt level, and a short program tailored to the KSC
network implemented on the KBC digital computer system. The explicit
	
is	 summary of these developments is included in the attachments to this
t report, which arei
1. System one-line diagram coded with model bus designations.
2. Computer print--out of network data base.
	
Ii	 3. Computer listing of the short circuit program including short
circuit values for the existing network.. -"
This report is intended as a user t s guide to the network model and
the short circuit program. Emphasis is placed on re quiremeats for
updating the model and the program to incorporate Modification
and additions to the existing KSC network.
Section. II of the report describes in.detail the assumptions made.
and the techniques used in determining . network model parameter values
Necessary formu7.ae together with sample calculations for determin.i.ng
i^ripedance •values for each of the finny' lite and: cable configi rations
utilized at KSC are included. These 
formul e 
will provide the
	i	 necessary data required to update the network for future changes.
Section III describes the short circuit program. Included is a
description of the basic computational techniques employed, a flow
diagram of the prograzi and a detailed description of operational.
procedures. A definitive description of program change procedures to
incorporate net-work changes is included.
Y
1T'
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II. Network Model
introduction.
The objective of this section is to illustrate the methods and
formulas used in modeling the system. We have considered it useful to
outline the assumptions made where no exact data inns available to enable
the user to update this model if such data is obtained in the future.
We also emphasize that ground faults in electrical cables will,   in
general, define a band of current levels which is time de pendent; the
level of fault current increasing with t-Ime. In this report s we have
chosen the upper boundary of the band because it will certainly define
the maximum settings that ground relays should have.
This section is divided into 3 mamn items, each one subdivided-
accordingly to its content:
1. Model per unit base
2. Positive-Negative sequence impedances of 3 h power cables
3. Positive-Negative and Zero se uence impedances of overhead lines
4. Zero sequence impedance of 3 ^ power cables
5. Summary of network caaf'iguration and bus designations
Appendix I - Computer programs for zero sequence impedance calculations
of 3 ^ power cables
The model data is an Integral part of the short circuit program and
may be printed on demand. A print-out of existing parameters is provided
as an attachment. Work sheets of impedance calculations are also attached.
A set of single coded line diagrams is attached to provide the
interface between the assignecl bus codes and the actual network designations.
Section V also provides a list of bus codes correlated with network
location.
The Indian River Draw Bridge system is an independent system from
the Launching Complex or the Industrial Area systems and it must be
considered as a separate computer program. Data has been computed in
per unit impedances and a set of cards is tarnished for this system.
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1-Network Model
Y
A.	 Model Per-Unit Base
i
a)	 The following base has been chosen for both the Launch Complex and the
Industrial Area
Voltage Base:
	
13.8 RV
'	 Power Base:
	
10 MVA 1
Current Base:	 418.86571 AMPS E
Impedance Base:
	
19.044 Ohms.
According to this base the .following voltage sources are defined:
Launch Complex
	
1.0	 Z.
industrial Area = (.9565217) 2 -.( 13.21 13.8	 _ ,9149338
b)	 Transfer factors for cables impedances at different voltage levels
§	 are obtained by the forms:lg
Z(P..) 
_	
(ohms) x P/19.044
1	
where F, the transfer factor, is given as:
is
;.	 n
r-
F	 11 	 F.
andlt
F.= square of turns ratio of a transformer in the circuit
n-	 number of transformers between the two different voltage°
levels. 4	 f	 '"
a
Typical Transfer Factors are as follows I
13.5 KV to 4.16 XV	 F= 11.00453
13.5 KV to 2.4 KV	 F= 33,0625
13.2 KV to 2.4 .KV	 F 30.250
3
13,8 KV to 480v	 F= 826,5625
B.	 Motor Contribution Modeling
In modeling motors	 two different criteria has been followed: a
Criteria #1:	 Motors above 600volt.
j ..Criteria #2:	 Motors at 480volts with code letters A
a)	 Motors above 600 volts
C	 Reactances and resistances values for these motors have
^ 	 k
been requested from the manufacturers and in only one case
(4)
have we been sucessfu. in obtaining that data at the
present time. This information concerns the four 2500 HP
synchronous, 1200 SRAM, 4160v-3)K motors installed in the
Launching Complex Utility Annex manufactured by Electric Mach-
inery Co. Sequence impedances are as follows:
Positive Sequence:	 0 + j .7253885 per unit
Negative Sequence:	 0 + j .777201
a	Zero Sequence:	 0 + j .5181345
Voltage source;	 1.0 + j .0
Due to the ground connection shown for all motors
in Motor Control Centers A & B, we have aosummed a Y
grounded connection for these motors and & erefore an
entry exists for the zero sequence impedances for all
motors in the Utility Annex, - If any or the referenced
motors h4ve either a Delta or WYE non-grounded connection
the zero sequence entry shall be replaced by "Infa.Lrte",
( See value assigned to "infinite" ire the computer program ).
M
All other motors not installed in the Utility Annex
have been considered as being Delta connected consequently
having an "Infinite" zero sequence impedance. Due to
the lack of accurate information, the present model
for the induction motors has been implemented accordingly
to the locked rotor code or locked rotor current
if known.
Example #1
Industrial Area CIS' chil.I.ers ft, #2, & 03, 68S BHP-
2300v-149 FLA-730LRA - 3600RPM- Trane Lodked Motor Reactance
= 1.8212 ohms = 230nv,
7303
Transformer: 13200 A 2440 0 F = 30.250
Motor Impedance per unit: 1.8212 x 30.250 = 2.89284
`	 19.044
Motor Impedance:
Positive and Negative Seq:	 0 + j 2.89284
Zero sequence:	 Infinite
Voltage source:	 .9149338
Example #2
Launching complex substation # 924:
2500HP .4160v - 297 rLA-locked rotor code C
I
E^}
Assummed connection: non-grounded WYE
locked rotor code: G
5.6 to 6.29 KVA/HP
Assummed KVA/R = 6.0
r	 KVA locked rotor = 15000
locked rotor current = 208 4 amps
locked rotor reactance = 1.1538 ohms
transformer: 13800 Q 4160 Y
factor: 11.00453
per unit reactance: 1.1538 x 11.00453 = .66672
19.044
Motor Impedance:
Positive and Negative sequence: 	 0 + j .66672
Zero sequence:
	 Infinite
Voltage source:	 1.0
Example #3
Launching Complex Utility Annex motor control centers A
& S
450HP - 4160v - 63.5 FLA-locked rotor code: C
Assummed connection: grounded WYE
y
	
	
locked rotor code C: 3.55 to 1.99 KVA/HF
Assinnmed KVA/HP = 3.75
KVA locked rotor = 1687.5
locked rotor current = 234.47 Amps
Locked rotor reactance = 10.2556 ohms
transformer: 1380u6 4160 Y
factor: 11.00453
per unit reactance: 10.2556 x 11.00453 = 5.9262
19.044
Motor Impedance:
Positive -sequence:	 0 + j 50262
Negative sequence: 	 0 + j 6.3495
Zero sequence:
	 0 + 3 4.2330
Voltage source:	 1.0
F.-:ample # 4
x	 Launching Complex 'Utility Annex Motor Control Centers A
350HP. '4160v- synchronous-39 FICA- 327 RPM-?P9 KVA
Assutmned per unit impedances base on unit KVA rating
Positive sequence:	 .01 + .26
Negative sequence:	 .015 + 3 .2785
zero sequence:	 ,01 +
	
:tR
I	 Impedances refered to our base: 10WA
FTra.tsfer factor: 10/.28 = 35.714285
Positive sequence: .35714285 + j 9.285714
Negative sequence: .5357142 + j 9.9464297
Zero sequence:	 .35714285	 6.428571
Voltage source:
	 1.0
V.
A
or iii ohmic values
Z positive = ( .01 + j .26 } ( 4.16 } 2/ .28 ohms
Z negative = ( .015 + j .2785) ( 4.16 ) 2/ .28 ohms	
t=
Z zero = ( .01 + j .18) { 4.3.6 } 2/ .28	 ohms	 i►M.:
Transfering impedances to 13.8 system
Z positive = (.01"+j .26 } { 13„8 )2/ .28 	 ohms
Z negative = ( .015 + j .2785} ( 13.8 ) 2/ .28 ohms
Z zero = { .01 + j .18) ( 13.8 ) 2/ .28 	 ohms	 }''
Expressing in per unit values Z base = ( 13.8 ) Z / 10
Z positive = ( .01 + j .26) ( 10/ .28)
Z negative = ( ,015 + j .2785
	 { 10 / .28 )
Z zero	 .01 + j .18) ( 10/ .28 )
Motor Impedance
Positive sequence: .35714285 + j 9.285714
Negative sequence: .5357142 + j 9.9464297
Zero sequence: .35714285 	 6.428s ?1
Voltage source: 1.0
Example #5
Launching Complex Utility Annex Motor Coi
550HP 4160v-74 FLA- locked rotor code:
Assumned connection: grounded g-YE
locked rotor code B : 3.15 Lo 3.54 KVA/H]
Assimmed KVA/HP = 3.34
?(VA locked rotor: 1837
locked rotor current = 255.25 Amps
locked rotor reactance = 9.4206 ohms
tr'ar; s former :, 13.8 Q 4.16 Y KV
factor: 11.00453
per unit reactance = 9.4206 x 11.00453
19.044
Motor impedance
Positive sequence: 	 0 + j 5.4436:
Negative sequence:	 0 + j 5.8324
Zero sequence:	 0 + j 3,8883,'
Voltage source:
	
1.0
Example #6
Launching Complex Substation #924 and ;1021
200 HP-4160v - 24.1 FLA locked rotor code: H
Assumed connection: non-grounded WYE
locked rotor code H: 6.3 to 7.09 KVA/HP
Assumed KVA/HP = 6.69
KVA locked rotor: 1338
locked rotor current = 185.92 Amps
locked rotor reactance = 12,9336 ohms
transformer: 13.8 A 4.16 Y KV
factor: 11.40453
per unit reactance: 12.9336 x 11.00453 = 7.47388
19.044
Motor Impedance
Positive and negative sequence: 0 + j 7.47388
Zero sequence:	 Infinite
Voltage source	 1.0
Example #7
Launching Complex Substation #924
300HP-4160v - 36.5 FLA-locked rotor code: G
Assummed connection: non-grounded WYE
locked rotor code G: 5.6 - 6.29 KVA/HP
Assuzmned KVA/HP 5.94
KVA locked rotor = 1782
locked rotor current = 247.61 Amos
locked rotor reactance = 9.7113 ohms
transformer: 13.8 A 4.16 Y KV Factor: 11.00453
per unit reactance: 5.611651
Motor Impedance
Positive and negative sequence : 0 + 3 5.611651
Zero sequence:	 infinite
Voltage source:	 1.0
Example #8
r	 Launching Complex Substation #927
1000 HP - 4160v ­120 FL,A-locked rotor code: B ( 4.0 to
4.49 KVA/HP)
Assumed connection; non-grounded WYE
As summed KVAI HP = 4.25
KVA locked rotorW 4250
locked rotor current = 590.54 Amps
locked rotor reactance = 4.0719 ohms
transformer. 13.8 A 4.16 Y KV
factor: ll.00453
per unit reactance = 2.36165
Motor Impedance
Positive and negative sequence: 0 + j 2.36165
Zero sequence: 	 Infinite
Voltage source:
	 1.0
Example #9
Launching Complex Substation #927
500 HP-4160v-61 nA-locked rotor code H ( 4.0 to 4.49
KVA/ HP )
Assummed connection: non grounded WYE
Assummed KVA/HP - 4.25
KVA locked rotor - 2125
locked rotor current = 295.27 Amps
locked rotor reactance = 8.1438 ohms
transformer: 13.8 A 4.16Y KV
factor: 11.00453
per unit reactance: 4.7233
Motor Impedance
Positive and negative sequence: 0 + j 4.7233
Zero sequence:	 Infinite
Voltage source:	 1.0
Example #10
Launching Complex Substation #1020
1000HP-416 0v-120 n,A-locked rotor code: E ( 4.5 to 4.99
KVAIHP )
Assumed connection: non grounded WYE
Assumed. KVA/HP.- 4.75
KVA locked rotor : 4750
lacked rotor current = 660.016 Amps
factor: 11.00453 transformer: 13.8 A 4.16 Y KV
locked rotor reactance: 3.6432
per unit reactance: 2.105214
Motor Impedance
Positive and negative sequence: 0 + j 2.105214
Zero sequence:	 Infinite
Voltage source:	 1.0
1(g}
Example #11
Launching Complex Substation # 1020
400Hp - 4160v - 49.2 FLA-locked rotor code: F ( 5.0 to
5.59 KVAjHP)
Assummed connection: non-grounded WYE
Assumed KVAIHP = 5.29
locked rotor KVA = 2116
locked -rotor current = 294.02 Amps
locked rotor reactance = 8.1784 ohms
factor: 11.00453 transformer: 13.8 A 4.16 Y KV
per unit reactance: 4.725868
Motor Impedance
Positive and negative sequence: 0 + j 4.725868
Zero sequence:
	 Infinite
Voltage source:	 1.0
Example # 12
Industrial Area Substation OA. Building M7-355
700Hp-2300v - 207 FLA-locked rotor current = 785 Amps
	
—locked rotor reactance: 1.6936 ohms
	 (
per unit reactance = 2.69015 = 1.6936 x ?3.2 )2x
2.4
	 19.044
Motor Impedance
Positive an=.!. negative sequence = 0 + j 2.69015
Zero sequence:	 Infinite
Voltage source:	 .914338
Example # 13
Industrial Area Substation S and C, building M7-3.55
700Hp-2300v - 171 FLA - locked rotor current= 785 Amps
	
locked rotor reactance: 1.6936 ohms 	 Factor - 30.250
per unit reactance = 2.69015 = 1.6936 x 30.250
19.044f
Motor Impedance
Positive and negative sequence = 0 + j 2.69015
Zero sequence:
	
Infinite
Voltage source:	 .9149338
s(10
This concludes the sequence impedance determination for all motors
above 600 volts. We have included our assumptions so that if conditions change
adjustments can be: wade. If we finally receive more accurate information
concerning these motors it will be sent to your attention.
f'
concerning the synchronous motors we have always chosen subtransient re-
actances so that motor contribution during short-circuit conditions will be
4i	 maximum possible, although in less than 8 Hertz the motors contribution will
•	 be based on the transient reactance due to the exponential decay. if the total
i
armature current during the first cycle is desired, the sequence impedancesk	 =st be divided by V3 as by the following formula:
arms ( max) =	 dc2
X71	 (
 + :L ac2 J 2
^ V3 V
X rs
where
V = rated line to neutral voltage
x" = subtransient reactance
Due to the fast decay of this total armature lst cycle current, its
use is limited to interrupting capacities of circuit breakers.
b) Motors below 600 volts
All of these motors have been considered Delta connected and
consequently it has an infinite entry for the zero sequence
impedance.
Calculations have been based on the maximum range of the locked
rotor code of the machine, as for example a motor having a code
letter G that ranges from 506 to 6.29 KVA/HIS was considered as
having a factor of 6.29 for calculate• 	 its locked motor
current and reactance. As these motors are usually several feet
away from the swi.tchgear, their effect over the short-circuit
current of the mai-D busses are less critical than with the
high voltage motors where its effect can be as high as 70%
of the available feeder capacity.
f^`
r ? 4
;a
r.:
C. Transformers
Transformers are connected Delta-Wye solidly grounded except in a
few cases (listed below) where aither Delta-Delta or Wye-Wye (solidly
grounded both sides) connections have been considered. In the Utility
Annex Substation ;829, the 4160 Wye connection is grounded thru a
resistor of 1.62 ohms.
Transformers in the Launching Complex have primary nominal voltages
of 13.8 Kv, consequently they have been considered set in the 13.8 Kv
(100%) tap.
Transformers in the Industrial Area have primary nominal voltages
of 13.2 Kv (100% tap), 13.2Y7.62 Kv, 13.8 Kv and 24.94Y14.4 Kv. in these
cases where the operational voltage of 13.2 Kv differs from the trans-
former nominal voltage, transformers have been considered to be set in
the nearest available tap to the 13.2 Kv level.
Transformers connected to VAB Feeder #609 (operational voltage 13.8 Kv),
or to Feeder #211 (operational voltage 13.2 Kv) through.3 x 167 KVA
13.2/13,8 Kv voltage regulators have been considered set at the tap Nearest
to the 13.8 Kv level.
General:
Per unit sequence impedances have been computed accordingly to the
following formula.
-2	 MVA base	 Kv unit 2
Zpu = Z% x
 10 x MVA unit x (Kv base )
Then
A. Delta-Wye solidly grounded connection:positive-negative sequence:
0 + Zpu	 Zero sequence: infinite at primary, 0 + j Zpu at secondary
This has been computed as follows:
Consider that the primary terminal of a transformer is coded as bus
151 and the secondary terminal as bus 152, then two entries exist
Bus Code	 Positive-Negative Sequence 	 Zero Sequence
151-152	 0 + Zpu	 Infinite
Ground 152	 Infinite	 0 + j Zpu
B. Wye-Wye connection (solidly grounded both sides)
Positive-Negative & Zero Sequence: 0 + j Z pu
z
C. Delta-Delta connection
is
fv	 Positive-Negative Sequence: 0 + j Znu
Zero Sequence:	 Infinite
s-
3
i'
•3-2 J
Exceptions
Launching Complex Substation #829 Bus Code: 98-100, 99-304
7500 KVA Transformer - 13.3 w 4.16Y Kv 5.7% impedance grounded thru a
resistor of 1.62 ohms
C7,
F
1
f	 ^
c
Zpu = 5.7% x 10A^AA x {I3.8^2 x IO-2
.076
Groundin& Connection: 3 zero sequence secondary currents flowing
thru the resistor
Z equivalent = 3 x 1.62 ohms
4.86 ohms at the 4.16 Kv side
Impedance referred, to the primary side
Z = 4.86 ohms x (13.8--)2p	 4.16
= 53.482 Ohms
In per unit base
_ 53.482
Zpu _ 19.044 ` 2.80834
Then
Positive-Negative Sequence = 0 + j. 076
Zero Sequence	 2.80834 + j
Industrial Area
Orsino Substation - 13.2 Kv output voltag
Main power transformers Bus Codes: 4-8, 4
10 MV'A - 115 KvA 13.2YKv solidly grounded
Zpu = 8 x 10 2 x O 
x ^13.8^2
Z = .0731947
Pu
As this is the system source, it follows that
Positive-Negative-Zero Sequence = 0 + j.0
2.5 MVA - 115 Kv 4 13.2YKv solidly group
Z = 7.83 x 10-2 x 1100 x 
13.2,2
pu	 T. i3.8
Z
Pu 
= j.2865573
I
(l3 )
Positive-Negative-Zero Sequence = 0 + j.2865573
Consequently the impedance contribution by Florida Power Co. will be
entered as:
Positive-Negative Sequence: .0011894I3 + j.0057457842
Zero Sequence: Infinite
Delta-Delta Connection:
Haulover canal (E4-2414) - 3 x 25KVA - 10 - 24.94Y14.4/480-240
considered tap 951, - or new nominal, voltage of 1368Kv, 72 = 2.0
Bus code 127-128
Turns ratio:
	
	
1368v = 28.5
480v
Also, in this case a Y
-Y connection is also possible giving a 480Y277v out-
put for 1368v primary feeder voltage
Zpu = 2.0 x 10-2 
x .105 x (13.88)2
2.6204
Positive-Negative Sequence = 0 + j2.6204
Delta-Delta Zero Sequence = Infinite
Wye-Wye Zero Sequence = 0 + j2.6204
Delta-Delta Connection:
Universal Camera Pad 1A11 (G5-1011) Bus Code 121-122
3 - 15KVA - 10 - 13800/480v - 1.772
Z	 =1.7x10-2x 10pu	 .045
= 3.77778
Positive-Negative Sequence: 0 + j3.77778
Zero Sequence: Infinite
Delta-Delta Connection:
54WTI (L7-988) Bus Code 220-221
3 - 37 1/2 KVA - 10 - 13200/480v - 1.6IZ
13.2
Zpu = 1.6 x 10- 2 x
.1125 x (13.5 )
= 1.3 0123 91
(141%
Wye-Wye Connection:
NASA WA Tours Maintenance Building Code: 91-90
3-25 KVA - 10 - 7620/13200Y 120/240v - 2^3%
Z = 2.3 x 10- 2 
x10 X 
3.2) 2
pu	 'T75= 
2.8057969
Positive-Nagative-Zero Sequence: 0 + ;2.8057969
Wye-Wye Connection:
Indian River Draw Bridge (M3-3) Bus code: 86-87
3-37 1/2 KVA - 10 - 7620/13200Y277i'480Y - 1.5%
Z	 2 10	 13.2 2pu	 .1125
1.219911
Single Phase Transformers
Single phase transformers have been represented as having a positive
sequence impedance given by the general formula:
2	 XVA base	 Kv unit 2
z	 Z% X 10	 x	 X (-K-;.rpu	 MVA unit	 base
The short circuit current at a single phase transformer is represented
by a line-,-1 ound	 fault through the transformer positive sequence impedance.
Although the 3 0 symmetrical short circuit program will have a value of A
short circuit current for every bus, results given by this program shall
be disregarded concerning faults of single phase transformers and their
corresponding secondary circuits. 	 The short circuit current value for a
4. single phase transformer and its associated secondary circuits is given by
the single line to ground short circuit program only.
Example:
1-25 KVA	 10 Transformer 13.2 Kv	 2.5%Z
132Z	 = 2.5 x 10 2 x 10
— 
X (13.8 ,2pu	 .025 
= j9.149 j^
Example:
1-50 KVA	 10 Transformer 13.2 IC-%r
1.4% Z connected to VAB Feeder #609
(13.8 Kv operational voltage) phase C to phe-se A
rS;
N
5
= 1+hbt
and
I = . 00393 for 100% copper at 2T C (69'F)
= .00403 for 61% aluminum at 20' C
(16)
2. Positive-Ne ative Sequence MWedences of 	 Power Cables
In calculating the positive-negative and zero sequence impedances of
3h power cables, we have distinguished 3 different types of installations
as follows:
A. Cables in fiber ducts or directly bux •ied on earth.
B. Aerial cables.
C. Cables in steel conduits.
For each particular installation we will also distinguish cable
construct! on as follows:
a. Copper or aluminum conductors.
b. Oil-impregnated paper, rubber or crass-linked polyethylene insulation
(133% considered on all cables wove 1KV).
c. Sh.i.el.ded, belted, or non-shielded (shielded cables considered for
all cables above 5KV on PICKJ cables and abo'v'e 1KV for all BRNJ and
XLP cables).
d. Lead or aluminum sheath, or non-sheathed cables.
e. 1 or 3 conductor cables.
f. Single, double armored or non-armored cables.
g. Utilization voltages.
A. Impedance Formulas - General.
a) Resistance:
3
In general resistance cai.culations can be defined from the following
formula:
RacWRdc L Kt [1 + Kl (ICs + P - 1) + K2Kj + Kc + Ka]
where
Rac = ac resistance of conductor in ohms/mile
Rdc = do resistance of conductor in ohms/mile
Kt
 = temperature correction factor
4'
^	 1	 --I-.	 .f	 _L_._	 1	 I	 t
(17)
K1
 and K2 = spacing correction factors
Kl = K2 = 1.0 for 3 conductor cables
Kl = K2 = 2.0 for close-triangle 1 conductor cables
I.--L
 = 1.7, K2 = 2.0 for vi.dewtriangle 1 conductor cables
K = skin effect ratio as tabulated
s
K  = proximity effect
u (ma)	 -- 1
1 -a ac (ma) + alb ma s
s	 1 -k
s
where
a = radius of conductor
S = spacing of conductors
ma = .0636 (f/Rdc)1
/2
for f = frequency in hertz
Rdc = do resistance in ohms/mile
u (ma) = 1 + c	 qc2 	 3c$
2	 T- 2for c = 22 0_ (ma)
s
cv-- (m9,) = bessel function of lst kind
b (ma) = bessel function of lst kind
Kt= sheath effect ratio -
= 3.06 x 10- 6 (f n)2
Rdc RP	 m
where
n = radius of a circle through the center of conductors
m = mean radius of sheath
Rdc = do resistance of conductor in ohms/rile
R2 = sheath resistance in ohms/mile
K = armor effect ratio
Kj (approximate fov 3 conductor cables-not used with 1 conductor
cable due to magnetic induction effects
A. Shi-lded cables
B. Belted sheathed cables
Shielded cables:
(18)
K  = pipe effect ratio
= (.89D - .715P) x 5.28 x 10 -3
Rdc
where
w core diameter of cable in inches
p = pipe mean diameter
Rdc = do resistance of conductor in ohms/mile
b) Reactance
The inductive reactance of cables is a function of cable arrangement,
existence of sheath and type of material,and whether or not they are installed
in a magnetic duct. As there is not a general expression that could include 	 ,.£
all variations possible, we will delay reactance considerations to be anal.ized+ J, a
under each particular configuration and type of installation.
The shunt capacitive reactance of cables can be divided into two main
categories:
For shielded cables, the shunt capacitive reactance can be expressed
by the f onnula :
X, = o = -j 4.12237 log • v megohms - mile
f . e
	
a
where
f = frequency in hertz
e = dielectric constant
= 3.7 for P7--Z cmbles (varies from 3.3 to 4.2)
= 5.5 for BRNJ cables (varies from 2.5 to 6.0)
= 2.3 for XLP cables
v = mean radius of shield
a = radius of conductor
Xl
 = positive sequence shunt capacitive reactance
X = zero sequence shunt capacitive reactance
Belted cables:
Xl = - j .597 G1 megohms -mile
f , e
X  = - j 1.79 Go megohms - mile
f . e
4(l9)
where
Gl = geometric factor for positive sequence
Go = geometric factor for zero sequence
Gl and Go are given by curves as a function of the ratio
T + t
2a
where
T = thickness of conductor insulation
t = thickness of belt insulation
a = radius of conductor
Curves for geometric factors can be found on page 69 of "Transmission
and Distribution Reference Book" and incorporate changes thought to represent
today's lielectric constants of BMT and. XLF cables.
B. L-apedances of
Cables in Fiber Ducts or Directly Buried in Earth
a) Resistance:
ac _ R
dc . Kt [l + Kl (Ks + P - 1) + K2Kj + IaI
a, y . r conductor cables
Rac = Rdc Kt (Ks +P + K^ + a)
PZGCNJ Cables: Resistance for these cables have been taken from tabulated
values of "Transmission and Distribution Reference Book" appendix tables
and 16.
BMJ Cables: Resistance for these cables have also been taken from
tabulated values of "Transmission and Distribution Reference Book" appendix
149.
XLP Cables; Resistance for these cables have also been taken from
tabulated values of "Transmission and Distribution Reference Book" appendix
6.
PILCA Double Armor: Resistances values for this cable have been computed
as follows:
Cable'. 3c - W 2/0 - Cu - 15KV - PIZC - Double Armor - S'nieldert conductor
diameter = .323"	 a = .1615"
Conductor insulation = 215 mils = .215"
outside diameter of cable = 2.0225"
aw 
c 
j 2/0 = .15111
^.
GMR3c J 2/o = .386's
^z
(20)
Resistance for this cable will be equal to that corresponding to one
2/0 - 3c - Cu - PILCNJ directly buried plus the losses in the double
a,;Cillor.
 
Resistance of 3c -- 2/o PILCNJ - 15Kv - DB = .51 ohms/mi.1e
Sheath resistance .981 ohms/mile = R
Sheath thickness = 310 mils = .11011
Calculating sheath effect ratio:
r	 Rdc # 2/o = .4282 ohms/mile at 25°C
Rdc K	 3.06 x 10-6 x 3.6 x 103 tn)2
R	 ^,•
Where we assumed n approx = GMR3c = .38611
M = am 3c+ insulation thickness + radius of conductor + thickness of
sheath /2.
m = .3861t + .1615 11 + .215 11 + . 055 = .81751 1
Rde . K9 = 5.o6 
x 3.68x. 
lo-3 ( 
.8 786 )21	 ohms/m3.le5
.002503 ohms/mile
We have originally assumed that armor losses are approximately equivalent
to sheath losses.
Then for double armor Rdo . a = 2RdcKX
Rdca = .005006 ohms / mile
And the resistance of one 3c # 2/o - Cu - PTLC - double armor 15Kv
cable directly buried will be:
Rae " . 515006 ohms/mile
a-.2. Slagle Conductor Cables:
Rac =R
ae x Kt [1+2(K8 +K -1)]
Considering close-tri.angie arrangement, non-sheathed cables.
BRNJ Cables: Resistance for these cables have been taken from tabulated
values of 17Transmission and Distribution Reference Book" appendix .,able
W9.
XLP Cables: Same as BRNJ.
M-USE: Resistance for these cables have been com puted based on the
National Electric Code 1971 Ed., appendix tables 8 and 9.
Example:
Cable: 3 single copper conductors 	 - BRNJ - shielded 5Kv installed
in 4" fiber duct.
Outside diameter of cable = .67"
{
Conductor radius = a = .116"
-" -1c	 .0840)4-"
insulation = 10/6!"" = 156 mils = .156"
Rdc .259 ohms/1000` = 1.36752 ohms/mils
Kt = 1.154 for 65° c
Ks 1.00013
P`6( 2^^)2(Ks-1}
From page 2-5 of "Underground System Reference Handbook'!.
Where:
GND = geometric mean distance
GMD = (S1 . S2 . S3)1/3
Where:
Sl , S2 , S3 are the respective spacing of the 3 conductors' centers
from each other.
Generally S1 = S2 = outside diameter.
S3
 depends on the ratio between the duct and conductor diameter,
in this case we have graphically found S 3 = 1.61 S1.
= .67" (1.61)l/3
.7859111
K = 6 x 0.00013 0840 2
P	
( .0 04 )
.73591} = .0000ioo62
ac r 1.36752 x 1.154 [1 + 2(1.00013 +
ac 
1.57948 ohms/mile at 65a C
F, f
4
4
(22)
b) . Reactance
Reactance of 3 conductor or single conductor, non-sheathed cables in
non-raagnetic conduit or directly buried is given by the formula:
Xl = .2794 K log
MMIC
Where K is the random spacing factor:
K = 1.0 for 3 conductor cables
K = 1.2 for 1 conductor cables
For sheathed cables, a reduction in reactance is produced by the induced
currents in the shield and sheath structures.
For sheathed cables, this decrement in reactance can be approximated
by the f ormul.a :
acrKd-1
and
X	 X
Kd = l - s	 2s 2Pi +
s
Where
X = apparent reactance
ac
X = .2794 log dS	 g
Where
'	 d = (ore diameter + sheath thickness)/2
g = core diameter - insulation thielmess - radius of conductor
2
Due to the resistance of lead sheaths, the decrement of reactance due
to the induced sheath currents is very small approximately of the order
of1to 50.
b.1.3 Conductor Cables:
PILCNJ Cables: Reactance values for these cables were taken from
tabulated valrps of "Transmission. anal Distribution. Reference Book"
appendix Iab.t..es 15 and j 6.
XL,P and BRNJ Cables: Reactance values for these cables were computed
accordingly to the above given formula.
t
s
I^
I
i
(23)	 ^.
i
2
i.
Example:
3c - CR - Cu - 1 1/0 - BMIJ 15 Kv shielded in non--magnetic duct
on directly buried in earth
Conductor diameter = .373"
Conductor radius = .187"
Insulation thickness = .297 11
 = 19/64" (assumed insulation to be equal
to 1 conductor cable at 133%)
GMR1c = .14717
GMD -31 =S_ =S3
Sl = .187" . 2(.297' T ) + .00 6" (shield) + .003125"
= 1.00 1,
X1 = .2794 loo 1.004
.14117
Xl - .238046 ohms/mile
PILCA - double armor: Reactance values for this cable have been co=sited
as follows:
Cable: 3c -- # 2/o - Cu - CS - 15Kv - PILC -- double armor - shielded
Gmic .1.51"
Conductor- radius = a = ,1615"
Insulation = 215 mils = .215'
Reactance without armor = .188 ohms/mile
Reactance with armor = 1.2 x .188
.2256 ohms/mile
Where 1.2 is a correction Factor for magnetic binders on 3 conductor cables
by IPCEA Standard, August 4, 1933.
b. 2.Single Conductor Cables
r
.279^-E' x 1.2 log G^bD
_M,C
X,P and BRNJ: Reactances for these cables have been computed using the
above given formula and graphically dete rmination of conductor spacing,
inside duct.
RHW-USE: Reactances for these cables have been com_outed using the above
given formula and graphically determination of conductor s pacing inside
duct.
F
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
(24)
Example:
Cable: 3 sins le copper conductors
	 - OR - EIUTJ - tih' I I ed --
SKV - installed in 4" fiber duct.
Dutside diameter of cable = .6711
Insulation. = 10/&" = .15611
= .084041,f IR1c 
GMD = . 78591" (see resistance - single conductor cables in fiber ducts
or directly buried in earth)
X1 = 
.2794 x 1.2 log '^
= •3257 obms/mile
Example:
Cable: 3 single copper conductors 550 MCM - CR - XU - .15 Kv -
shielded -- installed in. 4" fiber duct.
Outside diameter = 1.45"
Diameter of conductor = 681"	 a .310511
Insulation = .215" (133%)
Jacket = .08"
C;Ivp,lc = .26145"
G^M (S. S. (S + .615)) 113 = S (1.61)1/3 = 1.1735
Where S = outside diameter
GM = 1.725 it
X1 = .279. x 1.2 log 1271
5
Xl = .275 ohm.s/mi.le
r
linpedan.ces of
C. Aerial. Cables:
a. Resistance
Resistance calculations have been based on the general resistance
formula
Rac = Rac Kt [ 1 + Kl (Ks +K - 3.)+ K2  K^ + Kc -f- as
Where K  has been deleted for cables suspended on a messenger.
R.r	 I	 I	 I	 I	 f	 I_	 P
(25)
a 1.3 Conductor Cables:
	
Rac = Rde . Kt (K + P+ 	 K^) For non-armored cables
PIA.0 Cables: Resistance values have been computed using the above
fo2.mwaa as follows:
Example:
Cable: 3 conductor copper i Vo - CS - 15Kv PTAC (aluminum sheath)
shielded - suspended on messenger
Core diameter = 1.917"
Conductor diameter = .41"	 a
Conductor insulation = .215" (133%).
plc = .19111
. 61r
C ^
Rde = .26875 ohms/mile at 25° C
Rdc = .31 ohms/mile at 65* C
Ks + K p = 1.003 + .001059 = 1.00446
Aluminum resistance = 2.6548 ohm . CM x 10
_6
Lead resistance = 22 ohm . CM x 10-6
Thickness of sheath = 115 mils = .115"
Aluminum resistance = .12067272.Lead resistance
We have assumed (no exact data available) that lead sheath thickness
v,11 be equivaent to aluminum sheath thickness.
Resistance of the lead sheath of one 3c - Cu- i Vo _ CS - P=J - 15Kv
-- R^ -- .855 ohms mile
Resistance of an equivalent thickness aluminum sheath = RU .855 x
.12067272
7 = Go3c = .446,E
m = OMR3c
 + insulation thickness + radius of conductor + thickness of
sheath /2
m = .446 11 + .215" + .205" + 
.0575"
.9235"
_ 
-3.o6 x_ 3.6_ x_ to-3 ( ,446 )2 
ohms^r le
	
RdcKk — .12067272 x 55	 .923
.025 ohms/mile
(26)
R	 K + Rdc KI 	ohms/mile=Rdc (Ka c	 s	 p
= .31 (1.00446) + .025
	
bhm/,fd',le
= .3353 ohm/mile
There
Resistance at 65°C of 3 conductor	 copper	 CS
PIAC	 L9KV - shielded in 411 fiber duct or directly buried in
earth
	 .3353 ohms/mile
a.2.Single Conductor cables:
R	 Rdc	 Kt [1	 2(K	 K	 -1) + P-Kac	 6	 p	 sh
XLP Cables:	 Resistance values for these cables have been computed
as follows:
Examole
Cable:
	 3 single conductors	 copper	 350 MGM	 XLP 15 Kv
shielded
	
suspended on messenger.
core diameter	 1.195"
Outside diameter = 1.45"
Conductor diameter = .6811t	
.34-05"
Ed = 162624 ohms/mile at 2500c
=	 187668 ohms/mile at 65~'c
'j
.2614
Gmic
	 5
K	 1.009
d
^M	 1 . 173 x 1.45"	 1.725"
2614 	 2K	 6	 (1.009 	 1)p	 1.725
K	 =124
p .^
a	 Shield Resistance "actor
-3-
Resistance lossas due to induced currents in the shielding assembly can J
be expressed similarly as sheath losses by the formula
Rdc	 K 555/R	 microhms/ftsh	 s
Where	 K sh	 resistance increment factor Olue to shield currents
R =
 shield resistance in microhms/-Pts
We have considered shielding to be composed of helically wound copper
wires for which the resistance can be ex-oressed as
Rs	 963D	 45 microhms per ft. at 25°C
(27 )
Where D = Core diameter
There
RS = 1150.79 + 45 m:i.crohms/ft at 25° C
= 1380 Fnicrohms/ft at 65 C
Rdc Ksh = 555/1380 microhms/f t
.402 microhms/ft
.002123 ohms/mile
Rac = .187668 [1 + 2 (l.0o9 + .00l24 - 1)] + .004246 ohms/mile
.195765 ohms/mile
Resistance of 3 single copper conductors 350 MCM -- XLP 15Kv - shielded -
suspended on a messenger = .196 ohms/mile at 65°C.
b. Reactance
b.1 . 3
 conductor P7AC cables: Reactance values for these cables have
been computed according to the formula
Xac = .27S4 Kd log T2	 cbms/mile
Where	 a
X	 &
Kd = 1 - s	 s
Xa.	 Rg+ -X2
k	 Xs = .2794 log 
^ 
ohms/mile
d = (core diameter + sheath thickness) /2
g = (core diameter) /2 - insulation thi ckaess - radius of conductor
Example:
Cable: 3 conductor copper j 4/o - CS - PIAC 15KV (aluminum sheath)
shielded - suspended on messenger
Core diameter = 1.917"
Conductor diameter = .417 1:	a = .205"
Insulation = .215" (133%)
(28)
CMD = conductor diameter + 2 (insulation) + shielding + spacing factor
.417" + 2 (.215")  + .006' + .0302511Q„ID = . 9n
d = (1.917" + .115") /2
= 1 .016r'
g 
= 1.9^7^ —
2	 .215" — .205at
_ .538"
X
s  
= 
.2794 log 1.016.53T- ohms/mile
W .07711 ohm /mile
But for compact sector (CS) conductors, reactance has a decrement
Fact.: by ZPCEA Standard, Angust 1935, of •975 for 250 MCM and smaller
cables.
Xs = .975 x .07731 ohms/mile
.0751 ohms/male
Aga
Xl = .2794 log can ohms/milelc
= .2794 log -2
	
ohms/mile
.1881 a ims/mile
K	
.0713	 1
d = -	 1	 .1 	 (.1032) 2  + ( .0751)2
Kd = .862
X = .862 x .1881
ac
.162 ohms/mile
Reactance of one 3 conductor copper - CS{ 4/o - PIAC 15Kv - shielded
cable suspended on messenger = .162 ohms/mile
The behavior of induced currents in the lead sheath of one 3c #1 - PILCNJ
15Kv has been computed using the above method and results are as follaws:
R^C- .900 ohms/mile
Kd = .9964
Xl = .2288 ohms/mile
ac = .228 ohms/mile
t
(^9)
b.2.XLP Single Conductor Cables: Reactance values for these cables
have been computed using the general formu7-,
Xl = .2794 log 22 ohms/mile
le
Where GMD = (1.05) 1'/3
 x outside diameter
considering that the spacing of the helically twisted conductors is
not exactly symmet-rical.
Calculations done for XLP - 15Kv - shielded cables have resulted in
values very close to published data in "Distribution Systems" appendix
table 8 by Westinghouse Electric Company, consequently the positive
sequence impedance for these cables have been taken from such publication.
Example:
Cable: 3 single conductors copper Vo, XLP 15KV - shielded -
suspended on messenger.
Outside diameter = 1.32"
GMRlc = .19989"
GO = 1.02 x 1.32"
1.34.6411
Xl
 = .2794 log 11	 ohms/mile
.2313823 ohms/male
Reactance of 3 - le - i Vo - XLP 15Kv suspended in messenger = .2313823
ohms/mile
D) Cables in Steel Conduit:
a. Resistance:
Rac =Rdc - Kt E1+1-11 (Ks + P- 1 ) +ly2 YKa+ c^
Where
•	 K1 = K2 = 1.0 for 3 conductor cables
Kl = 1s = 2.0 for 1 conductor cables in close triangular configuration
a.1.3 Conductor Cables
PIAC and PILCNJ Cables: Resistance values for these cables have
been co-,muted adding the steel conduit contribution to the tabulated
resistance for cables in fiber ducts or directly buried in earth.
Example:
Cable: 3 conductor copper -- CS - 4/o - PITMJ 15Kv - shielded
in 4" steel. conduit.
r
Core diame
Rdc c =
Resistance
Resistance
ter = 1.953" = D(.89 D - .115P) x 5.28 x 10-3 ohms/mile
(.89 x 1
.953 - •115 x 4.0) x 5.28 x 10 -3 ohms/mile
.00675 ocros/Mile
of cable in fiber duct = .326 ohms/mile
of cable in steel conduit = . 332 ohms/mile
The following formul a wLll also give approximate values of the steel
pipe resistance contribution.
Rdc . K  = (.36r + .185p) x 10-2 ohms/mile
Were r = outside radius of sheath
Example:
Cable: 3 conductor copper 500 MC`! -- CS - P=J 15Kv - shielded
in 4" steel conduit_
Core diameter = 2.426
•	 Sheath thielmess = .130"
Insulation thiatmess = .215"
r = 2 (2.42611 ) + .130"
= 1.3.3:`
Rdc . K  = ( .36 x 1.343 + .185 x 4) x io-2 ohms/mile
_ .01223 ohms/mi.l.e
Using the first formula.
(31)
tf
Resistance of cable in fiber duct = .14 c ohms/mile
Resistance of cable in steel pine = . 158 ohms /mile
a.2. Single conductor Cables:
BRNJ and XLP Cables: Resistance values for these cables have been
computed adding the steel conduit contribution to the tabulated
resistance for cables in fiber duct or directly buried in earth.
Lxam-ale:
Cable: 3 single conductor copper.- 500 MGM - BRNJ •5 Kv - shielded.
Core diameter = 1.244"
Insulation thickness = .172"
r = 2 (1.244 11 ) + .026' 1 (shield)
r — .648"
Rdc . K  = (.36x .648" .^. .185 x 4") x 10 -2 ohms/mile
.010 ohms/mile
Resistance of cables in. fiber duct = .1413 ohms/mile
Resistance of cables iu steel. pipe = .1513 ohms/mile
This result is comparable i:o the IPCEA V-C specifications that list
AC/DC resistance ratios for cables in metallic conduit. Differences
between results is of the order of .00267 ohmsh ile or 1.76% difference
without taking into cons;.deration the shielding resistance contribution.
RHW-USE Cables: Resistance values for these cables have been computed
using the ratio between AC/DC resistance factors as published by the
National Electrical Code 1971 Ed. Table 9 a-ad calculated skin and
proximity effect factors.
Example:
Cable: 3 single conductors copper 350M - Rmw-USE 6OOV in 411 conduit.
Outside diameter = 1.05"
Insulation thickness = .094"
R c	 .2614811
Pr,, = .0308 ohms/1000 ft.
GmD = 1.183 x 1.05" = 1.245
M. = .0636 ( .a6o8 5.28)1/2
(32)
K 1. 01
s	
'IVIR
K	 6	 GMD	 (K	 1)P 
.00277
K
s	 P
+ K = 1.01277
R
AC 
RDC (1 + 2 x .012777
RAC .0308 x 5.28 x 1 . 153 ohms/mile
.19225 ohms/ndle at 65'J C
Resistance of cable in fiber duct at 65°C = .19225 ohms/mile
RAC
From NEC' Table 9: 
R 
DC = 
1.08 for cables in magnetic duct
Considered 1.08 = 1 -027 + K C
K c = .0528
Pipe contribution = .0528 x 5.28 x .0308 x 1 .153 ohms/mile
= 0098 obms/mile
Resistance of cable in steel conduit 	 .20205
	
ohms/mile
b)	 Reactance
A
b.1,3 Conductor Cables: 	 Reactance values for these cables have been
computed using the pipe cables formula given in "Underground
Systems Reference Book" Edison Electrical Institute.
D,
x	 - 053f	 log	 ohms/mile
Where
f = frequency in hertz
D, = 1 .3 GMD
D= F. 2a
s	 s
a	 radius of conductor i	 A
Fs decrement	 factor of conducting area due to apparent skin effect.
Fis obtained graphically as a function of the combined AC/DC
s
resistance ratio.
F f (W ^7
1
s	 S
Where
Rs1)l/2
Ws	 Rs
	
AC/DC resistance ratio
s
	R "
s
^I
(33)
PIAC and PILCNJ Cables: Reactance values for these cables in steel
conduit have been computed accordingly to the above formulas.
Example:
Cable: 3 conductor copper 350 MCM - CS - PILCNJ 15 Yv - shielded
in 4" steel conduit.
Conductor diameter = .539"	 a = ,2695"
Core diameter = 2.208"
Insulation. = .215"
AC/DC :resistance ratio = Rs = 1.08
MM = •539" + 2(,215 t') + .006" + x3125t'
= 1.00625':
plc _ 
_247 :r
W = (1.08 - 1 )12 = .272
s	 1.08
F- .4sr
X = .053 x 60 log 1. x 1.0062 	 ohms/mile
x .539
- .2191 obms^mile
Considering sheath effect reactance decrement:
Reactance of cable in fiber duct = .162 ohmsjmil.e
Sheath effect = .2794 log 1:2072 - .162 ohms/mile
. oo84 ohms/mile
XAC = .2191 - .008. 1{. ohms/millw
= .21066 chins/mile.
Reactance of cable in steel conduit = .21066 ohms/mile
t
	
	 UP and BRNJ Cables: Reactance values for these cables have been
computed according to the above formil.a.
Example:
Cable: 3 conductor copper 1/o - HRNJ 15 Kv - shielded in	 steel
conduit.
Conductor diameter = .373"	 a = .187"
Insulation thielmess = .297"
GMI
	
.141-17 tz
y
(34)
MID = .373" + 2 ( .297") + .006" + .03125"
= 1.00."
AC/DC resistance ratio = Rs = 1.02
W - (1.02 - 1)12
s	 1.02
Fs 
-- .394
X = .053 x 60 log 1.3 x 1.004	 ohms mile
•3 ^ •373
= .265 ohms/mile
Reactance of cable in steel conduit = .265
b.2. Single Conductor Cables: Reactance values for these cables have
been computed based on the formila:
X = .2794 K log CHIDcau^c
Where K = 1.5
	 Factor that includes the random spacing of cables
in the duct and the magnetic effect of the steel.
Example:
Cable:	 3 single conauctors 500 MCM •- BRNJ 5 Kv - shielded in 411
steel conduit.
Conductor diameter = .8551=	a = .4275`r
Insulation thichess = .172`=
GIR,c = .3129"
Core diameter = 1.244"
Outside diameter = 1.47"
[SID _ (1.2)1/3 x 1.47"
= 1.5729"
X, = -2794 x 1.2 log	 1. 5729	 ohms/mile
.31249
•	 = .2358	 ohms/mile
Reactance of cable in fiber duct = .236 ohms/mile
r	 X = .2794 x 1.5 log ^---^
	
ohms/mile
.3124g
= .295	 ohms/m ? e
Reactance of cable in steel conduit = .295 	 ohms/mile
Spacing lines a and b = 3.5 ft- w ab
Spacing lines b and .c = 3.5 ft. = Db
c
Spacing lines a and c = 4 .68 ft. = Dac
Spacing lines a and g = 5.59 ft. _ (1.32 + 5.52)112= ag
Spacing lines b and g » 7.84 ft. = (1.692 + 7.73252 )112 Dbg
Spacing lines c and g = 10.25 ft. (1.692 + 10.182 )112 = Dcg
g = ground wire
%'^abc 
= 3.855 ft. = (3.5 x 3.5 x 4.6$)113
A. Positive--NeEatiye Seguence 1n dances
a) Resistance
"AC =RWxKtx s
r
i
Confi lrations : Them are tcro different configurations; A (horizon-
tal line spacing) and B (vertical lin e spacing) .
Spacing lines a and b = 2. 0 ft. = Dab
Spc cing lineq
 b and c = 5.75 ft.'-  Dbe
Spacing lines a and c W 7.75 ft. Dac
,Spacing lanes a anal. g = 6.8 ft. _ (42 + 5.52)1/2 = ag
-Spaci.- ,Z lines b and g = 5.85 ft. _ (? 2 + 5 .5 2 ) 1/2 = Dbg
Spacing lines c and g = 6.74 ft. _ (3
.92 + 5.52)1/2 = Dcg
g = ground wire
am be = 4.465 ft. : (2 x 5.75 x 775)1/3
Configuration A: Lines a, b, and c in same horizontal 10 1 cross arm,
5 11 6" from ground wire at top of pole, 30 ft. above ground. Spacing
between lines as f ollows :
Configuration B: Lanes a, b J and c on different horizontal planes, all
16" from pole. Ground ware at top of pole 5 1 6" from lire a (highest
line horizontal plane). Vertical spacing between lines a 9 b, and c
approximately 2.2325 ft. Average spacing from ground approximately 30 ft..
(36)
K	 f (ma)
s
ma = .o636 (f/R,, )lj2
Ks is tabulated as a function of ma in sable 5 of "Transmission and
Distribution Reference Book' by Westinghouse and in "Underground.
Systems Reference Book" by EEI.
Values for RAC are available directly in any table of electrical con-
ductor charac-eristics as in Tables i l through. § 4, Chapter 13,
"Transmi.ss?.ora and Distribution Reference Book" and have been used in
this stuc y.
b) Reactance
b. I.  Tnductive
Xl = X2 = .279- log MID 	 ohms/mile
T-mac	 GMD
.2794 log (^- + .2794 log l
- ^ ^1c
X  Xd ohms/mile
1
Where X  = .2794 log GMRlc ohms/mile
am
Xd = . 2794 log 1
	
oh=/mile
	and a, Xd are tabulated in Tables ^ 1 to	 and Tables 5, Gnapter
3 "Transmission and Distribution Reference Book" and have been used
for this computation.
The above derivation is based on symmetrically tranposed lines, symmetrical
or unsymmetrical spaced conductors. If lines are not transposed and the
conductors are uusyrmnetrically spaced, results are only approximate, but
accurate enough for any computation.
(37)
Xa and Xd are tabulated in Tables 1 t.3 / 4 and Table $, Chapter
3 `'Transmission and Distribution Reference Book" and have been used
for this computation.
Example:
Line. 3 conductors // 2/o HD bare ccpper, A configuration.
Radius of conductor = .207"
RAC = .481 ohms/mile at 500 C
Xa = , 532 ohms/mile
Z
X  = .1205 megohms.mile
GMD = 4.465 ft.
Xd = .1802 ohms/mile
Xd = .04433 megohms .mile
a + Xd = .7132 ohms/mile
X1 = X2 = .7132 ohms/mile
X  + Xd = .164933 megohms.mi.le
s	 r
Xl = X2 = .1&933 megohms ,mile
Line Impedance to positive--negative sequence of 3 conductors 2/o h
bare copper, A configuration = .181 + j.7132 ohms/mile, - j •1933
megohms mile.
B. Zero Sequence_ -Tmpedan.ce_
Zero sequence impedance calculations are based on Carson's Fonda.-
.	 mental Formulas concerning the nature of earth return currents,
which are shown below.
z = r + .00i59f + j.004657f 10910 c^	 (f)1/2 obms/mile
	
Cg	 1c
t	 Z = .00i59f + j .004657f 10910 	 D^ (f)1/2 Di ms/mileg nab
Where
Z = self-impedance of one conductor :,rich earth return in ohms/mile 	 j
	
9	 ;a
Y
f	 Zgm = mutual impedance between two conductors spaced a distance Dab
ft. with common earth return in ohms/mile
r
(38)
Db = distance in feet be tsmen condt.etors a and b (,,rith common
earth return)
f = frequency in hertz
p = eacth resistivity in ohms per cubic meter
c
= geometric mean radius of conductor in feet
The quantity 2160 (P/f) 1/2 is defined as De or the equivalent depth of
the earth return current in feet.
or
D
Zg = rc + .0954 + j .27942 log &.
D
Zgm _ .0954 + j .279 -2 log D ohms/mile
ab
a) , ^ Circuit Considerations_
For a 3 / circuit with cocoon earth return, a convenient procedure to
analyze the system is to replace the 3 line conductors by an equivalent
conductor with resistance equal to the 3 line conductors im parall el.
Through this equivalent conductor will., flow 3 units of current per each
unit of current flowing through the line conductors.
These Carson's Formulas applied to a 3 ^ circuit are
D
Z01 = rc .2862 + j .8382 log ^ obms/mi le
D
ZCm = .2862 f j .6382 log eCd+^ID ohms/mile2
Where
ZG1 = zero sequence self impedance of one 3 ^ circuit with earth
return in ohm/mile
Z = mutual zero sequence impedance between two 3 A circuits in
om ohms/mile
rC = resistance of one line conductor of the 3 ^ phase system (if
all line conductors are equal) in ohm /mile
De = equivalent depth of the earth return current in feet, varies
accordingly to the nature of the soil
GM = (^c . C^)1/3 in feet
QUID = equivalent spacing between the 3 conductors of one 3
system in feet
(F.
(39)
W2 = equivalent spacing between the 6 conductors of two
3 phase systems in feet
re = .2862 = resistance of earth return path in ohms mile,
constant value independently of the nature of the soil."
b) Effect of Ground Wires:
The presence of ground wires will provide an additional, return path
to zero sequence currents in the line and thus will affect the for-
Inflation of the zero sequence impedance of the 3 ^ phase circuit.
Tf we consider an equivalent conductor to replace the 3 t line, theground wires will, besides having its oan self impedance ., have a mutual
impedance Zom with the equiva7..ent 3 A Phase line conductor; its Magnitude
given by the Zom f ormul.a where GM will be the equivalent spacing of the
3 line conductor and the ground wires.
If only one ground wire is present, the _oliowing
 formulation will
define self and mutual. impedances.
D
Zog = 3rg + .2862 + j.8382 log ^
	 ohms/mile
- -1c
Where rg = resistance of ground wire in ohms mile
GMIc = geometric mean radius of ground wixe
D
Zom = .2862 + j.8382 log 'RM
2
GM2 = (ag .Dbg .Dcg )
113 in feet
The zero sequence impedance of the 3 4 circuit with one ground wire
will, be defined as
(ZOM)2
ZO = Zol Z
og
Where Zol , Zog, Zom are the self impedance of the 3 A circuit, the
ground wire and the mutual impedance of the line and the ground wire
respectively.
Z  = zero sequence impedance of one 3 A circuit with one ground ware
Example:
Line: 3 conductors j 4 HID bare copper, A configuration with one
ground wire considered to be equal to the phase conductors (no data
was furnished for ground wires)	 r
Where
re = .2862 ohms/mile
D
Xe = .8382 log	 l	 ohms/mile
Where De = 880 ft. for 10 ohms per cubic meter earth resistivity
corresponding to sea water.
X = 2.469	 ohms/mile
X  = .2794 log 1	 ohms/mile
c
X  = .2794 log GMD
zol = 1.503 + .2862 + J[2.469 + .609 - 2(.1802)3	 ohms/mile
1.789 + j 2.7176
	
ohm /mile
zog = 3r  + re + j(Xe + 3 a)
= 3(1.507) + .2862 + j(2.469 + 3 x .6og)	 ohms/mue
= 4.795 + j 4.296
	
ohms/mile
Zom = re
 + Me - ag - Xbg - Xcg)
Where
Xag = .2794 log Dag	 ohms/mile
Xb =
g
.2794 log Dbg	 ohms/mile
Xcg = .2794 log Dcg	 ohms/mile
and Dag , Dbg , and Deg are the respective: distances between the ground
w1re and conductors a, b, and c in feet.
Zo = .2862 + j(2.469 - .2317 - . 2140 - .2317)	 ohms/mile
_ .2862 + j 1.7917	 ohms/mile
u1. :. i
a
(40 )
	 i
Radius of Conductor = .102"
re = 1.503 ohms/mile at 5W C
mom = 4.465 ft.
X = . 609 ohms/mile
coil c = =663 ft.
G01 = rc + re + j (e + a 2Xd)
t(41)
There
(Z 
OM) 
2
^o = Zo1 -
og
1.789 + j 2.7176 - x.2862 +j,_1.s .^^ 16}2 ohms/mile4.795  + i 4.296
zo = 2.o446888 + j 2.274953 ohms /mile
Zero sequeAce impedance formed. of 3 conductors it 4 ED hai7-a coppar with
one ground wire of saw characteristics ., A cox33figu=at _on is:
2.04469 + j 2.27495 ohms/mile
1	 1	 1	 1	 1
X0M. ^ X  - 
xdag - xdbg - xdcg
Where
1
Xda
i
Xdbg
r
xdcg
.0683 log Dag
.0683 log Dbg
.0683 log Deg
f
i
(42)
Zeno Sequence Shunt Ca acitive Reactance:
Calculations of zero sequence shunt capacitive reactance of 3 4 circuits
with earth return will be influenced by the presence of ground wires in
a manner similar to the inductive reactance calculations as will be in.-
;`	 dicated by the following formulas:
Zeno sequence shunt capacitive reactance (X 01 ) of one 3 line with
earth return (no ground wires)
^Ol X
a + e - 2XD megohms.mile
Where
	
Xa = .0683 log ^	 a = radius of conductor in feet
	
Xe = .203 log 2h	 h = mean, height of line conductors above
i	 1	 ground in feet
Xd = .0683 log Co
Zero sequence shunt capacitive reactance (X Qg } of one ground wire with
earth return
Xog = 3X4 + eg megohms.mile
Where
X 
1	
.0683 log 1	 a t= radius of ground vise in. feet
g	 a
1	 1	 ^
Xe
	.205 log 2h	 h = height of ground wire above ground
g	 in feet
It
Zero sequence mutual capacitive reactance (X ) between one 3 ^ line
'	 and one ground wire with earth return
i(43)
i
r
x	
qj
Zero sequence shunt capacitive reactance (Xr, I of one 3 h circuit with
one ground wire and earth return
(X , 2Xo X01 -	 0",	 megohms.mile
X
og
Example:
Dine: 3 conductors W 4 HID bare copper with one ground wire equal
to line conductor with earth return, A configuration.
Radius of conductor = .102"
X  = .1415 megohms.mile
GmD = 4.465 ft.
X9 = Xa _ .1415 megohms.mile
h = 30 ft.
h = 35 . 5 ft.
X  = .364 megohms.mile
IXeg — . 3795 megohms.mile
,
Xd = .0443333 megohms.mile
1
XLg = .0567 megohms.mile
I
Xdbg = .0523 megohms.mile
Xdcg = .0567 megohms.mile
,
X01 = - j.1415 - j.364 - 2j (.0443333) megohn
= -j.4166334  megohms .mile
,
Xog = 3(-j.1415) -j.3795 megohms.mile
= -j.8040 megohms.mile
I
X
oCM= - j.364 - I-j.0567 - j.0523 - j.05671
= -j.1983 megohms.mile
X0 = -j.4166334 - (-;
	 megohms.mile
,i .	 o
= - j .3667631 megohsm.mile
Zero sequence shunt capacitive reactance of
copper with equal ground wire witu :arth reb
-j.3667631 megohms.mile.
t
t.
1'-
i(44)
u•. Zero Sequence Impedance of 3 4 Power Cables
A. General
Zero sequence impedance calculations of 3 ^ power cables are based
on Carson's .Fundamental Formulas introduced in the Aerial Lines
Section which app.3.i.ed to a 3 ^ system yields the following equations.
D
Z01 = re + re + j -8382 log __2 ohms/mile
D
Zom = re + j.8382 log
	 ohms mile
2
Where
Zol = zero sequence self impedance of one 3 A circuit with earth return
re - resistance of one line conductor of the 3 A system in ohms/mile(if all conductors are equal)
Go = (mull, . (R&)1/3
 in feet
GMD = equivalent spacing in feet between the 3 line conductor of one
3 ^ system
plc = geometric mean radius of one line conductor in feet
D = equivalent depth of earth return current in feet. In this study,De
 = 880 ft. corresponding to an earth resistivity of 10 ohms.meter
cube (sea water)
Zom = mutual zero sequence impedance between two 3 ^ circuits
MO2 = spacing between the e quivalent conductors of two 3 ^ systems
or the equivalent spacing between the 6 conductors of two
3 h systems
Several formulations are required to model the behavior of different
types of cables under different installation conditions. tae following
cases are considered for grounded 3 ^ systems:
a) 3 conductor sheathed cable in steel conduit with earth return
a t ) 3 conductor sheathed cable in fiber duct with earth return.
b) 3 conductor non-sheathed cable in steel conduit with earth return
b') 3 conductor non-sheathed cable in fiber duct vri th earth ret .2=
c) 3 conductor sheathed cable installed aerially suspended from a
messenger with one ground wire at top with earth return
c') 3 conductor sheathed cable installed aerially suspended from a
messenger with earth return
d) 3 single conductor non-sheathed cables in steel conduit with
earth return
f
r Ix
(4-5)
d) 3 single conductor non-sheathed cables in fiber duct with
earth return
e)	 3 single conductor non-sheathed cables aerially suspended from
a messenger with one ground wire at top with earth return
e) 3 single conductor non-sheathed cables aerially suspended from
a messenger with earth return
f)	 3 single conductors + one grounded neutral conductor in steel
pipe with earth return
f l ) 3 single conductos + one grounded neutral conductor in fiber JI
duct with earth return
B.	 Case a':	 3 conductor sheathed cable in fiber duct with earth
return (typical for FILCNJ cables in fiber duct or directly buried in
earth)
In this case, there are 2 possible different return paths for zero
analsequence currents:	 sheath	 eaxth with interrelated mutual coupling
Which, due to the definition of Carson's Formulas, cannot be successfully
decoupled as independent terms, but must be considered as acting jointly
together.	 The figure shown below depicts current flow in these paths
together with the voltage drop expressions (the figure is not an
impedance diagram).
If we replace the 3 conductors of 3 A cable by one equivalent
conductor with a resistance equal to the resistance of one conductor and
with an equivalent geometric mean radius am 	 the
self impedance of the cable conductors can be formulated as
D x12
Z
e
 = r0 + re + i	 am. .8382 log e 
Similarly ., ire can define the self-impedance of the sheath as:
D x 12
Z = 3r + r + j.8382 eZs
	 s	 e	
asH
Where
r5 = resistance of sheath in ohms mile
a sH = radius of sheath in inches
GM = (GMR1c * GMD2)1-/3 
in inches
D * 12
Z es = re
 
+ UJ - 8382 log e D"
es
^0	 ^^	 Jas
f
v0	 -
f 2=s
2
^
Applying  Kirchof £'s Zl^tion s:
1s + IO
2
o o e s c I ss ' ^o c
l)	 _(ZD - e ) +	 (Z - a)
O = 1 &Z - I^ ce
But
IQ =1 + I@
or
2) O = Is {
 s - Z S) IG cs
Iry
} jj g
j	 \\	 )j
\	 j
\	 ]
\
\	 )
\	 ]
\	 j
j
^	 )
.	 \	 )
\	 j
\	 j
\	 j
}	 ]
\	 j
\	 j.	 ]
}	 j>	 r
\ j
f	 -
(47 )
Vo
i
Solving fo Ts and substituting in 1)
Z
I - l	 asS	 o Z
S
Z
Vo = To (Zc - Zcs ) + 1  (Zs - Z°5) Z as
s
I
Vo = ZS LZcZs -ZsZcs +ZsZcs Zcs' Zes3
2V w Io [Z^ - (Zcs)1
s
And
Z 2
Z —° = Z _(cs)
o I°	 c Z
s
And the zero sequence impedance of one conductor sheathed cable in fiber
duct with earth return is given by
Z =Z - as) 2
o	 c	 ZS
This is a theoretical formulation that ta pes into consideration the
existence of two possible return paths for the fault current. Several
fault and grounding conditions will affect the impedance of the return path:
C^8)
i
1) The resistance of the sheath to 6-2ound connection is not low
enough that could be disregarded or the s.zeath is open to ground.
Under this condition, the ret= path impedance wM increase its
value approaching a ground return only given. by:
D * 12
"	 Zo = Zc = rc + re + j.8382 log	 ohms/MilneGMR
2) The initial fault current returns through the sheath and either
r	 is cleared before it can develop to the earth or is prevented by the cable
jacket.
Under this condition., the only return path available is through the
sheath and its value is given by the equation:
Z =Z +Z -2Z
o	 c	 s	 es
= rc + 3rs + j .8382 log $'s ohms/mile
3) The initial fault current returns through the sheath and after
few cycles develops to the earth -a-.th an impedance given. by:
Z = Z - Zcs 2
o	 c	 Zs
Several tests conducted by an utility com xmy indicate that this is
the most likely condition. to occur and. it has been considered as such for
our calculations.
Comparison values for a 3 conductor 500 MGM - CS - PMMJ 15 Kv -
shielded in 41' fiber duct are as follars :
Z = 3.60 ohms/mile for earth return. only
° = .435 + 5.5586 ohms /w-ue
Zo = 1. 998 ohms/mile for sheath return only
= 1.979 + j.272 ohms/mile
Z  = 1.81 ohms/mile for sheath + earth return
= 1 .515592 + j.90,027 ohms/mile
C. Case a) 3 conductor sheathed cable in steel conduit with earth return.
(typical for PT_LCNJ Cables in steel conduit)	 {
In this case, there are 3 possible return. paths for zero sequence
currents: sheath, conduit, and earth. The behavior' 'of the conduit impedance
is a random function of the magnitude of current through the pipe and the 	 r
pipe diameter.
i
i
''3
'r
3
;4k64
f
-g	
-
^i
	
^i
f
3
a
D  = pipe diameter
Then
Z	 I
_ x	 x
x" P+2x) ~Tr P
HxJd?C+Is+1G- 10
x -^ x	 D
o	 p
Then
J - dH
x d
X
,l
(49)
If Zp	n.is defined as the pipe self 	 and Zap is the mutual
impedance between the cabi.e conductors and the pipe ., a derivation by
J e H' Neher, published in IM Transactions on Poorer Apparatus and Systems -
„,,.. .August 1964, pg. 797 to $04 provide a view of the nature of the problem.
An excerpt of it follows:
.	 Evaluation of Z - z - 3 (R + jX
P — cA	 -P	 P
(From a paper by V H P Neher published in 3 E August 1964.)
If JX is the current density in the pipe at a radius r + x (x	 jp 
fraction of pipe thickness), then the net current flowing in the pipe inside
a circle of radius r + x is:p
Ix -^ 27W(P+x) IXdx+ (Is +IG - 10)	 1
o	 -
Ix 27T P J x J
fdx + (Is + IG - 10 ) for x44 P
1x '^7 p ix x + (Is + IG - to )
dH
The induced emf is	 -4A dx d x x 10 -$ volts/inch which must equal
at
the voltage drop:
dH
x x 30-g - 
d x dx 10 -6 Volts/inchcEx dt	 J dx
W__ d2H	 d dHH	 x a2 d ^X
	 x	 an	 ,^ 1
dt	 dxdt	 dt	 dx
.i
(50)
Or
d2H	 P. e2x
dxdt -
 102
	
d^2
Assuming a sinusoidal variation x = J  e
2	 ^
	
dx = Jw ^
	
d 2 = ^jw 'AJ x 10-2p
or
J = J e-ex -tjcx
x	 o
Then the total current in the pipe is:
I _7T p
	
J dx = Jo(1-j) [I e-ctp(I + J) ] ,rp
x	 2c
a
tp dJ
P = ^^ -f ^ dx = 12 P Jo 11 - e-c^' (1 + ^)j0
Y	 pr, (1 + A	 p
P	 P	 D	 micro-ohms/foot
P
Then
P _ K d
P P
The values of ill and K are random ana depend of the value of I
P•
From average data for 500 A L ^ ^ 7400 A
P = 29.9 rl-I / p micro-ohms/foot P in inches
P = 18.1 V^IDp micro-ohms/foot
VAT 15.36
i"
(sl)
	
i
Fcr this case the zero sequence system oan be represezzted by the
current Flow diagram:
^o
-Z Ta^5 i^ 1P 	
1
E
^ # ^ asp -gyp	 ^ ^^,, ^'S
ApplyL ; Kirchoff t s Equations:
1)	 To = Is +	 + IG
P
2)	 Vo = yo (Zc - Zcp ) + Is (Zsp - Zcs ) + Ip (Zp - Zcp)
3)	 V ^?	 (Z	 -Z	 ) +I	 (Z	 - Z )+ I (Z	 - Z )
o	 o	 c	 es s	 s cs	 p Sp cp
4)	 0 =-IoZCS + ZSIs
i.j
+ 
ZSP P
- 
Is {Zs - Zcs ) + Ip (Z
sp - Zcs) - lecs
And the redundant equations
0 y Io (Zcs - Zcp ) + Is ( Zsp - Zs ) + Ip (Zp - Zsp)
0 _ Is (Zsp - Zcp ) + Ip (ZP - Zcp ) - 
IGZcP 's
Or in Matrix Form ;I
v Zcs	 P
-Zcp 0 IoZc -Zcp	 Zsp --
V' = Zc - Zcs	 Zs - Zcs	 Zsp - Zcp 0 Is
0 -Zcs	 Zs Zsp 0 p '+
t0 -1	 1 1 1 I^,
_ f
._
a
a
A-'
S-;
(52 )
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 t
Solving; for To by Cramer' s Rule and using minors
I	 V Z	 - Z Z- Z
a sp	 as p	 cp
det I
4{	
VQ Zs - Zcs Zsp - ZCp
ZS
sp
^o
z	 -z z	 -z z	 - z
c	 cp sp	 as p	 Cp
Z- Z Z- Z Z	 - z
det	 C
	
as s	 as sp	 cp
-Z Z Z
as s sp
10 = V  Izs (zp - zsp ) + zsp (Zs - zzp)I
Zs I(Zc - zcs)( P - zCP ) + (Zc - z 
cp) 
(Zcp - zsp)l
zSp 
{(za - zep )(Zs - zcs ) + (Z
c 
- 
zcs) (Zcs -zsp)]
as	 p	 cp	 s	 as	 cs	 sp	 sp	 cp
Arid
VO
	
(z - Zcs )(Z - cp ) + (ZC - ZC ) (ZC - S12 )^
= Z
^o	 '	 ZS (Z - zsp ) + zSP (ZS -zsp)
+ psi] [ `zc - ZC12 ) (ZS	 as ) + (^C - as (Z as- ZSp) 3
Z
s 
(Z
 - ZSp ) + ZSp (zs - zsp)
z	 [(z - z	 (z - Z ) + (Z	 - z	 (z - z )
+ ,,. as 
	
cp) s 	 Cs	 as	 sp) s	 c
Zs (Zp -- Zsp ) + Zsp (Zs - Zsp)
is
e.
p - Zcp ^ rc
	
Z
c	 cs	 e
-Z -r +jJ^
z -z ^3r +y
	
s	 cs	 s
zcp approx. 
= Zsp
(53)
Where:
zc, Z
.3 , Zp are the self impedances corresponding to the cable
conductors, the sheath, and the pipe. Z cp , zcs , and Zsp are the mutual
impedances between conductors and pipe, conductors and sheath, and
sheath and pipe.
Parameters definition:
D * 12
Zc = rc + re + j.8382 log	 ohms/mileOR
G 
_ (GMpc * G02)1/3 inches
D	 12
Zs = 3r  + re + j .8382 log 
a -
	
ohms/mile
sH
asH = radius of sheath in inches
z  - zcp = 3R  + j 3X
R  = 15.36 29.9 5 .28/(Dp 1000) ohms/mile
•	 D  = pipe diameter in inches
Xp = 15.36 * 18.1 5.28/(Dp 1000) ohms/mile
zcp = re + j,8382 log e
p
a  = radius of pipe in inches
p = 3R  + re + j(3Xp + .8382 log (De 12/ap) ohms/mile
D * 12
Z = r + j.8382 log e	 ohms/mile
cs	 a	 asH
D * 12
	Zsp = re + j.8382 log ae-a
	
ohms/mile
p sH
a
(54)
Zcs approx. = Zsp approx. = Zcp
Under this approximation, a model ias developed with a solution given
by:
z1
Zo y Zc -Zcp - (Z es
-Zsp) + Z2
Where
Z1
 = ^Zs (Zcp - zsp ) + zcs (Zs - Zcs)I1p (Zcs	 Zsp) + Zcp (zp - zcp^]
Z2
 = Zs 
p
(Zcs + Zcp -- 2Zsp ) + ZpZ
cs (Zc - Zcs) + Zszcp (Z 	 - zcp)
The approximated model diagram is as follows:
T Va
1<, I
i
Results using the tiro eqj»tions of Z  for sheathed 3 conductor 500 MCM -PILCNJ - 15 Kv cable are as -ollows
Using mathematical solution 	 p = .90097 + j .88789 ohms/mile
1.27 ohms/mile
Using approximated model	 zo = .7393 + j .99824 ohms/mile
= 1.25 ohms/mile
Difference = 1.6% in magnitude
(55)
The approxixtiated model will evolve irto, the following cases;
1. Sheathed Cable in metallic condui t without earth re,u-rm:
System Equations:
1) VO 1 0 (Z a - z C'O + Is (z sP z es + Ip (z 	 z CP
2) 0 1 (Z	 z)+ Y- (Z	 %) + P (z	 zsj
	
0 es	 cp	 s sp	 -	 p
5) 0 1 0 Is
 I p
With Solution:
	
z	 (z	 z	 + (z	 z	 (Z P	 cp	 as	 S13
	
0	 c	 Cp	 p	 cp	 Zs z sp + z p z S-O
And the model is:
CL
C.
E!e
Which fulfils the system equations by substituting Is = 1 0 - 1'p
in 1) and substituting 1 0 = I P + Is in 2) and moving thra points a ., 03
a 
.7 n .7 and thru points cnbo.
This model evolves from the original c
for the earth return path.
2. Sheathed Cable in fiber duct with
System Eq Mtions.
4
(56)
(z	 z + Is (ZS - zCS)vo = 10 c	 es
0 IS (Z S	 z CS ) 1G, z cs
20 =
 
IS + IG,
With Solution:
2 (ZCS)
z Z0 c zS
And the model:
Jr,	
VO
13. Non-sheathed Cable in metallic pipe with earth retuxm:
System Equations:
vc) IQ (z	 z + I	 (z	 - zc	 CP p	 	 cp
p 
(z p
	
cp G	 cp2
I	 Ip	 G2
With Solution:
(Z	 )2
z = z	 ",0 c	 z
p
---------- -	 . ......
And the model is:
D. Case b: 3 conductor non-sheathed cable in steel conduit with earth
return.
This is the case of the BRNJ 15 Kv and 5 Kv and KLP 15 Kv and 23 Kv
cables installed in conduit and has been formulated i-a 3 above.
( Z )2
z  G.c - z	 ohms/mile
P
Where
D*].2
Zc = rc + re + j . 8382 log	 ohms/z ^i1 e
Zp - Zc.p = 3RP + j3 
P 
ohms/mile
RP = 15.36 29.9 * 5.28/(DP * 1000) ohms/mile
rp = 15.36 18.1 * 5-?8/( D   * 1000) ohr3/mile
D  = pipe diameter in inches = 2a 
D ^ 12
Zcp = re + j .8382 log ea 	 ohms/,"lile
P
D * 12
z  = 3R  + re + J (3 
P 
+ .8382 log ea	 ) ohms/mile
P
E. Case b': 3 conductor non--sheathed cable in fiber duct with earth
return typical case for BRNJ and X P 5 Kv 15 Kv, and 23 Kv installed
in fiber duct or directly buried in earthj.
(58)
For this case, as the earth is the only return path for zero sequence
currents:
D * 12
Z = r  + re + j .8382 log eGMR	 ohms/mile
F. Case c: 3 conductor sheathed cable installed aerially suspended from
a messenger with one ground wire at top with earth return. (typical for
PIX aerial cables).
In this case, there are 4 possible return paths for ze ro sequence
currents: sheath, messenger, ground wire, and earth. These 4 possible
return paths can be reduced to only 3 because the messenger and grr.nd
wire can be considered as an equivalent ground system and apply the
equations for n ground wares is aerial lines.
The circuit for this case can be representedby the current flow
diagram:
	
O	 i G l a	 Zcs 15 I w ^i.rr
^_	
_ 
-r-
	
-TS
	
f 
I II 	 -Zs Xs
	
t^
Yo
^/ 76:
f
td l
Applying Kirchoff's Equations:
1) 10 = Is + I  + IG
2) v0 	 o c=r (z -z cw	 s sw)+^ (z -z cs 	w w	 cw) +I (z _z )
3) Vo = 1  (Zc - Zcs ) + Is (Zs - Zcs ) + IT (Zsw - Zcw)
4) C = -Io cs + Zsls + Zsw W
Which are the same equations that define 1°Case a" substituting the
pipe (p) by the ground wire (w). `T=hus, t:_e solution is:
[(z - z )(z - z ) + (z	 )(Z	 -- z )]
	
Z= Z	 a	 cs w	 ew	 c	 cw cw	 sw
o	 s Zs (Z ^ -Zsw ) + ZS^v (Zs - Zs}
YG
i
E
I
t	 I	 I	 I!	 i	 f
(39)
	
+ Z	 [(Zc Zcw )(Zs - Zcs) + (z
c
 - Zes )(Zcs - zsw)j
sw Zs (zw - Zsw) + Zsw (Zs _ zsw)
[(Z - zcwAz -- Zcs } + (Zc
s - Zsw ) (Zsw - zew)
	
+ 2 --^	 - - -- ---
cs
Zs (Z T - z
sV
) + Zsw (Zs -
 71 SIT
Parameters Definition:
D * 12
Zc = r  + re + j.8382 log ^	 ohms mile """
CMR = (GMRlc
 * MO )1/3 in inches
^§
D * 12
Zs = 3rs + re + j.8382 log a
	
ohms/mile
sH
asH = radius of sheath in inches
D * 12
zw	
eg	 e
	
=3
w 	
r	
e
	
+ + j.8382log e	 —w
F^
wee = equivalent resistance	 ohms/mile of the -parallel combination of
messenger and ground wires
;i
D	 12
Z = r+ j.8382 log e	 11m /Mile
cs	 a	
asH
1zcw = re + j . 8382 log De 12. 	 ohms/mile
Dcw	 E
D	 12
Zsw = r
e + j.8382 log e	 ohm /mile
sw	 i
Where
GM  = (•779
w
 * •779 * am * 
H2
)1/4 inches
a  = radius of messenger wire in inches
w = radius of ground wire in inches
H = spacing between messenger and groLina wire in inches
Dew = equivalent spacing between the cable conductors and the messenger-
ground wires assembly
D= (d 	 d 1^2 inches
cw	 cm	 cw)
Where
d = geometrical mean distance from t'-,, e aerial cable conductors to thec
messenger wire
P
(60)
dew geometrical mean distance from: the aerial., cable conductors to
ew the ground wire in inches
Dsw _ (d sin d
 sw )
1/2 inches
Where
dsm = geometrical mean distance from the aerial cable sheath to the
messenger wire
dsw = geometrical mean distance from the aerial cable to the ground
ware
Evaluation of dcm and dcw
C9R^701_Jp 	 9
;h
rzFdivs ^ '
Z
I
cv vvuI_.F_	 Q
dC _ (d	 * do * d )l/3
But, in general
a^ - 
dcm3
do ^ 
[dam * 
(dc102)211/3
d= 2D ^- h -	 s
do
	 [ (h + 2D + ^ . )2 + 2 11/2
OD = cable outside diameter
For h approx. equal to OD2
do = OD - s
2
d	 = [(OD +s )2 +S Il/2
2
d^ = t(OD - s 3 [ 5 + (OD + s 6)21 1/3) 	 inches
If H = spacing between messenger and around wares in inches
For h= 2D r=a'sH
dsm = [a2 + (asH + 2 )2112 inches
If H = spacing between messenger and grou-,.id wires in inches
(61)
-	 dcw = (H + OD - s } [
	
-t- (H + 07 + STE 1/3 inches
lu our installation H = 5 1 6" = 66"
Thus
2
dew = (66 + oD - s-) [ 2 + (66 + OD +) 2 ] 1/3inches
Evaluation of D
cw
(
Dcw — (d cmdcw ) 
1/2
2
^(OD - s } [
	
f (OD + s J2 ] 1,66 + OD - s }
2	 1./ 6
[ + (66 + OD + SIT) 	 inches
Evaluation of d and d
sm	 sw
yE s^ ..rc lz -^
	 d2 = x + 2 r d
-^	
Y	 sm
x= r sing
y = h + r (1 - cos8}
d	 h	 d2 =(r sin e) 2 + [h + r (1 - cos ) 12
rJ"'2
_ _ 1T[' 2rd2	 12 h2 f 2hr - 2(r2 + hr)coselde
avg 2T o
--	 --	 davg = 2r + h2 + 2hr
2	 2
I	 = r + (r + h}
y	 dsin = [r2 + (r + h)21 V2
I!	 I	 I	 I	 i
(62)
dsw = [a2Ii + (asH + H + 2D )2 ] 1/2 in.ciaes
in our installation H = 5 1 611 = 66"
Thus
dsw	 asH + (asH + 66 + 2
2D)2 ]1/2 inches
Evaluation of D
sw
Dsw = (d 
EM 
dsw)1/2 inches
Cases + (asH + 2D)21[asH + (asH + 66 + 2
D)2 1 1/4 inches
This system can also be represented by 3 branches in parallel plus
a short circuit to ground, but the solution equation for Z  may prove
cumbersome to handle and computer time consu ming without attaining much
more accuracy.
G. Case c': 3 conductor sheathed cable installed aerially suspended
from a messenger with earth return (typical of PIAC aerial, cables)
In this case, there are 3 possible return. paths for zero sequence
currents: sheath, messenger, and earth. Thus, it is the same as case
c with a change in the definition of the parameters as foll ows :
D * 12
Zw = 3rm + re + j -8382 log e	 ohms/mileGMM
m 
= resistance of messenger wire
CMRm = • 779 * a n
a M = radius of messenger wire
D * l2
Z = re + j.8382 log e -
	
ohms/mi e
cm
D * 12
Zsw = re + j.8382 log ed = ohms/mile
sm,
(63)
s = %M of the cable conductors in inches
asH ^__ radius of the sheath in inches
H. Case d: 3 single conductor non-Sheathed cables in steel conduit with
•	 earth return (typical for YJR 5 Kv and 15 Kv cables and RHW-USE cables
in steel conduit) .
In this case, -there are two possible retu= paths for zero sequence
currents: pipe and earth. Thus, the case is similar to "case a" substi-
tuting the sheath by the pipe and adjusting the definition of the parameters,
(Z 
2
c )
_ ^
Zo Zc	 Z
P
Where
D X12
Z rc + re + j.8382 log GM , ohms/mile
Gm W (GMR * X2 )1/3 inches
GMD = geometric mean distance of conductors
Z  _ 'Z cp  = 3p + j 3x  ohms/male
R  = 15.36 * 29 .9 * 5.28/f DP * 1000) ohms/mile
P = 15.36 * 18.1 * 5.28/(Dp * 1000) ohms/mile
D = pipe diameter in inches
P = 2aP
D * 12
Zcp = re + j.8382 log ea	 ohms/mile
P
D * 12
Z  = 3R  + re + j(3XP + .8382 log ea	 } ohms/mile
P
I. Case d': 3 single conductor non-sheathed cables in fiber duct with
earth return (typicsl for XLP and RHW-USE in i"t- 	 -^'
In this case, there is one possible retu=
currents: earth return.
Thus
Z= Z = r + r + j.8382 log e0	 c	 c	 e	 GMR
(64)
J. Case e: 3 single conductor non-sheathed cables aer.Lally suspended
from a messenger with one ground wire at top with earth return (typical for
XIS' aerial cables) .
In this case, there are 3 possible return, paths for zero sequence
currents: messenger, ground wire, and earth.
The circuit for this system can be represented by the current flow
diagram:
.^
_^ =f	 ! ^M	 ^i^/	 I -IG
t
l	 - TA
i
	
i 
^.drrV^
	
r
^ 
 
^K^-04[
E
System Equations:
v =7. (z -z )+I (z -z )+I (z -z )0	 o c
	 CY	 m. MW	 cm	 w w	 ew
v0	 o e	 cm	 m m	 cm	 w mw	 cw=^ (z -z ) +I (z -z ) +l (z - z )
- IDZCm + Imzm TT MW
Which are the sage equations that define "case c" substituting the
sheath (s) by the messenger (m). Thus the solution is
I(7, - zc )(w— zcw ) + (ze ` 
zcw)(Zcw - ^)^zo = Z
	
-
(65 )
+ Z [ (Zc - Zcw ) ( W - z cm	 ) + (Zc z ) 
( zem - 
^T } ]
Z- Z	 Z-	 Z - Z	 Z - Z
+ Z	 (	
} ( 	 Z	 + (	 (w	 cw m	 cm }	cm	 mw } mw	 cw} ]_
cm	
W ( W zIx4w } zmv (z::1 mw)
Parameters Definition:
D * 12
Zc = rc + re +j.8382  log e	 ohins/mile
GNR = (GM lc GMD2 )V3 inches
D 12
Zm
 = arm
 + re
 + j log e779 a
	
ohms/mile
m
rm = resistance of messenger wire in ohms/mile
am = radius of messenger wire in inches
	
D 'q2
r	 'w = 3 w + re ^- log e7 f 9 a	 ohms/ le
w
w = resistance of ground wire in ohms mile
a w = radius of ground ware in inches
D * 12
Zem = re + j.8382 log d
	
ohms/mile
cm
?^	 2 1/3
d	 ^(h + OD
	
s 3) j (h ^- 02 + s^ ^) 2 + ]	 inches
For h = 02 = height of messenger above conductors in inches
''rr 	 1/3
	
+	 dem = (OD- s O) [(OD + s 6)2
	
2
+ 	]	 inches
Where OD = outside diameter of one cable in inches
s = spacing of conductors in inches
For common installations
d= .— 1.28 * OD inches
I	 I	 I	 f
(66)
D * 12
Z	 re  j.8382 log e d	 oh-T:is/milecw 
dew = t(H + OD - 
SE
3 ) [L 2 + (H + 
OD + s Z)2] 1/3 inch e s
 
4
For our installation H = 5'6" = 66 11 = ;,pacing from messenger to ground
wire
Then
	
SU	 2	 E)21 1/3d =	 1((66 + OD -	 s + (66 + OD + s	 inches
	
3	 IT	 6
D
ZMil re + j.8382 log	 H	 ohms/mile
D * 12log e
+ j.838P-	 ohm/mile
e	 66
Tn this case we could have also reduced the system to 2 return paths
considering the messenger and ground wire as one equivalent ground wire.
The system will then have a solution given by
Z
Z0 ZC - z
ew ohms/mile
w
Where
D * 12
Z c = r c + re + j.8382 log _e.	 ohms/mile
D * 12
Z = 3rweQ + re + j.8382 log e	 ohms/mileZr	 GMR
Where
GM w = ( • 779 am * .779 aw ?
)1/4 inche',
am = radius of messenger wire in inches
a 
W 
= radius of ground wire in inches
H = spacing between messenger and ground wires in inches
D * 1-2
Z cw = re + j.8382 log e D	 ohms/mile
L-,-. I I I
Y	 !	 !	 ^	 I	 I	 i	 I
(67)
Where
r
Dew (d.	 dcw)1 2 inches
D = (OD - s ) C S + ODD + s`6) 2 ] (x + OD - s 3 A ^2 + (x + OD + A2EW	 ^/63
inches
K. Case e': 3 single conductor non-sheathed cables aerially suspended
from a messenger with earth return (typical. for XLP aerial cables).
lwn this case, there are two possible return paths for zero sequence
currents: messenger and earth. The solution is:
Z
Zo = Zc -
 - -21' ohms/mile
m
Wnere
D * 12
Z 
	 r  t re + j.8382 log 
eGMR
	
ohms/mile
(plc * 
G2 )1/3 inches
D 12
Zm
 = 3r + re + j .8382 log e . 779 am 
ohms/mile
rs = resistance of messenger ware in obms/mile
am
 = radius of messenger wire in inches
D	 12
Z = re + j.8382 Ing 
e	
ohms/mile
cm
d = 1.28 * OD inches
cm
L. Case f: 3 single conductors + one grounded neutral conductor La steel
conduit with earth return (typical of PEW-USE cables in steel conduit).
In this case, there are 3 possible return paths for zero sequence
currents: the grounded neutral conductor, the pipe, and the earth .
The circuit can be represented by the current flow diagram:
(68)
I	 I	 I	 I	 I!	 i	 f
-^o
-
1 i
• n so	 ^o
T--L+_ II	 +
System Equations:
Io= xn+Ip
+IG
Vo = IC (ZC - zCp ) + In (z	 - Zcn) + I 	 (Zp - Zcp)np
V	 = I
	
(Z	 -Z )+I	 (Z	 -Z	 )+I (z	 -Z )0	 o	 c cn	 n	 n	 cn p	 np ep
0= -IZ	 + I Z + I Z
o en n a
	 p np
Which are the same equations that describe "case a" substituting the
sheath (s) by the neutral conductor ( n ) . Thus, the solution is given by:
^(ZC - zen" (Zp - Zcp ) + (ZC ZCP) (Zcp - z''n^^^Z	 Z
n	 p	 np	 np	 n np
^ (Z	 - Z	 (Z	 - Z	 +	 Z	 - Z	 Z( - ZC"	 + Z C'^]	 nenC C]3	 Cn n^7
np
n (Z
	
- pp ) `}' Znp (Z - np )
[
 (Z	 - Z	 (Z	 - Z	 +z	 -( Z	 Z Z+ Z	 p cp	 n	 cu	 cn np np cp
cn	 z	 (z	 - z	 ) + z	 (Z - z	 )
n	 p	 np	 np np
^I
`' I
(69)
Parameter Definition
U * 12
Zc = rc + re + j.8382	 log GMR ohms/mile
{R,M 
_ (GMRlc * (2,02 )1/3
	inches
D	 * l2
Zn = 3rn + re + j.8382 log —ems— - ohi:vs/mile
n
a =
resistance of neutral conductor in ohms/mile
G n = geometric mean radius of neutral conductor in inches
Z  Zcp = 3R 	 + j3Xp 	ohms/mile
R  = 1S -36 * 29.9	 5.28/(Dp
	1000) ohms/mile
X 
= 15.36 * 18.1.
	
5.28/(D
 
	 1000) ohris/mile
D  = Zap
 = diameter of pipe in inches
D	 12
Zcp - re + j.8382	 log	 ea .	 ohms/mile
p
D -^ l2
P = 3B  + re + J OX + .8382 log 
e 
a	 ohms/mile
p
D * 12
Zen - re + j .8382 
log 2  MD	
ohms/mile
Z
np	 cp= Z	 ohms/mile
M. Case f t : 3 single conductors + one grounded neutral conductor in
fiber duct with earth return (typical for RHW-USE cable an fiber duct).
In this case, there are two possible return paths for zero sequence
currents: the grounded neutral and the earth. The solution is given. by:
Z
Zo = Zc - Zn ohms/milen
Where
D * 12
Z = r + r + j.8382 log ^ 	 =s/mile
	
c	 c	 e
Nf. I	 I	 I	 l	 i	 a
(70)
Cwt = (CYEIlc GMD2 )1/3 inches
D	 12
Zn = 3r  + re + j.8382 log e	 ohms mile
n.
r  = resistance of neutral conductor in ohms/mile
GAR  = geometric mean radius of neutral conductor in inches
D	 Z2
Zcn = re + j.8382 log e	 ohms/mille
(71)
5.	 8unzaa.ry of Network Configuration. and Bus Designations
A.	 Bus Code Designations and Voltage Levels
The following bus on the network one line diagram:
Launching Complex 8 - 905
Industrial Area 2008 - 2915
All bus codes are indexed with a voltage designation as follows:
Bus Voltage 	First symbol in Bus Code
13,800	 A
4,160	 B
480	 C
208	 D
115,000	 E
13,68o	 :P
.13,320	 G
13,200	 H
2,400	 i
120/21 0	 K
Voltage levels at specific buses are as follows:
^-4^4--
(72)
Kennedy Space Centex 	 IaunchlpZ Complex	 Bus Cocle - Voltage Ievels
13.8 Kv Buses (A)
8 thru 12, 14 thru 16, 18 thru 33,
116
35, 3,', 39, 43 thru 49, 51 thru 54,
124 thru 132, 137 thru 142, 146 thru56 thru 91, 98 2 99, 122,thru.
155, 158 thru 169, 174, 175, 178 2 179, 151 7 188, 192, 193, 398, 199, 201 ,
203 2 205 thru 2o6, 208234 211, 214, 216, 218 1 220, 222 thru. 226, 228 2 229,231-, 233, 235, 236, thru 240, 242, 244, 245, 247, 249 thru 252 , 255,
257 2 261 thru 265, 267, 268, 271, 272, 274 2 275, 278 thru 280, 283 thru
285, 288, 289, 290 2 299 thru 303, 325, 326, 340 thru 342, 353, 901 thru
905
4.16 Kv Buses (B)
loo thru 115, 183.,1	 246, 248, 286, 287, 297, 298 , 3o4, 328, 334, 3357
337, 338,	
^ 347
343,	 ,	 thru 352
48o V Buses (C)
13, 17, 34 , 36 , 37, 4o thru 42, 50 , 55, 92 thru 97, 123, 133 thru 136,
143 thru 145, 156, 157, 170 thru 173, 376, 182, 184 thru 187, 189 thru
191, 194 thru 196, 200 1 202, 2o4, 207, 209, 210, 213 1 215, 2171 219, 221,
227 1 230, 232, 234 3 237, 241, 243, 253, 254, 258 thru 26o, 266, 269, 270,
273, 276, 277, 281 2 282, 291 thru. 296, 305 thru 324, 327, 329 thru 333,
336, 339, 345, 346 , 354 thru- 374, 376 thru 385, 392 thxu 418, 420 thru
422, 424 thru 458, 46o thru 468, 470 thru 482, 484 thru 505, 507 thru
509, 511 thru 515, 517 thru 524, 526 thz 545	 548 thru 550, 650 th-ru
6S7, 659 thru. 663, 665 2 666, 668 tiro 671, 67 3 thru 678, 680, 682, 683,
685, 686, 688 thru 691, 693 thru 704, 706, 707, 709 thru 711, 713, 718
thru 722, 730, 731, 552 thru 583, 585 thru 628, 631 thru. 64o
208 V Buses (0)
177, 180, 212, 256, 386 thru. 391, 419, 423, 459, 4 69, 483, 5o6, 510, 516,
52;, 54 7, 551, 641 thru 649, 658, 664, 667, 672, 679, 692 , 7o8 , 712, 714, 715,
5
115 Kv Bus (E)
5
(73)
Ko!maedy Stu:,Ce Center	 Industrial Ares.	 Voltage Levels of Coded. Buses
Rote: All buses shall be coded starting with 2008
1-15 Kv E
4
13: 8 Kv (A) (This nobrork section ximmq.11y connected to VABR 603)
2026. 2093 2102, 2104, 2106, 2108, 2110, 2112, 2?15, 2' 1 7, 21 _ , 2 ] 01 ,
21'23, 2125, 212.x , 2131, 2133, ?135,2145 , 2139 1 2141, 2143, 2147, 2149
2151, 2153 thru. 2169, 2172, 2197, 2199, 2201, 2204, 2210, 2211, 2,15, 2,16,
2917
L3,o^,' Kv
	
(This network. section norna.11y- camnected to VABR 603)
2113, 2127, 2137
13.32 Kv (G)
2208
13.2 Kv (H)
2008, 2009 ;
 2011 thru 2025, 2027 thru 2086, 2088, 2091, 2053, 20;4,
2096, 2097, 2100, 21.70, 2174, 2176, ^178, 2180, 2182, 2184, 2186, 2188,
2101, 2193, 2195, 2214
 thru 221.8, `2220, 2222, 2224, 2228, 2230, 2233, 2236,
2237, 2241, 2243 thru 2249, 2267, 2272 , 2275, 2279, 2280, 2281, 22E3, 2285,
2287, 2285, 22'93 thru 22, 6, 22%'9, 2301 , 2303, °305, 2307, 230:, 23=i , 2313,
2315, 2317, 2319, 2321, 2323, 2325, 2327, 2329, 2331 , 2333, 2335 t-_--u
2349,-'353, 2355, 2357, 2359, 2361, 2363, 2365, 2367, 2368, 2.71, 2373,
2375, 2377, 2379, 2351, 2383, 2335, 2387, 2389, 2391 th_-ru. 2431, 2433 2 2435,
2437, 2439, 2441, 2443, 2445, 24411 7,  2456 thru 2463, 2+65, 2467, 2469, 2471,
2473, 2475, 2478, 2481, 2483 thru 2494, 2501 thru. 2504, 2526, 2505, 2510,
2514, 257.6, 3517 thru 2524, 2526, 2528, 2530, 2532, 2534, 2536 t'a-u 2541,2852 7 2,101 thru 2914,
.4 Kv J
2271, 2273, 2274, 2289, 2290, 2291, 2297, 2298 , 2350 thra 2352, 24;2, 	
y1
2474 2496 , 2497, 2499, 2500
48av	 c
2087, 20;,2, 2095, 2122, 2128, 2187, 2188, 2190, 2192, 2209, 2221,	 ?i
2231, 2232, 2235, 2238, 2240, 2242, 2250 thra 2259, 2261, 2263, 226", 2268,
2269, 2270, 2275, 2292, 2302, 2308, 2316, 231.8, 2320, 2328, 2356, 2370,
2378, 2388, 2432, 2436, 2444, 2450 thru 2452, 2454, 2466, 246S, 2470, 2L761
2477, 2419, 2480, 2482, 2512, 2531, 2533, 2542 thru. 2679, 2681 thru 2550,
2853
a(74 )	 /
Kennedy Space Center,	Industrial Area	 Voltage Levels of Coded Buses
208V (D)
2089 ? 2090, 2105, 2114 1 2132, 2134, 2136, 2138, 2148, 2150, 21)2,
2171, 2173, 2175, 2177, 2179, 2194 , 2196, 2198, 2200, 2202, 2203; 2205,
2219, 2226, 2227, 2229 1 2234, 2239, 2260, 2262, 2265, 2266, 2276, 2277,
2282 1 2284, 2286, 2300 1 2304, 2346, 2310, 2312, 2314, 2322, 2324, 2326,
2330, 2332 , 2334, 2354, 2358 , 236o, 2362, 2364, 2366, 2368, 2372 , 2374,
2376, 2380, 2382, 2384, 2386, 2390, 2434, 2438, 2440, 2442, 2446, 2448,
2453, 2464, 2505, 2507, 2509, 2511, 2513, 2515, 2525, 2527, 2 529, 2535,
2851
120/240V - 1¢ (K.)
2099 ; 2101, 2103, 2107, 2109, 2111, 2116, 2118, 2120, 2124, 212611
2130, 214o, 2142, 2144, 2146, 2181, 2183, 2185, 2223, 2225, 244% 2455
(75 )
LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
5 115 Kv 115 Kv ?PLCO Line at C-5 Substatio n
8 13.8 Kv Tnstrumentation Bus at C--5 Substation
9 13.8 Kv Industrial Buss at C-5 Substations
10 13.8 Kv VAB Recl.oser Bus
11 13.8 Kv LBS W 301 Industrial Bus
12 13.8 Kv VABR Substation 	 833-300 KVA
Transformer "B"
13 480 V VABR Substation	 833
Transfor er "B"
14 13.8 Kv VABR Substation	 833-300 KVA
Transformer "A"
15 13.8 Kv LBS # 718 Industrial Bus
16 13.8 Kv Substation // 832--500 KVA
Transformer Maintenance Shop
17 L50 v Substation 1 832 Transformer
Maintenance Shop
18 13.8 Kv Switchgear 1 700 Industrial Bus
19 13.8 Kv LBS ,	 724 :Industrial Bus
20 13.8 Kv LBS	 771 Industrial Bus
21 13.8 Kv LBS	 723 Industrial Bus
22 13.8 Kv Substation. j 800-1000 KVA
Transformer "A"
23 13.8 Kv Substation J/ 802-1500 KVA
Transformer "A"
24 13.8 Kv Substation /l 804-750 KVA
Transformer
 
"A'
25 13.8 Kv Substation # 818--1000 KVA
Transformer "A"
26 13.8 Kv Substation // 801 -1000 KVA
Transformer "B"
27 13.8 Kv Substation // 800-1000 KVA'
Transf ormer "B"
28 13.8 Kv Substation V1 802-1500 KVA
Transformer "B"
29 13.8 Kv Substation ^ 818-1000 KVA
Transforr:rer "B"
30 13.8 Kv LBS	 750-ML Interface
31 13.8 Kv LBS
	 7.152-Ml Interface
32 13.8 Kv US	 742 Industrial bas
33 13.8 Kv Substation 1801-750 KVA
Transfor .ier "A"
34 480 V Substation 	 800 Transformer "A"
35 13.8 Kv Substation
	 801-750 KVA
Tra.nsf ormer "B"
36 480 V Substation	 801 Transformer "A"
37 480 V Substation	 802 5'rag.sformer "A"
38 13.8 Kv Substation	 803-1000 KVA
Transforrer "A"
39 13.8 Kv Substati-:u 1803-1000 KVA
Tra.nsfor:":!r "B"
i(76)
LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code Voltage Level. Network Location
40 480 V Substation	 803 Transformer "A"
41 480 V Substation	 804 Transformer "A"
42 4&1 V Substation	 818 Transformer "A"
43 13.8 Kv LBS 1 725 Industrial Bus
44 13.8 Kv Substation. j 830-750 KVA
Transf or mer "B"
45 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder j 610 at LBS 1 727
46 13.8 Kv LBS,! 727 Industrial Bus
47 13.8 Kv LBS
	
728 Industrial Bus
48 13.8 Kv LBS	 740 Industrial Bus
49 13.8 K-- LBS	 74 3 Industrial Bus
50 480 V Substation ,	 830 Tra.nsf unrer "B"
51 13.8 Kv Substation	 330-750 KVA
Tran,sfor mer "A"
52 13.8 Kv Switchgear	 703 Industrial Bus
and LBS W 721
53 13.8 Kv Substation 1820 (LCC)-1500 KVA
Transformer "A"
54 13.8 Kv Substation ^ 820 (LCC)-1500 KVA
Transformer "B"
55 480 V Substation // 820 (LCC) Transformer "All
56 13.8 Kv &.7itch ng Sta . X707 Feeder #605 Industrial Bus
57 13.8 Kv Normal Switch at Emergency Power
Cubicle / 706
58 13.8 Kv LBS // 762 Industrial Bus
59 13.8 Kv WYEon6079 between.
LBS ^ 762ea.*esd 
^
60 13.8 Kv Dabstation	 888-75 KVA Transformer
61 13.8 Kv Substation 	 887-225 KVA Transformer
62 13.8 Kv LBS W 729 Industrial Bus
63 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder ^ 607 between LBS // 729
and SS d 879
64 13.8 Kv Substation J1 882 (LCC)-112.5 KVA
Transformer
65 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder // 607 at Substation j 876
66 13.8 Kv Substation	 876--45 KVA Transformer
67 13.8 Kv Substation' 877-45 KVA Transformer
68 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder	 6G; at Substation	 879
69 13.8 Kv WYE on FF:eder
	
607 at Substation
	
870
70 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder	 607 at Substation	 870
71 13.8 Kv Substation	 870-300 KVA Transformer
72 13.8 Kv Substation	 871 -45 KVA Transformer
73 13.8 Kv Substation	 873-225 KVA Transformer
74 13.8 Kv Substation	 883-45 KVA Transformer
75 13.8 Kv Substation # 872-300 K-VA Transformer
76 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder	 607 at Substation	 872
77 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder	 607 at Substation	 872
78 13.8 Kv WYE on Feeder	 607 at Substation	 874
79 13.8 Kv Substati-2n	 875 -45 KVA Transformer
80 13.8 Kv Substati-n	 874 -45 KVA Transformer
r	 tt
i 	 ^	 1
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LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
81 13.8 Kv Substation # 880-300 KVA Transformer
82 13.8 Kv WYE on =eeder 1 607 at Substation	 884
607	 Substation	 87883 13.8 Kv WYE on ,eeder	 at
84 13.8 Kv Substation	 879-45 KVA Transformer
85 13.8 Kv Substation	 881-225 KVA Transformer
86 13.8 Kv LBS	 773 Feeder	 504 Industrial
87 13.8 Kv LBS	 773 Feeder	 520 Instrmentation
88 13.8 Kv Substation j 821 (LCC)--1000 KVA
Transf ormer "A"	 '
89 13.8 Kv LBS	 774 Feeder // 520 Instrumentation
90 13.8 Kv LBS	 74 .seeder //607 Industrial
91 13.8 Kv Substation // 821 (LCC)-1000 KVA
Tran.sf'or mer "B"
92 480 V Substation ?{ 821 Transformer "A"
93 48o V Substation , 882 Transformer
94 4$0 V Substation	 876 Transformer
95 180 V Substation	 877 -45 KVA Transformer
96 480 V Substation	 870-300 KVA Transformer
97 480 V Substation	 871-45 KVA Transformer
98 13.8 Kv Substation	 829-7500 KVA Transformer "A"
gg 13.8 Kv Substation	 829-7500 KVA Transformer "B"
100 4.16 Kv Substation	 829 Transformer "A"
101 4.16 Kv Utility Annex Motor Control Center "A" Bus
102 4.16 Kv 350 HP Synchronous Air Compressor Motor V 2
at Utility Annex MCC-A
103 4.16 Kv 350 HP Synchronous Air Compressor Motor
j 1 at Utility Annex MCC-A
104 4.16 Kv 2500 HP Synchronous Refrigerator 	 3
at Utility Annex MCC-A.
105 4.16 Kv 2500 HP Synchronous Refrigerator # 4
at Utility Annex MCC-A
106 4.16 Kv 450 HP Induction Condensate Water Pump
j 4 at Utility Annex MCC
107 4.16 Kv Utility Annex Motor Control Center "B" Bus
108 4.16 Kv 5 0 HP Induction Condensate Water Pump
3 at Utility Annex MCC-B
109 4 .16 Kv 4 0 HP Induction Condensate Water Psmp
Y2 at Utility Annex MCC-B
110 4.16 Kv 4 0 HP Induction Condensate Water Pump
w1 at Utility Annex MCC-B
111 4.16 Kv 2500 Hp Synchronous Refrigerator 	 2
at Utility Annex MCC--B
112 4.16 Kv 2500 HP Synchronous Refrigerator 	 1
at Utility Amex MCC-B
113 4 .16 Kv 450 HP Induction Chilled Water Pump 	 3
at Utility Annex MCC-B
114 4.16 Kv 450 HP I_•_auction Chilled Water Pump { 2
at Utility Annex MCC-B
Bus Code
115
116
.1.18
1.19
121
^r^
_ .22
123
124
125
: e= 6
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
131
138
139
loo
1.41
14.2
143
144
1'45
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
Voltage Level
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
1.3.8 Kv-
48o V
13.8 Kv
.L3.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
1.3.8 Kv
x-80 V
48o V
x+80 V
48o v
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
48o V
480 V
480 V
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
13.8 Kv
48o v
48o v
13.8 Kv
1.3.8 Kv
4.16 Kv
13.8 Kv
(78)
LAUNCHING Cad=
Network Location
450 HP Induction Chilled Water Pump 41
 1
at Utility Annex MCC-B
WYE on Feeder # 607 at LBS 1744
LBS W.745 Industrial Bus
LBS 7^5 Instrumentation Bus
Substation // 814-500 KVA Transformer "B"
LBS 744 Industrial Bus
LBS 1744 Instrumentation Bus
Substation 814-500 KVA Transfor=r 'W'
Substation 814 Transformer "A"
LBS // 741 Industrial Bus
Substation 806-1000 KVA Transformer "B"
Substation 808-1500 KVA Transformer "B"
Substation. 810-750 KVA Transformer "B"
Substation 817--1000 KVA Transformer "A!'
Substation 806-1000 KVA Transformer "9'
Substation 808-1500 KVA Transformer "A"
Substation 810-150 KVA Transformer "A"
Substation 817-1000 KVA Transformer "B"
Substation806 Transformer "A"
Substation 808 Transformer "A"
Substation 810 Transformer "A"
Substation 817 Transformer "B"
Substation 807-1000 KVA 'transformer "A='
Substation 807--1000 KVA Transformer "B"
Substation 809-1000 KVA transformer "A"
Substation 809-1000 KVA Transf Amer "B"
Substation 811--1000 KVA Transformer "An
Substation 811-1000 KVA Transformer "B"
Substation 807 Transformer "A"
Substation 809 Trans-former "fi"
Substation 811 Transformer "A"
LBS 717 Industrial Bus
LBS 719 Industrial Bus
LBS 756 M. L. Interface Industrial Bus
LBS 754 M. L. Interface Industrial Bus
LBS 727 Instrumentation Bus
Substation 812-500 KVA Transformer "A"
Substation 812-500 KVA Transformer "B"
Substation 816-1500 KVA Transformer "A"
Substation W 816-1500 KVA Transformer "B"
LBS 7V 728 Instrumentation Bus
Substation. 812 Tra.usf ormer "A"
Substation //816 Transformer "A"
LBS 74m Instrumentation Bus
LBS 751c M. L. Interface Instrumentation
Bus
LBS i 757 M. L. interface Instrument
Bus
(79)
I'
LAUNCHING CCMPLI'aX
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
161 13.8 Kv LBS
	
726 Industria_ Bus
162 13.8 Kv LBS # 726 Instrumeuta.tion Bus
163 13.8 Kv LBS	 751 M. L. Interface lastrumentation
la 13.8 Kv LBS	 753 M. L. T-aterface ins trumentation
165 13.8 Kv LBS	 760 Industrial Bus
166 13.8 Kv LBS770 Industrial Bus
167 13.8 Kv LBS	 775 Industrial Bus
168 13.8 Kv Substation h'825-15C) KVA Transformer
169 13.8 Kv Substation 824-225 KVA Transformer
170 480 V Substation	 823 Transformer
171 480 V Substation	 824 Transformer
172 48o V Substation825 Transformer
173 x.80 V 'Substation	 822 Transformer
174 13.8 Kv Substation	 826-1000 KVA Transformer
175 13.8 Kv Substation	 827-300 KVA Transformer
176 480 V Substation	 826 Transformer
177 208 V Substation	 827 Transformer
178 13.8 Kv Instrumentation Switchgear 1 704
179 13.8 Kv LBS 1 761 Instrumentation
180 208 V Substation # 828 Transformer
181 13.8 Kv 1200 Kw Emer ency Generator
182 48o V Substation	 888 Transformer
183 4.16 Kv Substation	 924 -2 Transformer
184 480 V Substation926 Transformer "B°
185 480 V Substation	 950 Transformer
186 180 V Substation	 1054 Transformer
187 48o V Substation	 872 Transformer
188 13.8 Kv Substation # 1054-225 KVA Transformer
189 48o V Substation	 883 Transformer
190 48o V Substation	 922 Transformer "A"
191 480 V Substation	 873 'T`ransfor'mer
192 13.8 Kv Switching Station 	 1002 Instrumentation
Bus
193 13.8 Kv Switching Station	 1002 Instrumentation
Bus
194 480 V Substation	874 Transformer
195 480 V Substation	 925 'Transformer "B"
196 480 V Substation	 875 Transformer
197 4.16 Kv Tie between Substation # 924-1 and
Substation W 927
198 13.8 Kv LBS // 1024 industrial
.199 13.8 Kv Substation	 878-300 KVA Transformer
200 480 V Substation	 ` 878 Transformer
201 13.8 Kv Switching Station # 902 Industrial Bus	 1
202 48o V Substation W 879 Transformer
203 13.8 Kv Switching Station # ;000 Industrial Bus ^ 2
204 480 V Substation W &)l Transformer
:,tea ^ .:.:.._...:.....^_ ._... _....__
o^
1	 1 	 ^
i	 l	 t
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LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
205 13.8 Kv aTitching S+at ion j 900
LnstrLmentation Bus
206 13.8 Kv Swi•tchingr Station W 902
Instrumentation. Bus
207 480 V Substation	 880 Transformer
208 1j.,q Kv Substation	 884-45 KVA Transformer
209 480 V Substation 4 884 Transformer
210 48o V Substation	 887 Transformer
211 13.8 Kv Substation	 831-750 KVA Transformer
212 208 V LBS ,-V 719-225 KVA Transformer
213 4ao V Substation //X331 '.transformer
214 13.8 Kv Substation	 835 -2000 KVA Transformer
215 480 V Substation	 835 Transformer
216 13.8 Kv Substation	 836-2000 KVA Transformer
217 480 V Substation	 836 Transformer
21.8 13.8 Kv Substation	 837 -2000 KVA Transformer
219 480 V Substation	 837 Transformer
220 13.8 Kv Substation	 838-1500 KVA Transformer
221 480 V Substation	 838 Transformer
222 13.8 Kv Witching Station W 900
.industrial Bur, j 1
223 13.8 Kv Substation # 9'22-750 KVA Transformer "B"
224 13.8 Kv Substation	 922-750 INA Transformer "A"
225 13.8 Kv Svitching station	 1002
Industrial. Rw	 '?
226 13.8 Kv Switching Station	 902
Industrial Bus ,ht 2
227 480 V Substation i	 2 Transformer "B"
228 13.8 Kv MSS Powe ^ Literfa.ce Pad A
Industri,L1 Bus / 1
229 13.8 Kv Substation	 83(4 -•300 KVA Transformer
230 )-30 V Subst,^tiou	 83 • ) Transformer
231 13.8 Kv Substation	 952-2 1? 25003125 KVA
Transformer
232 480 V Substation	 952-2 Transformer
233 13.8 Kv Substation f 952-1, 2000 KVA
Trans former
234 480 V Sub sta Sion	 ' )`.3 Trans foi"er
235 13.8 Kv Sabstat,[on
	 953`300 KVA Transformer
236 13.8 Kv y. i -2000 KVA Transformer
237 480 V Subst- +.iron	 951 Transformer
238 13.8 Kv S;abs i 4tion	 950-"-IaOO KVA Transformer
239 13.8 Kv Substation	 W-6-750 KVA
Trans -".^,z7 .'x "A"
240 '.3.8 Kv &fbUt-Aion	 19,26-"r50 iCVA
Trani= ormer "B"
241 480 V Sub s w -vi u:.	 (Y'.() Tra.ns f orne r "A"
242 13.8 Kv Substation
	 ` ;25-1003 KVA
Tran;;.. - jrmcr "B"
...
(81)
LAUNCHING C(I+4PLEX
Bus Code Volta e Level Nettrovk Location
243 430 V substation V1 925 Transformer "A"
244 13.8 Kv Substation 41 925-1000 KVA
Transformer "A"
245 13.8 Kv Substation h' 0,24-1,  2500 KVA
Transformer "A''
246 4.16 Kv Substation	 g24-1 Transformer
247 13.8 Kv Substation	 924-2, 2500 KVA
Transformer "B"
248 13.8 Kv Substation.	 927-1500 KVA Transformer
249 4.16 Kr Substation	 92`j Transformer
250 13.8 Kv Substation W 921-750 KVA
Transl ormer "B"
251 13.8 Kv Substation V1 920-500 KVA
Transformer "B"
252 13.8 Kv Substation W 921-750 KVA
Transformer "A"
253 48o V Substation	 920 Transformer "A"
254 48o V Substation	 921 Transformer "A"
255 13.8 Kv Substation	 954--j00 KVA Transformer
256 203 V Substation	 954 Transformer
257 13.8 Kv LBS //929 In.stru_ventation
258 480 V Substation j .0213 Mobile Launcher
Industrial Transformer
25 0, 480 V Substation ,V1 929 Mobile Launcher
Instrumentation Transformer
260 V Substation W 923 Mobile Service
Structure Transformer "A"
261 13.8 Kv Substation j 923 :Mobile Service
Structure 2000 KVA Transformer "Bn
262 13.8 Kv Switching Station	 1001 Instrumentation
Bus
263 13.8 Kv Switching Station	 1001 Industrial
Bus
264 13.8 Kv afitchinp Station	 1001 Industrial
Bus W 2
265 15.8 Kv Substation W 1050-2000 KVA
Transformer "B"
266 480 V Substation.	 1050 Transformer
267 13.8 Kv Substation	 1050-2000 KVA Transformer "A"
268 33.8 Kv Substation	 1030-750 KVA Transformer
269 48o V Substa -^ .i.on ,^ 1030 Transformer
270 480 V Substation	 1029 Transformer
271 13.8 Kv Substation	 1029-750 KVA Transformer
272 13.8 Kv Substation	 1023-500 KVA Transformer 2
273 480 V Substation	 1023 Transformer 2
274 13.8 Kv Substation	 1023-500 KVA Transformer 1
275 13.8 Kv Substation	 1053-300 KVA Transformer
276 480 V Substation	 1053 Transformer
277 480 V Subst° .ion. -T/ 1,052 Transformer 2
(82)
LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code	 Voltage Level
278
	 13.8 Kv
279	 13.8 Kv
280 13.8 Kv
281 480 V
282 4.80 V
283 13.8 Kv
284 13.8 Kv
285 13.8 Kv
286 4.16 Kv
287 4.16 Kv
288 13.8 Kv
289 13.8 Kv
290 13.8 Kv
291 48o V
292 480 V
293 x-80 V
294 x-80 V
295 1+80 V
296 48o V
297 4.16 Kv
298 4.16 Kv
299 13.8 Kv
300 13.8 Kv
301 13.8 Kv
302 X5.8 Kv
303 13.8 Kv
304 4.16 Kv
305 480 V
3o6 x-80 V
307 48o V
308 480 V
309 x-80 V
310 x.80 V
311 x+80 V
312 480 V
313 480 V
314 48o v
315 480 V
316 480 V
317 48o V
31.8 480 V
319 480 V
320 480 V
321 48o v
322 480 V
323 480 V
324 480 V
Network Location
Substation 1053--2500 KVA
Transformer 2
Substation 4/ 1053-2500 KVA
Transformer 1
Substation 1031-1500 KVA Transformer
Substation 1031 Transformer
Substation 1032 Transformer
Substation 1032-1500 KVA Transformer
Tie Feeders j 606 and W 612. For Mobile
Launcher Power Interface
Substation 1020-2500 KVA Transformer
Substation 1020 Transformer
Substation 1020 Tie Between Substation
1020 and Substation ,// 1021
Substation 1021-2500 KVA Transformer 1
Substation 1021-2500 KVA Transformer 2
Substation 920-500 KVA Transformer "A"
Substation 920 Transformer "Bu
Substation 921 Transformer "B"
Substation 923 Mobile Service
Structure Transformer
Substation 11.1050 Transformer "A"
Substation 1023 Transformer 1
Substation 1052 Transformer 1
Substation 1021 Transformer 1
Substation 1021 Transformer 2
Industrial. Switchgear -W 'TO1
Switching Station // 707 Feeder 611
Industrial Bush
Industrial Switchgear W 702
Instrm.entation Switchgear W 705
LBS W 772 Indurtrial..
Substation // 829 Utility Annex
Transformer "B'r	
Substation 833 VABR Transformer "B"
Substation n 830 Transformer "B"
Substation 800 Transformer "B"
Substation 802 Transformer "B"
Substation 804 Transformer "B"
Substation{ 818 Transformer "B"
Substation 820 LCC Transformer "B"
Substation //8o6 Transformer "B"
Substation 808 Transformer "B"
Substation ) 810 Transformer "B"
Substation , 81 -( Transformer "A" 	 +
Substation /V 801 Transformer "B"
SubstL- ci.oa 803 Transformer "B"
Subst,- t ion 821 LCC Transformer "B"	 {
Substation , 814 Transformer "B"
Substation 80; -,ransformer "B"
Substation 809 Transformer "A"
Sussta ion 71 811 Transformer "B"
Substu ion //812 Transformer "B"
Substc: _on W 816 Transformer "B"
(83)
LAUNCHING CMIPLEX
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
325 13.8 Kv LI3S // 928-2
326 13.8 Kv MSS Interface Pad A Industx-i al
Bus j 2
327 480 V Substation. // 950 Tie Between Substation
W 950 and Substation W 951
328 4.16 Kv Substation	 924-1 Tie Between
Subs taticn	 924--1 and Substation // 927
329 480 V Substation ff, 952 Transformer
330 480 V Substation952 Tie Between
Substation	 952 and Substation // 953
331 480 V Substation	 1030 Tie Between
:substation	 1030 and Substation	 1029
332 480 V ,.substation	 1OA2 Tie Between
Substation	 1032 and Substation,-,^ 1033_
333 480 V Substation	 1053 Tie Between
Substation
	
1053 and Substation
	
1052
334 4.16 Kv 2500 HP Induction Lox Pump at
Substation	 / 1021-1
335 4.16 Kv M Hp Induction Lo:. Pump at
Cub.:;tation " 3.021-1
336 480 V KVA Clutch s"raazsformer at Substation
F1021
337 4.16 Kv 2500 HP Induction Lox Pump at
Sub6'-ition // 1021-2
338 4.16 Kv 200 HP Induction Loc Pu= at Substation
W 1021-2
339 480 V KVA Clutch Transformer at Substation
91021-2 
340 13.8 Kv Substation	 828-225 KVA Trans-^ormer
341 13 .8 Kv Substation	 822-112.5 KVA Transformer
342 13.8 Kv Substatior	 823-225 KVA Transformer
343 4.16 Kv 1000 11P Induction NE Water Puap at
Substation. W 927
344 4.16 Kv 500 HP Induction Firex Reap at
Substation // 927
345 48o v 7' iWP. Clutch Tr=sformer at Substation
924_1
346 480 V KVA Clutch Transformer at Substation^ 
924-2
347 4.16 Kv 2500 RP Induction Lox Pump W 1 at
Substation J,/ 924-1
348 4.16 Kv 200 HP Induction Lox .Pump j 2 at
Substation j 924-1
349 4.16 Kv 2500 Ja Induction I,ox Pump 41 2 at
Substa-ion // 924-2
350 4.16 Kv 300 11P Induction Lox Pam // 1 at
Substat ion ,// S^24-2
351 4.16 Kv 1000 -IT Induction IVI Water Pu:= at
Substation // 1020
352 4.16 Kv 400 B' :ndtzctioL :'_rex Pump at
Substa^ :_on	 1020
353 13.8 Kv Subs ta- _on y	 929 NIL Instrumentation
1000 KV	 Tram,foa-ner
t(6^)
LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code	 Voltage Level
354 thru 369 48o V
370 48o V
371 thru 373 48o v374 480 V
375
376 480 V
377 thru 379 180 V
380 4.8o V
381 180 V
382 180 V
383 180 V
384 180 V
383 180 V
386 thru 391 208 V
392 thru 4og 48o V
1 10 4.80 V
411 thru. 417 180 V
418 180 V
x+19 208 V
420 thru 422 180 V
4.23 208 V
424 thru 436 180 V
437 thru 451 480 V
452 thru 1 57 180 V
4-58 180 V
159 208 V
160 thru 1 65 4484 V
466 thru 468 48o v
469 2013 V
470 thm 1 77 4480 V
478 thru 481 180 V
4.82 180 V
4.83 208 v
184. thru 496 480 V
487 thru 5o4 480 v
505 180 V
506 208 V
507 thru 509 180 v
510 208 V
511 thru 515 480 v
516 208 V
517 thx-u 524 480 V
525 208 V
526 480 V
527 thru 539 480 v
540 thru 5185 480 V
546 480 V
54.7 208 V
Netwc-,-k Location
Substation 
X
952 Low Voltage Network
Substation h 953 Low Voltage Network
Substation 952 Low Voltage Network
Substation 926 Low Voltage Network
Not Used
Substation yy 926 Low Voltage Network
Substation 922 Low Voltage Network
Substation 925 Low Voltage Network
Substation920 Low Voltage Network
Substation 921 Low Voltage Network
Substation 950 Low Voltage Network
Substation. W.951 Low Voltage Network
Substation 954, 150 KVA Twansiormer
Substation 954 Low Voltage Network
Substation , 800 Low Voltage Network
Substation 800-100HP Cbiller
Substation 801 Low Voltage Network
Substation //871 Low Voltage Network
Substation 871 .Cow Voltage Network
Substation -W 870 Low Voltage Network
Substation870 Low Voltage network
Substatior, 802 Low Voltage Network
Substation // 803 Low Voltage Network
Substation //812 Low Voltage Network
Substation V1 883 Low Voltage Network
Substation W 883 Low Voltage Network
Substation 873 Low Voltage Network
Substation 872 Low Voltage Network
Substation 872 Low Voltage Network
Substation W 8o4 Low Voltage Network
W;6tation. 874 Low Voltage Network
Substations. ^" 875 Low Voltage Network
Substation 875 Low Voltage Network
Substation' 806 Low Voltage Network
Substation 807 Law Voltage Network
Substation 877 Low Voltage Network
Substation 877 Low Voltage Network
Substation #87 6 Lost Voltage Network
Substation ` 876 Low Voltage Network
Substation. 803 Low Voltagt: Network
Substation 8 Law Voltage Network
Substation 808 LusM1 ,'oltage Network
Substation 808 Law Voltage Network
Substation 808-100 HP Chiller
Substation 809 Lrjw Voltage Network
Substation 4/ 814 Low Voltage Network
Not Used
Substation W 879 Low Voltage Network
....4._
	
--.-	
-__._..-
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LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code
548 thru 550
551
a	 552 thru 557
558 thru 570
571 thru 579
580 thru 583
584
585
586 thru 595
596 thru 601
602 thru 609
610 thru 611
612 thru 614
615 tliru 619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633 thru 637
638
639 thru 640
641 thru 643
644
645 thru 649
650 thru 651
652
653 thru 654
655 thru. 657
658
659
660
661 thru 663
664
665 thru 666
667
668 thru 678
672
673 thru 678
679,
680
Voltage Level
48o v
208 V
480 V
48o V
480 V
48o v
208 V
480 v
480 V
480 V
480 V
480 v
480 V
48.) V
480 V
48o V
48o v
48o v
48o v
480 V
48o v
48o V
480 V
48o v
48o V
48o v
480 V
2C8 V
208 V
208 V
48o v
460 V
48o v
480 V
208 V
480 V
48o v
48o v
208 V
48o v
208 V
480 V
208 V
480 V
208 v
480 V
Netwo_ -. Location
Substation j^ 878 Low Voltage Network
Substt_tiori 878 Low Voltage Network
Substation W)2 Low Voltage Network
Substation 810 Low Voltage Network
Substation 811 Low Voltage Network
Substation 880 Low Voltage Network
Substation 884 Low Voltage Network
Substation 884 Low Voltage Network
aabstLtion 818 Low Voltage Network
c;ubstation 816 Low Voltage Network
Substation 817 Low Voltage Network
Substation X 887 Low Voltage Network
Substation 887 and Substation W 818
Low Voltage Network
Substation , 830 Low Voltage Network
Substation # 830-125 HP WC Fan § 5
Substation 830--125 HP WC Far 6
Substation ^ 830-75 Hp wC ran 1
Substation 830 Low Voltage Network
Substation 830-75 1M WC Fan 2
Substation 830-75 HP WC Fan 3
Substation 830 -75 HP wC Fan 4
Substation 833 Low Voltage Network
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Substation 833 Low Voltage Network
Substation 822 Low Voltazo Network
Substation 823 Low Voltage Idebhoyl:
Substation 825 Low Voltage Network
Substation 1839 Low Voltage Network
Substation 827 Low Voltage Network
Substation ,4 828 Low Voltage Network
Substation 41 831 Low Voltage Network
Substation // 831 Lasr Voltage Network
Substation # 832 Lur V'olta.ge Network
Substation 81 Lo+r Voltage Network
Substation //838 Lop  Voltage Network
Substation 826 La Voltage Network
Substation 826 Lo Voltage Network
Substation 1054 I Voltage Network
Substation 820 LCC Low Voltage Network
Substation 820 LCC Law Voltage Netv3 :_
Substation 820 LCC Low Voltage Network
Substation 820 LCC Low Voltage Network
Substation ' 820 IaCC Low Voltage Network
Substation. 82:0 LCC Low Voltage Network
Substation 821 LCC Low Voltage Network
Substation 821 LCC Low Voltage Network
Substation. cis^ I.ow Voltage Network
(86)
LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code	 Voltage yel	 Netwo=•k Location
681 Not U:.ed
682 480 V Substation	 835
683 480 V Substation	 836 Low Voltage Network
684 Not U3ed
685 480 v Substation	 836 Low Voltage Network
686 480 V Substation	 836 Low Voltage Network
687 Not Used
688 480 V Substation	 836 Low Voltage Network
689 thru 691 180 V Substation	 1052 Low Voltage Network
692 208 V Substation	 1052 Low Voltage Network
693 thru 696 480 V Substation	 1052,Low Voltage Network
697 480 V Substation	 1052-Low Voltage Network
698 thru 701 480 v Substation	 1052 Low Voltage Network
702 thru 704 480 v Substation	 1032 Low Voltage Network
705
706 thru 707 480 V
Not Used
Substation # 1031 Low Voltage Network
708 208 V Substation	 1031 Low Voltage Network
709 480 V Substation	 1029 Low Voltage Network
710 thru 711 480 V Substation	 1030 Low Voltage Network
712 208 V Substation	 1030 Low Voltage Network
713 480 V Substation	 1030 Low Voltage Network
714 thru 715 208 V Substation	 1021 Low Voltage Network
716 thru 717 Not Used
718 thru 719 480 V Substation1050 Low Voltage Network
720 ttiru 722 480 v Substation	 1052 Low Voltage Ne cvork
723 thru 729 Not Used
730 480 V Substation	 952 Low Voltage Network
731 480 V Substation 41 922 Low Voltage Network
752 thru 900 Not Used
901 13.8 Kv LBS	 742 No Tie with LBS // 725
902 13.8 Kv LBS , 928 ML Interface
903 13.8 Kv LBS	 922 MSS Interface
904 13.8 Kv Switching Station r# 1002- No-CB to ML
Ind, Interface from Ind. Bus // 2
905 13,8 Kv ML Power Interface Feeder from Switching
Station. // 1002 Instrumentation Bus
1'zs Code	 Voltage Level,
2026	 13.8 Kv
2098
2099
2101.
2102
2103
2104
2105
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2311
2112
2113
2114
2115
2116
2117
2118
2119
2120
2122
2122
2123
2124
2125
2126
2127
2128
2129
2130
1.3.8 Kv
120/240 V
120/2-0 V
13.8 Kv
120/240 V
13.8 Kv
208 V
33.8 Kv
120/240 V
13.8 Kv
120/240 V
13.8 Kv
120/2.0 V
13.8 Kv
13.68 Kv
208 V
13.8 Kv
120/2.0 v
13.8 Kv
120/240 V
13.8 Kv
480 V
13.8 Kv
120/240 V
13.8 Kv
120/240 V
13.68 Kv
480 V
13.8 Kv
120/21 0 V
^I
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LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Netwo_ : Location
Uni.v. Camera Pad # 12, 75 KVA
Transformer
Signal System Traffic, 15 KVA
10 Transformer
Signal System Traffic Transformer
Consv. Stor H5-1571, 25 KVA
10 Transformer
Consv. HQ 14-5-1721, 50 KVA
10 Transformer
Consv. HQ H5-1721 Transformer
Univ. Camera Pad 13, 3 x 15 KVA
Transformers
Univ. Camera Pad 13, 3 x 15 KVA
Transformers
54WT9-H4-1723, 10 KVA 10 Transformer
54WT9-H4-1723, 10 KVA 10 Transformer
'temp Guard Shack, 5 MrA 10
Transformer
Temp Guard Shack, 5 KVA 10
Transformer
Railroad Crossing, 10 KVA 10
Transformer
Railroad Crossing, 10 KVA 10
Transformer
Consv. Stor. H5-1571, 25 WA
10 Transformer
Mosquito Control Pump, 3 x 37.5 KVA
Transformers
Mosquito Control PuIIp, 3 x 37.5 KVA
Transformers
Railroad Signal, 10 KVA.10 Transformer
Railroad Signal, 10 KVA 10 Transformer
Consv. Bldg. H5-4-44, 15 KVA 10
Tr: -isf ormer
ConLT. Bldg. H5-14-44, 15 KVA 10
Transformer
Not Used
Not Used
H559, 3 x 15 KVA Transformers
H559, 3 x 15 KVA Transformers
H583, 25 KVA 10 Transformer
H583, 25 KVA 10 Transformer
Rec Area, 15 KVA 10 Transformer
Rec Area l 15 rYA 10 Transformer
Hal.ouver Canal E4-2414, 3 x 25 KVA
Transformers
Hg.louver Canal M -2414, 3 x 25 KVA
T ran sf:)rmers
54WT1o, 10 KVA 1 0 Transformer
54WT10 , 10 KVA 10 Transformer
(88)
LAUNCHING COMI.'LEX
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
2131 13.8 Kv LBS ,W 307 and Univ. Cam Pad 1 4,
75 KVA Transformer
2132 208 V Univ. Came Pad 4t 4 Transformer
2153 13.8 Kv LBS # 308 and Univ. Cam Pad // 7,
75 KVA Transformer
2134 208 V Univ. Cam Pad	 7 Transformer
2135 13.8 Kv LBS ,W 310
2136 208 V Univ. Cam Pad	 12 Transformer
2137 13.8 Kv W80, 3 x 15 KVA Transformers
2138 208 V W80, 3 x 15 KVA Transformers
2139 13.8 Kv Astro Beach House, 15 KVA 10
Transformer
21+0 120240 V Astro Beach House, 15 KVA 10
Trans f ormer
2141 13.8 Kv W91-10 KVA 10 Transformer
2142 120240 V W91-10 KVA 10 Transformer
211 3 13.8 Kv Temp Gate j 6, 10 KVA 10
Transformer
2144 120/240 V Temp Gate V1 6, 10 KVA 10
Transformer
2145 13.8 Kv N226, 10 KVA 10 Transformer
2146 120240 V N226, 10 KVA 10 Transf^rmer
2147 13.8 Kv Univ. Cara Pad	 5, 45 KVA Transformer
2148 208 V Univ Cam Pad	 5, 45 KVA Transformer
21+9 13 .8 Kv 50OWT1, 3 x 25 KVA Transformers
2150 208 V 50OWTI, 3 x 25 KVA Transformers
2151 13.8 Kv LBS W 304 and. Univ Cam Pad / 16,
45 KVA Transformer
2152 208 V Univ Cam Pad V1 16 Transf ormer
2153 13.8 Kv GGO-1007 NO Switch to FPLCO
2154 Not Used
2155 13.8 Kv G892-NC Fused Switch
2156 13.8 Kv G883-NC Fused Switch
2157 13.8 Kv G812
2158 13.8 Kv G811-NC Fused Switch
2159 13.8 Kv G802
2160 13.8 Kv x501
2161 13.8 Kv Wilson Recloser
2162 13.8 Kv High Resolution. Tracker	 1, 45 KVA
2163 13.8 Kv LBS 1 505
2164 13.8 Kv N260
2165 13.8 Kv Playlinda Sectionalizer
2166 13.8 Kv LBS W 309
2167 13.8 Kv W79
2168 13.8 Kv W731F-No-Fused Switch to CKAFS
2169 13.8 Kv HSO4
2170 thru 21'71 13.8 Kv Industrial Area System
2172 13.8 Kv 54wT8, J6-1869, 15 KVA 10 Transformer
'i
9{
L!i
0
;f
^1
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LAUNCHING COMPLEX
Bus Code Voltage bevel Netwo°•k Location
2173 120/240 V 54WT8, J6-1869, 15 KVA 10 Transformer
2174 thru 2196 Industrial Area System
2197 13.8 Kv FCA Mobile Site, 25 KVA 10
Transformer
2198 120/240 V FCA Mobile Sate, 25 KVA 10
Transformer
2199 13.8 Kv Universal Can Pad , 14, 45 KVA
Transformer
2200 208 V Universal Cam Pad	 14	 45 KVA
Transf Drmer
2201 13.8 Kv Van. Area, 112 1/2 KVA Transformer
2202 208 V Van Area, 112 1/2 KVA Transformer
2203 208 V High Resolution Tracker # 1
Transformer
2204 13.8 Kv Weather Substation "B", 75 KVA
Transformer
2205 208 V Weather Sabstation "B", 75 KVA
Transformer
2206 thru 2209 208 V :industrial Area System
2210 13.8 Kv LBS /{ 303
2211 13.8 Kv LBS	 302
2212 thru 2914 Industrial Area System
2915 13.8 Kv LBS // 301-No Swatch to 3 x 167 KVA
Voltage Regulators
2916 13.8 Kv Fuse Switch on Tie between G 802
and K 501
2917 13.8 Kv Tie between G 802 and H 501
Normally open
(90)
INDUSTRIAL AREA
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
4 115 Kv Orsino Substation - FPLCO Primary Loop
2008 13.2 Kv Orsini Substation 	 Main Industrial
Bus j 1
2009 13.2 Kv Orsino Substation - Main Industrial
Bus W 2
2010 Not Used
2011 13.2 Kv Orsino Substation - Main Tustrumentation
Bus
2012 13.2 Kv LBS // 54
2013 13.2 Kv LBS //9
2014 13.2 Kv LBS	 45
2015 13.2 Kv LBS	 22
2016 13.2 Kv LBS	 1
2017 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 202 at MH 37
2018 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 203 at MH 37
2019 13.2 Kv LBS 156
2020 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 209 at MH 19
2021 13.2 Kv LBS //15
2022 13.2 Kv WYE on FD /I205 at MH 38
2023 13.2 Kv WYE on FD ,1 204 at MH 38
2024 13.2 Kv LBS	 44
2025 13.2 Kv LBS ,{ 38
2026 13.2 Kv Launching Complex System
2027 13.2 Kv Substation CRB - NC Fuse Switch
2028 13.2 Kv CKAFS Power -
I
nterface Switching Cubicle
2029 13.2 Kv LBS // 55
2030 13.2 Kv Visitors Infoxnation Center
750 KVA Transformer
2031 13.2 Kv OCR Recloser
2032 13.2 Kv LBS	 52
2033 13.2 Kv LBS
2034 13.2 Kv LBS	 60, CIF M6 -342 Primary Bus
2035 13.2 Kv LBS	 L
2036 13.2 Kv C1F Antenna Site Primary Bus
2037 13.2 Kv LBS W 24
2038 13.2 Kv RF Systems Test FAC, 750 KVA Transformer
2039 13.2 Kv LBS W 25
2040 13.2 Kv ECS W. 1, 500 KVA Transformer
2041 13.2 Kv ECS n 1, 500 KVA Transformer
2042 13.2 Kv LBS ,	 26
20+3 13.2 Kv Fluid Test Support, 225 KVA Transformer
2044 13.2 Kv Fluid Test Support, 500 KVA Transformer
2o45 13.2 Kv LBS j 27
20+6 13.2 Kv Hypergolic Test	 2, 750 KVA Transformer
2047 13.2 Kv Hypergtl is Test 	 1, 500 KVA Transformer
2048 13.2 Kv LBS // 23
2049 13.2 Kv Cryoenic Test	 1, M7-1412, 150 KVA
2050 13.2 Kv LBS ^ -V-
r
r
1	 j	 ^
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INDUSTRIAL AREA
Bus Code VoltaGe Level Network Location
2051 13.2 Kv LBS W 51
2052 13.2 Kv Cryobenic Test // 2, M7-1 io, 300 KVA
Transformer
2053 13.2 Kv OCR V1 13 --14 Recloser
2054 13.2 Kv Ordnance Lab, M7-1417, 225 KVA
Transformer
2055 13.2 Kv Las i35
2056 13.2 Kv Pyrotechnic Inst. M7-1469, 1000 KVA
Trans-'ormer
2057 13.2 Kv LBS 157
2058 13.2 KCv Ordnance Stor. Bldg. M7-1472, 150 KVA
Transformer
2059 13.2 Kv Reclosure By--Pass and Fast Repeater
j 1, 3 x 25 KVA Transformers
2060 13.2 Kv LBS # 2
2061 13.2 Kv Central Supply Complex M6-698,
150 KVA Transformer
2062 13.2 Kv Service Station, 15 KVA 10 Transformer
2063 13.2 Kv LBS // 11
2064 13.2 Kv Fire Station, 112 1/2 KVA Transformer
2065 13.2 Kv LBS V1 12
2066 13.2 Kv Central Sup_,ly FAC M6-744, 300 KVA
Transformer
2067 13.2 Kv Central Supply Annex, 300 KVA
Transformer
2068 13.2 Kv Heat Plant M6-595, 300 Y.VA Transformer
2069 13.2 Kv Sewage Plant Off, 	 M6-895, 112 1/2 KVA
Transformer
2070 13.2 Kv LBS	 49
2071 13.2 Kv LBS	 3
2072 13.2 Kv Paint and oil Stor. M6-894, 45 KVA
Transformer
20?3 13.2 Kv Supply Whouse, M6-794, 300 KVA
Transformer
2074 13.2 Kv Cam. %lain. and Stor, M6-791, 300 KVA
Transformer
2075 13 .2 Kv LBS // 46
2076 13.2 Kv Auto Vehicle	 M6-688, 300 KVA Transformer
2077 33.2 Kv Security Patrol, M6-589, 112 1/2 KVA
Transf oYner
2078 13.2 Kv LBS // 7
2079 13.2 Kv LBS	 13
2080 13.2 Kv LBS	 1 1y
2081 13.2 Kv WYE or FD	 202/203 at K-1 	 79
2082 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 ' 202/203 at hiF_	 80
2083 13.2 Kv LBS YY 15-210 Switch on FD	 212
2084 13.2 Kv KSC Headquarters USS	 2D, 1500 KVA
Transformer
2085 13.2 Kv KSC Hcadquarters USS # 1B, 1500 KVA
Transf_-mer
f	 t
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INDUSTRZAL AREA
Bus Code Voltage Level Netwc_•k Location
2086 thru 2091 13.2 Kv Indian River System
2092 480 V Unified S Band M5-1544, Utility Box
2093 13.2 Kv Unified S Band, 500 KVA Transforme r
2094 13.2 Kv Unified S Band, 750 KVA Transforrser
2095 480 V Visitors Imforma.tion Center Transformer
209.5 Indian. River System
2097 13.2 Kv Primary Bus of Unified S Band Transformer
2100 13.2 Kv Oxsino Critical Bus
2098 thru 2169 Launching Complex System
2170 13.2 Kv LBS W 48 and 54W16-15 KVA 10
Trans-former
2171 120/240 V 54WT6, L6-75 Transformer
2172 thru 2173 Launc:•_ing Complex System
2174 13 .2 Kv LBS W 36 and 54WT5-N6-2274, 15 KVA
10 Transformer
2175 120/240 V 54WT5 Transformer
2176 13.2 Kv LBS	 73 and Guars. House 15 KVAi9
10 Transformer
2177 120/240 V Guard House TransformLr
21'78 13.2 Kv LBS	 10 and South Re-neat St
112 1/2 KVA Transformer
2179 208 V Sewage Treatment Plant 45 KVA
Trans -'oxmer
2180 13.2 Kv Cathodic Protection 1 5 KIA 10
Transformer
2181 120/240 V Cathodic Protection 15 KVA 10
Transformer
2182 13.2 Kv Recla ation Off, 15 KVA 10 Transformer
2183 120/240 V Reclar.,.ation Off, 15 KVA 10 Transformer
21'84 13.2 Kv Reclamation Bldg. 1,16-1671, 37 1/2 KVA
10 Transformer
2185 120/240 V Reclaration Bldg. M6-1671, 37 1/2 KVA
10 Transformer
2186 13.2 Kv IBS W 50 and Universal Camera Pad // 18,
75 KVA Transf o-nner
2187 208 V Universal Camera Pad // 18 Transformer
2188 13.2 Kv Frequen.cy Control L5-683, 500 KVA
Trans-ormer
2180 480 V Frequency Control	 -683, 500 KVA
Trans_ =-!er
2190 480 V Traffi: Control._ 75 KVA Transformer
21,1 13.2 Kv WYE or FD W 221 at MH 165 and Water
PtLmp v`ation
2192 480 V Water	 p Station 112 1/2 KVA
Tra.1' sf ormer
2113 13.2 Kv Pass a ,d 1.D. Blci	 i3C-1009 75 KVA
Trans ^:rmer
2194 208 V Pass a: _d I.D.  Bldg . NC-1009 75 KVA
Trazsf: rmer
2215
2216
2217
2218
2219
2220
2221
2222
2223
2224
2225
2226
2227
2228
2229
2230
2231
2232
2233
2234
2235
2236
2237
13.2 Kv
1.3.2 Kv
13.2 Kv
13.2 Kv
208 V
13 .2 Kv
48o V
13.2 Kv
120/240 V
13.2 Kv
120/20 V
208 V
208 V
13.2 Kv
208 V
13.2 Kv
48c V
480 V
13.2 Kv
208 V
x-80 V
13.2 Kv
13.2 Kv
TNDUSTRM AREA
(93)
Network Location
OCR-11-12 Recloser
Soutl, Repeat Station 112 1/2 KVA
Transformer
Launching Complex System
Not Used
Sand Blastin ; z AC 3 x 50 KVA
Transformers
Sand Blasting FAC MG-1622 Transformer
Launching Complex System
Not Used
3 x 167 KVA Voltage RegulatorsI
ndustrial Area-Launching Complex
Interface
LBS // 47
P8 .I°uaed Switch
Sewage Treatment Plant 45 KVA
Transformer
LBS // 43 and Univ Casa Pad V1 15,
75 KVA Transformer
Un.iv Cam Pad / 15 Transformer
54wT1, L7-988, 3 x 37 1/2 KVA
Transformers
54 WT, L7-988 2 3 x 37 1/2 KVA
` i,ansfoxners
FCA Mobile Site 1, L7-22 1 2, 25 KVA
10 Transformer
FCA Mobile Sitel, L7-22 1 2, 25 KVA
10 Transf ormer
LBS W 40
541gT2 , M7-335, 15 KVA 10 Transformer
Universal. Cam Pad W 2, 75 KVA
Transformer
Fast Repeater W 1, 3 x 25 KVA
Transformers
News Center 500 KVA Transformer
News Center Tian sformer
WYE on FD V1 208 and Primary Bus
Supply and GSE Service
Supply and WE Service Transformer 24
Supply and C,SL Service `Z`ransfor^ier JA
WYE on FD W 208 and Fxri .Nary Bim Supply
Shipping We:-,t
Supply, Shi.pp^' ng West Transformer # 2
Supply,Shipvi^g Wcst Transformer 1
Flight Crew Train in` 1000 KVA
Transformer SS-B
Flight Crew T-raining SS-C and A
Transformers
Bus Code	 Vole Leyel
2195	 13.2 Kv
2196	 208 V
2197 thru 2205
2206 thru. 2207
2208	 13 .2 Kv
2209	 48o V
2210 thru 2211
2212 thru 2213
2214	 13 .213.8 Kv
j
2238 480 V Flight Crew Training	 SS -A
Transformer (1300 KVA)
2239 208 V Flight Crew Tra'n^; Transformer
SS-B (1000 KVA)
22 D 480 V Flight Crew Training 	 SS-C
Transformer (750 KVA)
2241 13.2 Kv WYE orFD ^ 208 and orsin.o Bridge
(East) 112 1/22 KVA Transformer
2212 48o V Orsino Bridge (East) M7-1154
Transformer
-	 2243 13.2 Kv LBS J1.23
2244- 13.2 Kv LBS	 20
2245 13.2 Kv LBS	 17
2246 13.2 Kv LBS	 21
2247 13.2 Kv LBS	 39
2248 13.2 Kv LBS	 41
2249 13.2 Kv LBS	 42
2250 480 V Fluid Test Support Transfo rmer 	2
(500 KVA)
2251 480 V Fluid Test Support Transformer	 1
(225 KVA)
2252 480 V ECS	 1 Transformer 	1 C500 KVA
•	 2253 480 V ECE	 1 Transformer	 2 (500 KVA
2254 k8o V RF kTstems Test FAC Transformer
2255 480 V Hypergolic Test	 2 Transformer
2256 48o V Hypergolic Test l Transformer
2257 480 V Cryogenic Test j 2 Transformer
2258 48o V Ordnance Lab Transformer
2259 480 V Pyrotechnic Ins'ral.. Transformer
2260 208 V Ordnance Storage Transformer
2261 48o V Sawage Plant Off 'Transformer
2262 208 V Paint and Oil Storage Transformer
2263 48o V Supply Warehouse Transformer
2264 48o V Comm Maiut and Stor, Transformer
2265 208 V Auto Vehicle Maint-
2266 208 V Security Patrol
"	 2267 13.2 Kv LBS 170
2268 480 V Generator // 1 300 KVA Transformer
2269 480 V Generator Substation. 750 KVA
Transformer
2270
t	 2271
480 V
2.	 Kv
CiF M6-342	 500 KVA Transformer
Chillers W1	 W 2 at CIFand
"	 2272 13.2 Kv ClF 1500 KVA Transformer	 8
2273 ?_ .	 Kv CIF 1500 W. Transformer ^ $
2274 2.4 Kv CIF 1500 KVA Tran.s,former { 7
2275 480 V MY 2000 MIA Transfoz-mer 	 6
-	 2276
';	 2277
208 V
208 V
CIF 1000 KVA Transformer	
l5,^MY 1000 KVA Transformer
MUBTRL#L AREA
(93)
s
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Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
2278 13.2 Kv LBS J/ 69 ana z^rimary Bus FD	 102
at CLp'
2279 13.2 Kv LBS W 69 and Prey Bus FD	 103
at CIF
2280 13.2 Kv LBS it 71 N.C. Switch
2281 13.2 Kv CIF 1000 KVA Transformer ; 3
2282 208 V CIF 1000 KVA Transformer 	 3
2283 13.2 Kv CIF 1000 WA TTansformer	 2
2284 208 V CIF 1000 KVA Transformer
	
2
2283 13 .2 KV CIF 1000 KVA Transformer 	 1
2286 208 v ClF 1000 KVA 2Tansformer
	
1
2287 13.2 Kv LBS° 3
2288 13.2 Kv LBS	 72
22$9 2.4 Kv Chiller V1 -5 at C1F
2290 2.4 KSr Chillers $ 1 - d J/ 2 Starters
2291 2.4 Ktr Substation. "0.0 Bus
2292 480 v Substation. "OB" 1000 KVA Transformer
2293 13.2 Kv FD /202 Primary Bus at Substation.""'
(96)
INDUSTRIAL AREA
^11
:a
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
2294. 13 .2 Kv Primary Bus FD // 204 at Substation r'OAt9
2295 13.2 Kv Substation "OA!' 2000 KTA Transformer
West
2296 13.2 Kv Substation "OA!' 2000 KVA Transformer
Fast
2297 2.4 Kv Substation "OA" 2000 KVA Transformer
East
2298 2.4 Kv Substation `r 0A" Transformer West
2299 13.2 Kv Substation "WJ" 500 KVA Transformer
2300 208 v Substation "W" 500 KVA Transformer
2301 13.2 Kv Substation "WL" 75-0 KVA Transformer
2302 480 V Substation "WL" 750 KSTA Transformer
2303 13.2 Kv Substation "WK" 500 KVA Transformer
2304 208 V Substation "WK" 500 KVA Transformer
2305 13.2 Kv Substation "WH" 225 KVA Transformer
2306 208 V Substation "WH" 225 KVA Transformer
2307 13.2 Kv Substation VG" 500 KVA Transformer
2308 480 V Substation NG" 500 KVA Transformer
2309 13.2 Kv Substation "EAr` 150 KVA Transformer
2310 208 V Substation 'IRA!' 150 KVA Transformer
2311 13.2 Kv Substation I'M" 150 KVA Transformer
2312 208 V Substation "EB" 150 KVA Transformer
2313 13.2 Kv Substation "ED" 150 KVA Transformer
2314 208 V lE bstation "ED" 150 KVA Transformer
2315 13.2 Kv Substation "EC" 300 KVA Transformer
2316 480 V Substation "EC" 300 KVA Transformer
2317 13.2 Kv Substation "0Y" 750 KVA Transformer
2318 480 V Substation "Oy" 750 KVA Transformer
2319 13.2 Kv Substation "E- W-" 500 KVA Transformer
2320 480 V Substation "10" 500 KVA Transformer
2321 13.2 Kv Substation. I'M" 500 KVA Transformer
2322 208 V Substation "OZ" 500 KVA•Tratns'former
2323 13,2 Kv Substation "WA!' 300 KVA Transformer
2324 208 V Substation NArr 300 KVA Transformer
2325 13.2 Kv Substation NB" 300 KVA Transformer
2326 208 V Substation rrWB" 300 KVA Transformer
2327 13.2 Kv Substation "WC" 300 KVA Transformer
2328 480 v Substation I'M" 300 KVA Transformer
2329 13.2 Kv Substation "WD" 300 KVA Transformer
2330 208 V Substation "WD" 300 KVA Transformer
2331 13.2 Kv Substation "WE" 500 KVA Transformer
2332 208 v Substation r 'VE" 500 KVA Transformer
2333 13.2 Kv Substation. "W" 500 KVA Transformer
2534 208 V Substation "WFrr 00 KVA Transformer
2335 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD 202-8 at Substation.
rtW	 It
2336 13.2 Kv
...
Primary Bus FD // 204-6 at aabstation
V . . If
{
'j
b- ,
y1
-	 x
4
'y
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i
<i
3
t
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INDUSTRIAL AREA
Bus Code Volta&e Level Net-work Location
2337 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD W 202-8 at Substation
"W.. .
ir
2338 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD //202-8 at Substation.
- 11W11
2339 13.2 Kv
...
Primar-r Bus FD J/ 204-6 at Substation
• 2340 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 204-6 at Mai 83
2341 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 202-8 at M^ 83
2342 13.2 Kv Substation "EE" FD	 204-6 N.C. 
2343 13.2 Kv Substation "EE" FD 	 202-8 N.O.
2344 13.2 Kv LbS	 58
} 2345 13.2 Kv L3S	 57
2346 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD // 202-8 "E..."
2347 13.2 Kv Pri ma.r'y Bus FD h! 204-6
2348 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 204-6 at CB Station
2349 13.2 Kv Substation "OA" Pricey Bus FD J/ 202-8
and /l 202-7
2350 2.4 Kv Chiller J(102 at Substation "OA"
2351 2.4 Kv Chiller	 103 at Substation "OA"
2352 2.4 Kv Chiller	 101 at Substation "OA"
- 2353 13.2 Kv Substation "Z" 300 KVA Transformer
2354 208 V Substation "Z" 300 KVA Transformer
2355 13.2 Kv Substation. "Y" 300 KVA Transformer
` 2356 480 V Substation "Y" 300 KVA Transformer
2337 13.2 Kv Substation "V" 300 KVA Transformer
2358 208 V Substation. "V" 300	 KVA Transformer
2359 13.2 Kv Substation " )0" 300 KVA Transformer
2360 208 V Substation "^" 300 KVA Transformer
2361 13.2 Kv S;zbstation "W" 300 KVA Transformer
' 2362 208 V Substation "W" 300 KVA Transformer
3 2363 13.2 Kv Substation "U" 300 KVA Transformer
1 23614 208 V Substation "U" 300 KVA Transformer
2365 13.2 Kv Substation "T" 300 KVA Transformer
2366 203 V Substation "T" 300 KVA Trarsformer
2367 13.2 Kv Substation "S" 300 KVA Transformer
2368 208 V Substation "S" 300 KVA Transformer
2369 13.2 xv Substation "R" 500 KVA Transformer
2370 480 V Substation "R" 500 KVA Transformer
2371 13.2 Kv Substation "Q" 300 KVA Transformer
2372 208 V Substation "Q" 300 KVA Transformer
2373 13.2 Kv Substation "AA" 300 KVA Transformer
• 2374 208 V Substation "AV' 300 KVA Transformer
2375 13.2 Kv Substation "P" 300 KVA Transf ormar
0 2376 208 V Substation "P" 300 KVA Transformer
2377 13.2 Kv Substation "N" 300 KVA Transformer
2378 480 V Substation "N" 300 KVA Transformer
2379 13.2 Kv Substation "M" 300 KVA Tran.sf ormer
2380 208 V Substation "M" 300 KVA Transformer
^, 2381 13.2 Kv Substation "L" 300 KVA Transformer
(98)
LNDUSTRTAL AREA
Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
2382 208 V Substation "L" 370 KVA Transformer
2383 13.2 Kv Substation "Kf1 370 KVA Transformer
2384 208 V Substation. FrKFF 500 KVA Transformer
2385 13.2 Kv Substation 11J" 300 KVA Transformer
2336 208 V Substation t1Jt1 300 KVA Transformer
2387 13.2 Kv Substation "H" 500 KVA Transformer
' 2388 480 V Substation "IT 11 500 KVA Transformer
2389 13.2 Kv Substation "G" 300 KVA Transformer
2390 208 V Substation "GIF 300 KVA Transformer
2391 13.2 Kv WYE oa FD // 203 at LBS // 30f 2392 13.2 Kv LBS W 30
2393 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation.
11G11 aad 1TV
2394 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-1 at Substation
"F II
2395 13.2 Kv LBS // 18
2396 13.2 Kv WYE on FD 1/ 204 at MH 64
2397 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation.
IIG11 
and	 FIZ11
. 2398 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation
"H11 and rF Ji1
2399 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
"Hrr and a Jrr
2400 13 .2 Kv LBS	 67
2401 13 .2 Kv LBS	 68
2402 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation.
11AAII
2403 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD l 205-4 at Substation
11VII
2404 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation
^; 11MiT
it 2405 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
F1Vl1
2406 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD # 203-3 at Substation
tF^u
2407 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation.
11KII
2 .08 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
tIK1t
2409 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation
rlLrr
2410 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
,,.. IFL n1
2TF11 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation,
'. iFN1t
2112 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD // 203-3 at Substation
' 1INrr
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Bus Code Voltage Level Netvork Location
2413 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation
,tP?t 3
2414 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
vsPII
2415 13 .2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205 -4 a;; Substation _	 +
"Tvr
. 24.6 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
"T"
2417 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
visit
2418 13.2 Kv Bus FD 1 205-	 at SubstationtPrrimary
2419 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
ptRt?
2420 13.2 Kv Primary Bus TV	 205-4 at Substation
?tRtt
2421 13.2 Kv Primary Bus F.)	 205-4 at Substation ?
2422 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
ttQtt
?
2423 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
uwrr i
2424 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 205-4 at Substation `f
vtWvr
2425 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD	 203-3 at Substation
?tXtr
2426 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD (205-4 at Substation
?t V
1
2427 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD (203-3 at Substation
rtYn ^
2428 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD 1 205-4 at Substation
uYtt
2429 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD! 203-3 at Substation
trip?
2430 13.2 Kv Primary Bus FD X 205-4 at Substation
2431 13.2 Kv Base OPS 300 KVA Transformer
2432 480 V Base OPS 300 KVA Transformer
2433 13.2 Kv Base Support 225 KVA Transformer
2434 208 V Base Support 225 KVA Transformer
2435 13.2 Kv Base Support 500 KVA Transformer 1
•	 2436 48O V Base Support 500 KVA Transformer t
2437 13.2 Kv Plectra Mag Lab 150 KVA Transformer ;	 a
2438 208 V Electra Mag Lab 150 KVA Transformer
l	
2439 13.2 Kv So. Bell Exchange 500 KVA Transformer
2440 208 V So. Bell Exchange 500 KVA Transformer -'
2441 13.2 Kv Central Tel. Off 500 KVA Transformer
2442 208 V Central Tel. Off 500 KVA Transformer
p
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Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
24-43 13.2 Kv Central Tel Off 750 KVA Transformer
2h• 480 V Central Tel Off 750 KVA Transf ormer
2445 13.2 Kv Cafeteria 500 KVA Transformer
2446 208 V Cafeteria 500 KVA Transformer
2447 13.2 Kv Dispensary 112 1/2 KVA Transf z cmer
P-	 4•$ 208 V Dispensary 112 1/2 KVA Transf ormer
2449 120 f 24O V Dispensary X Ray 15 KVA 10 Transformer
2450 480 V Heat Plant 300 KVA Transformer
2 .51 480 V Central Supply Annex 300 KVA Transformer
2452 480 V Central Supply PAC 300 KVA Transformer
2453 20$ V Fire Station 112 1/2 KVA Transformer
2454 480 V Central Supply Complex 150 KVA
Transf ormer
2455 120 240 V Sere-ice Station 15 KVA V `ransformer
2.56 13.2 Kv LBS J/ 6
2457 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 2085 in MH 36
2458 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 208-6--7 in MH 30
2459 13 .2 Kv NO Switch for FD f 208-5 at LBS // 8
2460 13.2 Kv LBS 41
 8
2461 13.2 Kv NC Switch for FD	 209-4-8 at Las ^ $
2462 13.2 Kv WYE on FD // 209 at MH 22
2463 13.2 Kv Auditorium 225 KVA Transformer
2464 208 V Auditorium 225 KVA Transformer
2465 13.2 Kv Substation "F" 500 KVA Transformer
2466 480 V Substation "F" 500 KVA Transformer
2467 13.2 Kv Substation ''E" 1000 KVA Transformer
2468 480 V Substation "E" 1000 KVA ILeansformer
2469 13.2 Kv Substation "D" 500 INA Transformer
2470 480 V Substation "D" 500 KVA Transformer
2471 13.2 Kv Substation "C" 1500 KVA Transformer
2472 2.4 Kv Substation "C" 1500 KVA,Transformex
2473 13.2 Kv Substation "B" 1500 KVA Transformer
2474 2.4 Kv Substation "B" 1500 KVA Transformer
2475 13.2 Kv Substation "A" 500 KVA Transformer
2 .76 480 V Substation "A" 500 KVA Transformer
2477 480 V KSC Headquarters USS	 1B, 2500 KVA
Transformer
2478 13.2 Kv KSC Headquarters USS	 2C, 1500 KVA
Transformer
2479 480 V KSC Headquarters USS	 2C, 1500 KVA
Transformer
2480 480 V KSC Headquarters USS	 !2D, 1500 KVA
2.81 13.2 Kv KSC Headquarters USS # IA j 2500 KVA
Transformer
2482 480 V KSC Headquarters USS J/ 3A^ 2500 KVA
Transf ormer
24$3 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 205 at MH 82
2482 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 205 at MH 80
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Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
2485 13.2 Kv LBS hI I4
2486 13.2 Kv WYE on FD	 20k at MH 35
"	 2487 13.2 Kv WYE on FD h'205  at MH 39
2488 13.2 Kv LBS	 16
2489 13.2 Kv LBS/ 64
24.90 13.2 Kv LBS	 65 and W 60
2491 13.2 Kv NC Switch on FD	 10 at Substation
")3'f and ::C::
2492 13.2 Kv NC Switch FD W 12 at Substation "A'
2443 13.2 Kv NO Switch on RD	 9 at Substation
"B:: and :'C"
2494 13.2 Kv NC Switch on FD	 11 at SubstationVI
2495 Not Used
2496 2.4 Iry Chiller ^' 1 at Substation "B"
2+97 2.4 Kv Chiller # 2 at Substation "B"
2493 Not Used
2499 2.4 Kv Chiller	 3 at Substation "C"
2500 2.4 Kv Chiller{ 4 at Substation "C"
2501 13.2 Kv T=S	 33 •FDR // 2
2502 13.2 Kv FD	 2 at Substation "D"
2503 13.2 Kv FD	 1 at Substation "D"
s	 2504 13.2 Kv Substation "CRC" 300 KVA Transforrer
2505 ?08 V Substation "CRC" 300 KVA Transformer
2506 13.2 ILV Substation "CM" 300 KVA Transformer
2507 208 V Substation "CRB" 300 KVA Transformr
2508 13.2 Kv Substation "CFA" 300 KVA Tra.ns_0 -Me r
2509 208 V Substation "CM' 300 KVA Trans-former
2510 13.2 Kv Substation "CRD" 500 ISVA Trans-?Omer
2511 208 V Substation "CRD" 500 KVA Trans_ormer
2512 480 V CIF Antenna Site 3 - 750 KVA
Transformer
2513 208 V CIF Antenna Site I - 300 KVA
Transformer
2514 13.2 Kv LBS W 62
2515 208 V CIF Antenna, Sits 2 - 225 KVA
Transfox mer
"	 2516 13 .2 Kv FD 41103  at CiF Antenna. Site W 1
2517 13.2 Kv ClF Antenna Site 1 - 300 KVA
Transformer
2518 13.2 Kv WYE on FD //102 -4 at ma 65
2519 13.2 Kv FD	 102 N.O. at Substation "CRB"
2520 13.2 Kv FD	 102 N.O. at Substation "CI7"
2521 13.2 Kv FD ,•101 NC at Substation "CRA"
2522 13.2 Kv FD	 101 NC at Substation. "CRV'
2523 13.2 Kv FD	 102 NO at Substation "CR4"
2524 13.2 Kv Tel 4, N6-229E, 225 KVA Transformer
(102)
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Bus Code	 Voltage Level	 Netwo:.!f Location.
2525 208 V
2526 13.2 Kv
r	 2527 208 V
2528 13.2 Kv
2529 208 V
2530 13.2 Kv
2531 480 V
2532 13.2 Kv
2533 48o V
2531 13.2 Kv
2535 208 V
253 6 13.2 Kv
2537 13.2 Kv
2538 13.2 Kv
2538 13.2 Kv
2540 13.2 K.v
25+1 13.2 Kv
2542 thru 2544 480 V
2545 48o V
25.6 480 V
2547
25.8 48o v
254LW ^ 8o v
2550 480 V
2551 thru 2553 48o V
2554 thru 2568 48o it
2569 thru 2574 48o V
2575 thru -2582 48o V
2553 thru 2594 48o v
2595 thru. 2602 480 V
2603 th?^u 2605 480 V
2606 thru 2609 480 V
2610 thru 2613 480 V
2614 thru 2622 480 V
2623 thru 2626 48o V
µ	 2627 thru 2633 480 V
2634 thru 2635 48o V
2639 thru 2649 48ri V
2650 tnru 2658 450 V
2659 thru 2664 480 V
2665 thru 2676 180 V
2677 thru 2683 48o V
2684 thru 2685 480 V
2686 thru 2687 480 V
Tel 4, N6-229E, 225 KVA Trt'msfor--J--r
Central Telemetry 750 KVA Transformer
Central Telemetry- 750 KVA Transformer
Central. Telertntry 750 KVA Transformer
Central Telemeter 750 KVA Transformer
TPQ-18, Q6-82, 300 KITA Transformer
TPQ-18, Q6-82, 300 KVA Transformer
TPQ-18, Q6-82, 300 KVA Transfoy-mer
TFQ-18, Q6-82, 300 KVA Traasfo--mer
Universal Camera Pad 1, 75 KVA
Transformer
Universal Camera Pad 1, 75 KVA
Transformer
LBS 41 7
WYE on // 271 at MH 235
LBS 138 FD # 271
Central Telemetry 1000 KVA Transfoxmer
LBS 38 N.C. Switch
LBS 38 N.C. Switch
Substation. "A,! Low Voltage Netrcrk.
0 and C Cooling Tower Punic 1,^ 1 - 1.00
0 and C Cooling Toxrrer Purim 2 - 100 -74T
Not Used
Substation "A!' Lm-r Voltage Network
Chilled Water Pump 3 - 75 HP
Chilled Water Pm-o 2 - 75 HP
Substation "D" Low Voltage Network
Substation "E" Low Voltage Net-vork
Substation. "F" Low Voltage Network
Substation t`? '= Low Voltage Network
Substation "N" Leers Voltage -Network
Substation "E" Low Voltage iTetwork
Substation "Y" Low Voltage Netnrork
Substation "EC" Low Voltage Network
Substation. "EE" Loth Voltage Net;rork
Substation. "OB" Low Voltage Network
Substation "OY" Low Voltage_'Tetwork
Substation "WC" Low Voltage Network
Substation NG" Low Voltage Network
Substation "WL" Low Voltage Network
Flight Crew Tra< njmg Substation "A°`
Flight Crew TraiW_ g Substation `:C"
CIF Power Center j 6
C1F Antenna. Substation W 3
Spacecraft Spares Bldg. 1-47-505
Substation =`Ate
Spacecraft Spares Bldg. M7-505
Substation. "B"
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Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
E 2688 thru 2689 48o V Spacec-aft Spares Bldg. M7-5051	
,^ Substation "D"
2690 48o V Central Supply WHouse Bldg. M7 -69$
2691 thru 2694 48o V Central Supply WHouse Bldg. M6-744
2695 480 V Central Supply WHouse Bldg. M6-791
2696 48o v Central Supply W11rouse Bldg. M6-79^
2697 thxu 2710 48o v MC Headquarters Substation	 1
C= 2711 thru. 2729 48o v KSC Headquarters Substation	 2
is 2730 thru. 2733 480 V KSC Headquarters Substation 	 1
2734 48o V KSC Headquarters Substation	 2
2735 4& V Sewage Treatment Plant
` 2736 thru 2739 x.80 V Base Support M6-86
2740 thru 2741 480 V Heat Plant
2742 thru 2748 4Bo v TFQ-18 (Q6-82)
2749 48o v So. Bell Exchange
2750 thru 2765 48o V Central Tel Bldg. N6-2296
i 2766 thru 2771 48o V Bldg. M6=138 C.D. and S.C.
2772 48o v Unified S Baca Technical Bus
f+ 2773 thru 2785 480 V Unified S Band Bldg. M5-1"4
2786 thru 2790 48o v Visitors lnformation Center
2791 48o v Frequency Control Analysis
2792 thru 2798 48o V ECS Bldg.
2799 thru 28A 48o v Fluid Test Support
2805 thru 2809 48o v BF System TestFAC
2810 48o v Cryogenic Test9V I
?811 thru 2815 48o V Cryogenic Test 412
2816 thru 2623 48o V Hyper olic Test -§ 1
2824 thxu 2836 48o v SAES`	 2 Bldg. Mj.-1210
2837 48o V Ordnance Lab
2838 thm 2850 48o v SARF X1 1 Bldg. M7-1469
2851 4,80 V finan ce Stor. Bldg. X7-1472
f
-^	 -1 - 1__I	 1	 I	 {	 1	 t
INDUSTRIAL AREA
4i Bus Code Voltage Level Network Location
1_
E 2850
2851
2852 13.2 Kv Pwnp Station, D€; -1098 1 112 1/2 ^:V_4
Transformer
2853 480 V Pump Station, M7-1098, 112 1/2 KV ,
f	 ` Txansformer
s ! 2854 thrtx 2900 Not Us ea
2901 13.2 Kv LBS	 6 NO Switch FD W,208
is 2902 13.2 Kv LBS	 2 NO Switch FD	 209
2903 13.2 Kv LBS W 45 NO Switch FD-	 207
2904 13.2 Kv LBS	 62 NO Switch FD	 103
2905 13.2 Kv FD f, +103NO Switch to Substation 'rCRC'r
It
2906 13.2 Kv
K-T
LBS	 X 18 NO Switch FD	 205
LBS
	 18 NO Ssri tch FD	 2022907 13.2
2908 13.2 Kv LBS j/ 19 NO STi.tch FD h'203 
2909 13.2 Kv LBS	 58 NO Switch FD 	 202-8
2910 13.2 ICv LBS	 13 NO Switch FD	 202
2911 13.2 Kv LBS
	
15 NO Switch FD	 202/203
2912 13.2 Kv LBS	 14 NO Switch FD	 204
2,013 13.2 Kv LBS	 16 NO Skritch FD	 204
2914 13.2 Kv LBS	 47 NC S4a-! tcn to Volt Reou-1 ators
2915 Launching Complex System
f 2916 Launching Co=_Iex System# 2917 Launching Complex System
A
1	 l	 4 __	 1	 I	 I	 4_	 I	 t
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2OIAN RIVER BRIDGE SYSTEM
Bus code Voltage Level
2086 13.2 Kv
2067 x.80 V
2088 13.2 Kv
2089 208 V
2090 208 V
2091 13.2 Kv
2096 13.2 Kv
Network Location
F30, 3 x 37 1'2 KVA Transformers
F30., 3 x 37 112 KVA Transformers
Pass Z.D. Gate 3, 3 x 25 KVA
Transformers
Pass I.D. Gate 3, 3 x 25 KVA
Transformers
NASA TWA Tours 3 x 25 KVA
Transformers
NASA TWA Tours 3 x 25 KVA
Transformers
Reclosure and By-Pass
It
+i
F
E	 ^
sY
t
(lob)
B. LauuchinF, Complex - Industrial. Area frstems Interconnection.*
This network section has been coded 5000, belonging to the Industrial
Area Network, but has been considered connected to the Launching Complex
System in the short circuit program.
A single line diagram of the existing interconnection between the
Launching Complex and the Industrial Area Systems with the code numbers
included f olimi-s :
i16Ary FPGeo
ii!5&v4
E)
1n1pc i5T1P?AZ ,41.?"_. lc --s 1.5'AIVd
r
e
Lislt7tJSTrt/.OG	 /3r2x 	 1A&;VS7O1AC-
zaoS
r88pr2 Go^	 j-L^4^r2 zx/!
V.dla
RECL ^	 fi4rOU^fsr'^AL
ate s 4^ 2^^0
^!P	 // ^ 3^
	
22r^ 
LF3S 4'^L3S 3c2	 ^ ^5
Na OAS	 ZQr¢ Ni G
Rio ^rq] 272
Section considered normally 	 Section considered normally
connected to Launch Complex 	 connected to Industrial Area
I
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Li ne Code F statlj.s
VAB Recloser 10 Closed
VAB Becloser to LBS 301 10-11 Closed
LBS 301 to voltage regulators 2915 Dpen
1,BS 301 to substation. 1 833 u-12 Closed
VAB Becloser to LBS 302 10-2211 Closed
LBS 302 to LBS 303 2217-2210 Closed
LBS 302 to FCA Mobile site 2211-2197 Closed
LBS 302 to 54wT8 2212-2172 Closed
,1
The network section of the Industrial Area that has been considered
normally connected to the Launch Complex Feeder VAB 609 has the following
primary bus codes:
2026, 2098, 2102, 21J4 3 27.06, 2108, 2110P 215.!3 21
7 E 211-9, 2121PI2123, 2125, 2129, 2131, 21339 2137, 2139, 21 1 ,	 ,	 7,	 , 2 51:
2153 thru 2169, 2172, 2197, 2199, 2210, 2211, 2915, 21359 2201 9 2204
13.65 Kv:
2113, 2127, 2145
The following lines will appear in the Launching Complex short
circuit program:
Bus Code Positive-Negative Sequence Zero Seca nce
Source -5 .00139 + j.00753 Infinite
5-9 .0 + j.081 .0 + j.081
5-9 .o + j.081 .0 + j.081
5-9 .o + j.081 .0 + j.081
'	 5-9 .0 + j.081 .0 + j.081
9-10 .00lo4l + j.0005617 .006l526 + j.00459
10-71 .0005835 + j.000315 .00345 + j.002574
11-12 .001183 + j.000639 .006996 + j.005219
10-22-U
.034-675 + j-017164 •0767351 + j • W 637
2211-22a.o .011762 + j-0057188 .024154 + j.0142781
Plus all the primary lines and associated secondary lirLis where bus
code numbers are listed above in the 13.8 Kv or 13.68 Kv sections.
Line 11-2915 will not appear in either the Launching Complex or
Industrial Area short circuit programs because it is a normally open
condition.
b)	 If user wants to incorporate the above network section into the
t	 Industrial Area short circuit grogram, the follow-Ing steps shall betaken:
Tnf inite
R  + jX0
2913-11	 Infinite
Sctarce--11
	
Rl + jy-1
J	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 f	 l	 _._!
(1.08 )
1. Incorporate all lines coded at t'_ae 2000 level formerly in the
Launching Complex short circuit program.
2. Incorporate also lines 10-11, 11-12, and 10-2211..
3. Add the following new lines:
Bus Code	 Positive-Neffative Sequence	 Zero Sequence
r
L
f
z
Where
Rl + jX1 resistance and reactance to positive sequence of bus code
2915 as given by 3 ^ symmetrical short-circuit program of
the lzzdustrial Area
R  + jXo = resistance and reactance to zero sequence of bus cop•1e 29: 5
obtained from the line to ground fault short circuit
program as follovs :
Consider R + jX is the equivalent resistance and reactance component
of the impedance corresponding to bus code 2915 given by the line to
ground fault short circuit program for the Industrial Area
R+ jX= (Rl + R2 + Ro ) +j (XI+X2+X0
Where R2 + jX2 is the impedance of bus 2915 to negative sequence
But in the average Rl R2, X1 _ X2
Then
R  = R - 2R1
X0 = X-2Xl
In this step, line source-11 = impedance of bus code 2915 establishes
a Thevenin equivalent impedance at bus 11 (LBS 301) looking from 2913
towards the Industrial Area network, and is equal to by-pass the whole
Industrial Area network from Industrial bus (code § 8) to LBS 301 (bus
code j 2915). Line 2915-11 will open LBS 301 (2915) from the Industrial
Area nctvork.
The above' step is valid whatever the configuration of the Industrial
Area network is up to bus code 2915.
4. Multiply impedances to all sequences of all lines considered in
steps 1, 2, and 3 above by the factor:
It
^	 r
5. Source voltage to be (l1 8}2 = ,14.9338, or the same so urce
voltage as the Industrial Area.
Steps 4 and 5 will incorporate the network section into the Industrial
Area network. Step 3 takes into account the voltage regulators input from
Feeder 41 211 from the Industrial Area at 13.2 Kv level and the voltage
regulators output of 13.8 Kv to the network section. This is accomplished
multiplying the isipedance of the network section by the .9149338 factor
which is equal to increase the voltage to 1.0 = 13.8 Kv; this way we can
use the same voltage source as the rest of the Industrial. Area.
c) If user wants to feed part of the normal. Industrial, Area network
from the Launching Complex Feeder VAB j 609 through the 3 x 167 KVA voltage
regulators 13.8/13.2 Kv, the following steps wdll be required:
1. Open. the Industrial. Area network at the desired switching station
with a line card of infinite impedance. If a new- bus ccAe is required.,
it is suggested to use code numbers at the 2900 level.
2. Multiply all sequence impedances of all lines in the Industrial
.Area to be connected to the Launching Complex VAB Feeder j 609 by the
factor (1-13-'-$)2 = 1.0454545.
i
This will take into consideration the 13.8/13.2 Kv voltage regulators'
effect and maintain a source of 1.0 = 1.3.8 Kv for the whole network,
3. Introduce a new line:
Bus Code	 Positive-Negative Sequence	 Zero Seg,uence
11-2915	 .0 + j.0	 .0 + j.0
The desired network section is connected to the Launching Complex
network.
'az,7zs s the network is represented as the composite Theveniu eq
net,q-ork showy in Figure 2.1.
f
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lll. Short Circuit Program
1. Introduction
The KSC short circuit program is described in detail in the follow-
ing  paxagraphs. Me approach taken is to describe first the basic
computational procedures and then thy: details of program structure. Em-
phasis is placed on program utilization and procedures to update the
program in accordance with subsequent network changes and additions.
u
The short circuit program is configured to compute both three phase
and single phase fault conditions. Line open computation options also
are provided. The computational procedures utilized are based on es-
sentially standard techniques employed in power industry short circuit
programs. Network impedance matrix formation algorithms and short
circuit algorithms are based upon those given in the book "Computer
Methods in. power System Analysis" by Stagg and El-Abiad. Specific
algorithms used are given in subsequent paragraphs. The program is
specifically tailored to the KSC network and utilizes the radial struc-
ture of the network to reduce computational requirements.
2. Short Circuit Program Description
A. General. Description
The short circuit program employs the Z^us network formulation
thereby enabling a Thevenin equivalent netwark to be computed at a
faulted bus. Fault currents and corresponding node voltages are then
determined using the Thevenin equivalent circuit. The basic assumption
employed in this procedure is that load currents are negligible vith
respect to short circuit currents. With this assumption, if the network
is described by
-`Bus -- Bus
	
2.1
then the voltage change due to the fault is
-Bus PF -Bus F _ Nus —43us F 	 2.2
In the above:
EBUS ,= Pre-fault bus voltages
F = Post-fault bus voltages
F : Fault currents
ZBus	 = Bus impedance matrix
p05--E OF
E.--,
el
LJ.I.L'
r	 ;
QIV
	Figure 2.1
	
Thevenin Equivalent Netwcil for
Short Circuit Calculations
In Figure 2.1, it is assumed that bus j has been faulted (either three
phase or single phase fault) resulting in fault current I jF and E jF = 0.
Apply the fault condition at bus j to equations allows the fault current
to be determine& as
^PF
	
I jF 
= zN	
2.3
Where Zjj is the j-j element of ZBus, or the Theven n equivalent im-
pedance of the network as seen from, bus j. Using equation 2.3 and
equation 2.2, the post fault bus voltages and current flows between buses
are obtained. The short circuit calculations is thus comprised of two
computational procedures; one for determining the Z Bus matrix for a given
network configuration and the other for computing conditions resulting
from a short circuit. Since the network Z 	 is part of the overallBus
computational algorithm, it is possible to alter the network after fast
occurrence and compute conditions in the modified. network. Thus, to
aid in protection analysis, an optional computation is provided which
sequentially disconnects one at a time all lines connected to the faulted
bus and aetermines bus voltages and line flows under those conditions.
In the following, a more detailed description of these operations
is given together with a functional diagram defining information flow
in. the program.
	B. Network Z	 AssemblyBus
A substantial portion of the short circuit calculation is concerned
with developing the appropriate impedance matrices in a computationally
efficient manner. In a substantially raVal network such as that at KS,
(1-1-2
 )
the ZBUs matrix is very sparce, i.e. contains a large number of zero
elements. That is, buses in a given radial are connected to buses in
another radial only at the reference or supply bus. Furthermore, Z^hzs
is symmetric since the impedance between connected buses is bilateral.
Therefore, only elements of ZB,, which are on and above the main
diagonal and which directly affect the desired output need to be stored.
The first -task accomplished by the program then is to sort the input
network data to define those elements and store them for use in as-
sembly of ZBus. A retained bus list is compiled which lists the set of
network buses together with all buses connected to each. Thus, when
a particular bus is faulted, only those elements of ZBus which are
required to compute line flows to connecting buses are employed.
The ZBUs matrix is assembled sequentially by adding (or subtracting)
impedances associated with network lines, one line at a time. Let ZBus P
represent the partial network bus impedance matrix and ZBUS M represent
the modified matrix after the addition (or deletion) of a line. The
modified matrix is obtained from the partial matrix by addition (or
deletion) of a roar and column.. Two cases occur; when the additional
line is a radial line whose terminal bus is not included in the partial
network, and addition of a line whose terminal bus is included in the
partial network. The Latter case amounts to closing a loop in the net-
work (providing dual feed to a load). Two different algorithms are em-
plWed.
For the addition of a radial line,assume that the partial net-work
has n buses so that
zus P
Zil Z^2 - — — -	 Zia
222 Z22
Z2n
f ^
NI
NI
f ^
Zln Z
Let the additional line have impedance Znm
Then
Z_ Z
mm _ nm
ZBus m
I
Z11 jZ12 p' °
z; ' ,
I
z
f
t
Z o
Z^1 n; `'2n nn °
.
x
t
3
a
l
G'
i?
r.
_	 }s
^I
E
4
9hus, the modified matrix is simply one higher in dimension with one
additional. diagonal element.
For addition of a line which closes a loop, the initial and ter-
minal buses of the line are both in the partial network. Thus, the
modified matrix and the partial matrix have the same dimension.. The
modification thus requires changes in partial matrix elements. As-
sume the line is to be added between buses p and q. The changes are
accomplished according to
Z_	 .^'^
Zx^m Zip	
' j.	 2.4
i, j - 1, 2.....n
The change elements ZilJ Zlj, Z11 are defined by
Zii _ Zli = Zpi - Zqi	 2.5
i = 1, 2....n i ^ l
Z1.l r: zPI - Zql + pq
	
2.5
Where
Zpq = impedance of added branch
Zpi	 l.= partia matrix element in location. p, i
Zq. = partial matrix element in location q 9 i
Thus, Vae system bus impedance matrix may be computed sequentially by
adding elements in accordance with the network structure. Dines are
remctived by using the above algorithms to add a line with impedance equal
to the negative of the impedance of the line to be removed.
:^. 1—
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Since both single phase and three phase fault conditions are
computed, symetri.c components axe employed. Thus two Nus matrices,
the posit .ve sequence matrix and the zero sequence matrix, must be
compiled. Essentially the same computational procedure is used for
each. laterconnection between buses is different for zero sequence
from that of the positive sequnce due to the existence of Delta
connected transformers. Thus, either the retained bus list imi^zt be
modified for zero sequence,	 or the input data must be arranged
to reflect the different connection constraints. In order to miniTn ze
computational complexity ., the latter approach isemployed in the short
circuit prograin. If 'fuses p anal q are connected for positive sequence
currents but not for zero sequence, then the positive sequence line
impedance is 
Pq 
and for zero sequence is given. in the input data as
1
Z -Mpqo
C. Short Circuit Calculations
The short circuit calculations follow from equations 2.2 and 2.3.
If bus q is to be considered, then both single phase and three phase
fault constraints are imposed and resulting currents and voltages are
computed. Table l below summaxizes computations for each case
Type Fault Single Phase Fault Three Phase Fault
Fault Constraint aq = 0 Eaq	 Lbq = Ecg	 0
Sequence Fault T	 Ems_ 1	 - --
nTPcurrent qFl 	 Zq^ + 2Zggl 9q
1	 = I I	 ^ 0
gFfl	 qFl qFo
Total Fault
Current
_
IaF - 31gF1
_
IaF " IgFl
Bus Voltage
During Fault Ejro - ZjgoigF0 EjF = EJFF (1 _ ZC
-Zi 
9. 
IqEjr	 Eq^`	 Fl
Zqq
l	 1
Flow  Between E	 -E ELF - Ems,
Bus i and Bus j
LF
Ii j
	
-	 o	 o 1i -
	 zZoj0o
oil
Ii-j	 EjF1	 1
Zij
Iij2Iii	 + 
IiJa	 l	 0
glable 2.1	 Short Circuit Computai
LIn the above table s
 the notation is usea that subscript PF indicates
pre-fault condition; subscript F indicates condition during fault;
subscript o indicates zero sequence; subscript 1 indicates
	
positive
sequence; subscript a indicates phase a; upper case Z.. indicates
elements aC Z ; lower case zij indicates line impedance between bus
	 .^
i and j.	 -`
In the event that more than one line is connected to a faulted bus,.
the option exists to sequentially open the connected lines one at a
time and compute the resulting network conditions. The algorithms fox°
those computations are the same as in Table 2.1 except the bus
impedance elements are rsplacea by modified elements in accordance with
the deleted line.
Me option exists in the grog. am of either computing fault condi-
tions at a single bus or sequentiai y computing fault conditions for
each bus for al'! network buses.
9
'°
,
'	 ^
.:.....:	 ...	 :
D
Line
List?
No
Form Bus
List
(IADDUS)
Build Positive Sequence
Matrix
(14ATRIX, ADGEN, ADLIR
LOOP, TRIM)
Matrix?
Print Positive
Sequence Matrix
(Lmm)
Phase
Fault?
No
Calculate flows
and Voltages for
Three Phase Fault
(TPHTG)
Change?
Build Zero Sequence
Matrix
(MATRIX, ADCEN,
ADLINE, LOOP, MW)
Print	 Yes
matrix?
No
Calculate Flows
and Voltages for
Same Phase Fault(SPA1^)
Print Zero
Sequence PXatrix
(L`MX)
. F'a
=S
i.
f^
F
iy
le
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3. Input Data Preparation
A system network diagram should be available i4hich includes all
buses and impedance values. If the single phase to--ground option is
used, a zero sequence network diagram is also needed.
All buses must be named with a unique name or number. The first
•	 letter of the bus name signifies the bus voltage as follows
Bus Voltage
	
First Letter of Name
	
13, Boo	 A
	
4,160	 B
	
480	 C
	
208	 n
	
113,000	 E
	
13,680	 F
	
13,320	 G
	
13,200	 x
	
2,100	 J
	
120 f 24o	 K
The bus names may contain up to six characters. The output wi.11 be
generated in alphanumeric sequence. The reference bus waist be named
"SOURCE". The word "SOURCE" has been reser7ed for ground. Once the
name has been established, it must alwzys be referred to by that name---
column for colvmm., including blanks.
Special consideration must be given to the equivalent representation
of transformers, since the positive and zero sequence network diagrams
may be different. If this is -the case, both network diagrams Est be
made to correspond to each other. If a node exists in only one network.,
the corresponding network can be made equivalent by ansexbing a corres-
ponding node and inserting an impedance element large enough to eliminate
any flow in the line that is missing. That is, an infinite impedance
(9999.) should be given the missing line.
Impedance data base conversion is available to the user. For the
Industrial Area, the impedances are calculated on a 13.8 Kv base, but
the base voltage is actually 13.2 Kv. Therefore, the impedances for the
industrial Area =t be multiplied by a Factor , 1.0 1 54545. This is
accomplished by inserting a card punched "4=wfff^US" followed by
a card with 1.0454545 punched in holes 11-20. This causes the computer
to multiply each impedance by 1.0454545 as the cards are read into the
computer. Location and use of this card is explained in paragraph 4.
It is recomended that a degree of caution be exercised in preparing
 
for the program,. The range of actua. impedance data, should not
i	 :	 ,. - _
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exceed 500 to 1. The definition of actual impedance data is any line
in which a florr is expected to occur. If a line flow is expected to
be eliminated with the use of a large impedance value, as in some 	 '}
transformer applications, this impedance value should be at least 500
times the largest actual impedance value. The above ratios are only
guidelines and should be used as such.
Each line must also be assigned a circuit number (0-15). This
n 	 number is used along with the two bus names to identify the lane.
k	 Therefore, parallel lines can be distinguished. Since the circuit
number may not be greater than 15, if more than 16 lines connect two
buses,aaa artificial bus must be created th zero impedance to one of
the existing buses. If no circuit number is assigned? the computer
automatically assigns the number zero. 	 *'^
s
The above data is placed on data cards in the following format:
Card Column
	
Description
1-6	 Sus name (sending bus)
13-18	 Bus name (receiving bus)
25-32
	 Positive sequence resistance in per unit
33-40	 Positive sequence reactance in per unit
E
41-48	 Zero sequence resistance in per unit
49-56	 Zero sequence reactance iii per unit
61-62	 Circuit number
4. Program Utilization
The data is read into the computer in logical blocks. Each block
of data is preceded by a program control ca-+ d to inform the ccmpulier
ghat information is contained on the follo^Fring cards. The blocks of
information should be organized in the following
 order:
	 ^ 
9)[$J
S	 f
Title
	
#0
Read Tape	 R
.,	 Set
Parameter: i
Netvork
	
i
Data
r
l	 r
Netuork
Changes
Regmst for	 Create Nev Tape
Output
Deserintian
Max. size bus list
Max size aux. bus lj
Max. number of buses
Vbx. number of lines
Max. dinension
impedance array
]default Value
40
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R
Each of these blocks will now be described.
A. Title
This block will contain only two cards. Me first card will be
"*TITLE". This card tells the computer that the following card contains
the title of the network about to be presented. The next card contains
the title of the network in the first 72 columns of the card.
B. Set Parameters
This block is broken into two parts. Each part may or may not occur.
If a block does not appeax, a default value will be assigned. to `the
parameters.
The first group of parameters that can be set contains the values
of the MVA base and the input impedance constant. The first card in
this part is "*MISCELLMEOUS". This card is follo-wred by a card contain-
ing the MVA base in columns 1-10 and the input impedance constant in
columns 11-20. The MVA base is set to 10 if this section does not
appear. The input impedance constant is the value by which all input
impedance varies are multiplied as they are read. This number is set
to one if this section does not appear. For the Industrial Area, the
input impedance constant must he 1.0k54545.
The second paxt of this block sets the following limits:
1) K-uxd mnn size of the retained bus last
2) 'taximum size of the auxila.axy list
3) Maximum number of buses
Maximum number of limes
5 ) Maximum dimension
 
of the impedance array
These limits are set as follows:
First card -----"*E !M="
^" 6
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The default values represent the largest value these limits may be
without program modifications. These nimibers represent the size of
various arrays in the program and have proven adequate for the
existing network. If network expansion should require modification,
these :Limits may be expanded by increasing the size of the following
arrays in the program:
Dimension
Max. size of ret. bus list
Max. size of aux. bus list
Max. number of buses (not to exceed 2000)
Max. number of lines
Max. dimension impedance array
(N+1)(N+P_)12r where N is the max. dimension
of .the impedance array
4P
LSTRW
LST-AUL
BNAME
LSTBUS
ZI,Zo
C. Network Data
This block contains the line data,. The first card in this block
is "*LL E DATA' . The following cards contain the line data in the format
presented in the previous section. The last card of this block must be
"*END" to signify the end of the line data cards.
D. Network Changes
Either or both of the foal airing changes may be made to the network:
a) Add lines---The first card in this section will be ` *LICE ADDITIONS'.
This card wLU be followed by line data cards prepared as before.
The last card will. be "*MD" to signify the end of the line
additions.
b) Remove lines---The first card of this section will 'be "ILINE
REMOVALS". This card will be followed by line data cards for
the lines to be removed. The last card. of `Uiis section will be
"*EkT9a to signify the end of the line remmals.
E. Creating a Tape
E
3At any point in the execution of a program ., the network existing in	 i
the program may be saved on a history tape for future reference. This
ti	 is done by inserting immediately after any of the blocks outlinedpreviously a card with "WRITE RECORD" in the first 13 columns of the
card with the following additional infoi nation:
f	
%yy^
S1
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Card Column	 Field Definition
31-4o	 IM FORMAN 1^0 device number on which
the history tape reel for this study
is ,mounted
41-50	 105 Reel number of the tape mounted on
the device 1C4
s
51-60	 TC6 Punch firth any non-zero integer if
this is to be the first record on the
tape.	 This destroys anything that
` may have been on the tape previously.
For saving records subsequent to the
f ixst case, this field is to be left
blank.	 The program ;^Il count records
and add the current recoxa to the
existing records and print a message
ind.icati-mg., the number of the new record.
-_-_.-.	 After the record has been saved by the program, a message is written on
tho output stating:	 " Data from previous case has been saved on tape_.,
reel number
	 . as record m	 er	 "	 The tape	 indicates the
logical device number of the output tape device.
A tape of the existing power system of the Kennedy Space Center has
been produced. 	 This tape is labeled "PWRSYS" and contains data for the
ladustrial Area as record one,'and data for the Launch Complex as record
tvo.
^r	 F.	 Using a 'ape
Whenever it is desired to load the data from a case previously
saved on a history tape (ex: loading the existing KSC network data) a
"*RECALL RECORD" card is placed in the deck. This will cause the computer
to read data previously stored on tape. This one card may accomplish
the task of reading the -title, setting the meters, and entering the
line-data. However, if a different title or paxameter set is desired,
these blocks may be included after the "*RECALL RECORD" card.
This card is formatted as follows:
Card Colium	 Field	 Definition
1-1	 CNIl^	 "RECALL RECORD"
31-40 	 TC	 FORTRAN I^Q device number on, which the
history tape reel is mounted.
41-5o	 105	 Reel number of the tape mounted on the
devise 1M.
51-60	 106
	 Record number which is to be loaded.
r:
a
fi
1:
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G. Requesting Output
a) Basic Requests
The program has three different output modes for two types of
fault conditions. The three modes are `SE M IP ; "SMMARDII , and
"MODIFIED". When requesting output ., ane mode is combined with either
11THRM PHASE 1t or "SINGLE PHASE" on an output request card to generate
output for a three-phase-to-ground fault or a single-phase-to-ground
fault respectively.
`1 , iCTED 11 output - This output mode enables the user to select the
buses which are faulted. This gall be -the most common. type of output
since the user cars request exactly the output desired. 'When. requesting
31 SELECTEDt1 output, the following cards are used "*SELECTED TAE PHASE"
or 19*SELECTED SINGLE PHASE". This cad w-ill be followed by cards
specifying the buses to be faulted. The name of each bus to be faulted
w: 11 be punched in. cola ms 1-6, one bus per card. These cards will be
followed by a "*END" card to signify that all faulted buses have now
been specified. Any number of buses may be specified at one time.
The program will fault the buses sequentially one at a time.
"STANDARD" output -- This output mod, sequentially faults all buses in
the network in alphanumeric order. Only one card is required to request
this output, i.e.,  1 *STANDARD THREE SSE" or "*STANDARD SINGLE PHASE"
will create three-phase-to-ground a s ingle-phase-to-ground faults for
each bus in the network.
a
"MODIFIED" output - The 11t+!D0I 'IED" output mode, like the `STANDARD"
output mode, sequentially stepes through the network in alp5annimeric
order faulting the buses one at a time. However
.
, rather than beg nni ag
with the first bus alphanumerically, the "MODIFIED" node begins at the
bus specified on the card following the card caning for 11MODIFID"
output. ( apl e : card 1 - "AMODIFI ED SINGLE PHASE", card. 2 - 11C209"
---- these t-fo cards together call for the program to first fault bus
0209 with a single--phase-to-ground fault, then fault sequentially all
buses following bms 0209 in alphanumeric order).
b) Output Options
The output modes described above may take any one of many forms
depending on control variables that my be specified on an output request
card.. These control variables appear in columns 4-0, 50, 60., and 70.
These control variables are described below:
ICS -- This variable is punched in column 40 of the output request
cards. If IC4 is set to 1, the impedance matrix is printed each time
it is computed. If IC4- is blank or zero s the matrt: is not printed.
IC5 - This variable is punched in. column. 50 of the output request
cards. The lane flogs -yill be output for this number of buses away from
the faulted. bus. For "SEI,ECTID i1 output this number is specified for
Bus name (sending bus)
Bus name (receiving bus)
Positive and zero sequence as
on line data cards
This is a code 1-5 which defines
the action. desired.
1.	 If a 1 is punched in column
60, this indicates the removal
from the matrix of the line
L
	 l-6	 NP
13-18	 NQ
25-56	 X1' Xo
60	 NS
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each bus to be faulted in column 51 of the cards specifying the buses
to be Faulted. If this collamn is blank or zero, it is interpreted as 1.
IC6 - This variable is punched in column. 60 of the output request
cards. if IC6 is non-zero, the reordered line list (TEED,  STRUCTURE)
will be printed each time the matrix is computed. A blank is interpreted
as zero and no line last is printed.
IC7 - This variable is puU.ched in column. 70 of the output request
cards. If this variable is zero or blank, the output vi11 contain
output for each faulted bus with each of the lines tied to that bus
open. Any non-zero number supresses this Feature.
H. Matrix Changes
An option exists an the program which allows the user to request
changes to the positive and zero sequence matrices and ask for output.
The matrix may be computed or called from a saved record. Remember,
when Using this option that the matrix must contain. at least a small
retained area that was computed.. previously. With this option, Vae user
may remove lines, add lines, remove buses from the retained lis{:, or
ask for printing. Charge cards may be in any order but mast folloxr one
of the following program control cards and te rminate with a program
control card punched "FEND" in columns 1 -4.
a) "W= CHANGES THREE" - This program control caa:d makes
changes to the positive sequence matrix only, and gives output in the
three phase output format.
b) "*MA= CHANGES Sn[GGL'.P" - This control card makes changes to
both the positive and zero sequence matrices. The output is in s iagle-
phase-to-ground format.
If the user desires, he may first form a small matrix and then, by
using the options explained here, he may build the matrix in the same
way in which the program does in a normal run.. The user may first add
a line and then, if the bus is never used again, the bus may be eliminated
from the matrix and another line added. This process can be repeated
until all the lines are Included for the system. It is not suggested
that the user use this approach for large systems.
The input card format for matrix changes follows;
Card Column	 Field Name	 ascription
61-62	 NC
025)
1
described on the card. Both
the sending and receiving buses
?must  be in the retained bus list.
Only the bus names and the cir-
cuit number are required in. ad-
dition to the option code.
2. If a 2 is punched in column.
60, this indicates that a line
is being added to the existing
matrix.One bus must be in the
retained bus list is order to
add a line and this must appear
as the sending bus on the input
card.; a71 data is required for
this card.
j. If a 3 is punched in column.
60, this indicates to the program
the ell m-; nation r,? a bus from
the retained bus list. This
means to the user that this is
no longer available for further
study. This bus name must appes.r
as the sending bus. Only the bus
name and option code are necessary
on this card.
4. If a 4 is punched in column.
60 3 this indicates that the user
is asking for output. The bus which
appears as the sending bus is
faulted and output is given for as
many buses as appear in the circuit
number field. For example, if a
1 is punched in the circuit number
field when using this option, the
output will include the faulted
bus and all lines connected to it.
A-11 lines will be opened around
the bus and output given for this
condition.
5. If a 5 is punched to column
60, this indicates that the user
is asking for output as in 4 above.
If this option is used, no lines
are opened. Otherwise, 5 is iden-
tical to 4.
This is used as the circuit number
for types l and 2. On a type 4
change, NC is interpreted as X-back.
j
ii	 1
A
f
5
i
E	 Note: It should be understood that a matrix change cannot be made im-
mediately after reading in the line data because a matrix has not yet been
(P6)
generated. The user must first call for output which would cause the
matrix to be built. Once a change is requested, it does not actually
become effective until output is again requested which causes the matrix
to be recomputed. Output should be requested by u.sir4 option 4.
I. Program Control Cards
This section contains a complete description of all program control
cards required to implement the vaxious phases of the Short Circuit
Program. Most of these cards have been, covered previously. For these
cards, this section wLU summarize the information covered earlier. In
addition, to those cards previously mentioned, a number of less commonly
used cards are also mentioned here. Those cards require no additional
explanation other than that presented in this section.. A ccm=nd to
execute a particular phase of the program is recognized by an "*" punched
in card column one followed by one or more command words punched in
card columns 2--24. Each command word must be separated by a blank and
left justified in the field, starting in card column. two. In addition
to the command field s four other fields are provided. The.ie fields are
called control fields and are designated internally as IC4, IC5, IC6,
and IC7. All control fields are ten. columns wide and end in card. columns
40, 50, 60, a-ad 70 respectively. Data punched in these fields should
be right justified.
1. *STAMARD THREE PHA c,E - This is a single control card which computes
a three phase fault study. It gives output for all lines and buses
connected directly to the faulted bus. if IC4 is set to 1 in column 40,
the impedance matrix is printed each time it is computed. if a number
is punched in I05, column. 50 of the program control card, the line flogs
will be output for that number of busea away from the faulted bus. If
IC5 is zero or blank, it is assumed to be l and only the flows for the
lines connected directly to the faulted bus will be printed. if IC6 is
non-zero, the reordered line list (TREE STRUCTURE) will be printed each
time the matrix is computed. if I07, column. 70, is non-zero the line-
open feature is disabled.
2. *STANDARD SINGLE PHASE - This program control card is the same as is
(1) except the output is computed for a single-phase-to-ground fault.
3. MODIFIED THREE PHASE - This program control caxd is the same as in
(1) except the output is not computed for all the buses. This card should
be followed by a card containing a bus name in. columns 1-6. This bus
w-LU be faulted and then all camas foLowing in alphanumeric order.
4. *MODI'IM SINGLE PHASE - This program control card is the same as in(3) except the output is computed for single-phase-to-ground fault.
5. ECTED TREE,
 PHASE - This control card should be followed by one
or more data cards which must be terminated with the control card. "*END".
The data cards should contain, in columns 1--6, the name of the bus to be
faulted. If the line flows for more than 1 bus away are desired, the
number-back should be placed in column 51 of the same data card that, names
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the bus to be faulted. The program will compute the impedance matrix
rased upon the input cards. Only three phase output will be computed.
6. *SELECTED SINGLE PRASE - This control card is the same as (5)
except only single-phase-to-ground option is computed and output.
Note: For SELECTED THREE PHASE or SELECTED SINGLE PHASE options, any
punches in cc 50 (IC3) are ignored. The number-back must be specified
in cc 51 of each data card specifying buses to be Paul 'bed.
7. *DUMP LINE DATA - This is a single control rich dumps out the line
data that is in. core at the time the control card is read and executed.
If IC4 has a 1 punched in column ko, the ordered line list is printed
rather than the sorted list. This wi:1 only be true if the matrix has
been computed before this requested print.
8. *PRINT Zl MATRIX - This is a single control which prints the positive
sequence matrix at the time of request.
9. *PRINT ZO MATRIX - This control card prints the zero sequence matrix
elements in the machine at the time of the request.
10. *LINE ADDITIONS - This control card should be followed by one or more
data -cards which. must be terminated with a "*ENV'. This control makes
lane additions to the line table already in the machine.
11. 'ALINE REMOVALS - This control expects other input data to follow
and a card with "*END" punched in column. 1 -4 to terminate the action of
this control. This control removes lines from the line data already
in the machine.
12. *MA!ER-TX CHANGES TRREE - This control expects other input data to
follow and must terminate with a caret. "*END" to terminate the action of
the control. All data input under this-card will only force change to
the positive sequence matrix.
13. WATRIX CHANGES SINGLE - This control card expects other input data
to follow and must terminate with a card "*EO" to terminate the action
of the control. All data input under this _control card will force
change to the positive and zero sequence matrix. No Ir zr uaJl G will. be
involved using this option.
14. 'LIST BUS - This control card prints the list of bus nacres in alpha-
numeric order and the bus nwnbers associated Internally with each bus.
15. *LINE DATA - This control card expects the line data to follow and
must-be terminated with a card punched "*END" beginning in column 1.
16. *SET LIMIrT;3 - This control card expects only one card to follow.
The next card will contain the following parameters: MAXP.ET (maxim
size of retained bus list - columns 1-10), MAXAJJX (maximrm size of
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auxiliary bus list - columns 11-20), MAXBUB (maximum number of buses -
columns 21-30): MAXLI (maximum number of lines - columns 31-4o )., and
MAXCOL (maximum number of buses in impedance matrix - columns 41-50) .
A blank or zero in. any of these fields will be interpreted as "no
change". These values are originally set to their mated mxm values of
70 3 200, 1000, 1000 2 100 respectively.
17, *MISCELLANEOUS - This control card expects only one card to follow.
The next card will contain the follaring information: MVA base in
columns 1-10, and the input impedance constant in columns 11-20.
18. MITE RECORD -This is a single control card and additional
information must appear on the card. The logical. I/O device number
must be punched in the ICS field, right justified. The reel number
punched in the IC5 field ; right justified. if the IC6 field is punched
with a non-zero number, this will be the first record on the tape, but
if left blank, the record w7..11 be added to the reel. If this is the
first time to use the tape, IC6 must be non-zero.
19. *RECALL RECORD -- This is a single control carol, with the necessary
information to recce 2 a Base Case. The logical If0 device number
punched in the IC4 field, right justified. The reel number is punched
in the IC5 field, right justified. The desired record number is
punched in the TC6 field, right justified. If the IC6 field is left
blank, an error message wi-11 be flagged.
20. *TITLE - Title card follows and prints as heading title. As many
cards may be input as the user likes, but o,_dy the last card is retained
in the machine for further use.
21. *REM4PY3 - Remarks card follows. Lists an output tape, single spaced.
As many cards may be input as necessary, but one must be
input with every remarks card.. Only one card is read per control card.
22. *END - This control card is punched inn. columns 1-4 and must be used
with-some of the other control cards to terminate the action of that
control card with which it is being used.
23. */ - This control is used to signify the beo nnin of an independent
case and is a "do nothing" if read at any other time durlug input.
Dote: The start of a set of data cards for a case that is independent
of the results of other cases should be marked by preceding the set of
independent data with "*/" punched in column. 1 and 2. The reason for
this is that when the program, detects an error it searches for the next
independent case by looking for a card with "^^ 11 in, column 1 and 2. It
is not necessary to rl..a.ce this card in front of the first case. Several
independent studies can be set up at a time with the use of history
tapes. Each time a study is called from a history tape, this can be
considered an independent study.
To obtain, a clean ending for this program, control cards 22 and 23
are used together. Place the "*/ t? card fouowed by an "*END" card after
all the data and program control cards. This signifies the end of the
run..
r}
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J . Output Description	 i
On the output the number of lines included in the system are
printed along with the number of buses. The reference generator is
also printed. This is the bus used to start building the matrix. It
may be noted that when running a large study, this nay change in the
middle of the output. This means that the matrix has been computed
more than one time anc. a different generator has been selected to
start building the matrix.
On the output, the faulted bus will appear under the heading
faulted bus. The total fault under FAULT and the driving point imped-
ance under IMPEDANCE. Circuit number will appear just before the nay
of the other end bus. Under heading fault to bus will appear another
bus name. This bus is the other end of the line leading away from the
faulted bus. Under the heading voltage and flora w l l be the flow in
the line and voltage at the bus appearing under the heading fault to
bus. Wher. a bus appears to the left of the bus under the heading
fault to bus, this is the name of the opposite end of a line which is
not connected directly to the faulted bus. Note: Voltage always
applies to the bus under the heading fault to bus.
When asking for output two buses away from the faulted bus, output
will include all lines two buses away fr+.)m the faulted bus. If two
buses are tied together with a line which are two buses away from the
faulted bus, that line will appear in the output list. 2icis is also
true when asking for only one bus away fzan the faulted bus.
a) Three Phase Output
Three types of output may be requested for three phase. Standard
output faults every bus and gives the flow in all lines a specified
number of buses away from the faulted bus. Each line connected to the
faulted bus is opened and the flows computed for the same number of
buses away frcan the faulted bus. Selected output is the same as
standard output except that only the requested number of buses are
faulted. Output may be requested through the mat2"ix changes and here
the number of buses away from the faulted bus wi11 include only those
buses which are included in the retained area. Modified output is the
saw as standard output except the pass through the buses starts at the
specified bus.
b) Single Phase Output
The output format for single-phase-to-ground is the saw as three
phase output except the calculations are different and more has been.
added. Under the heading lNEHE]ANCE, the equation is 2Z (1) + z (o)
nn
and EZ is the zerr sequence voltage at the faulted bus. Phase flog and
NO are printed for all lines when the bus is faulted. N. is the three
phase fault current. The voltage at the opposite end of all lines connected
to the faulted bus is also printed.
K. Sample Decks
Pxesented here are two sample card decks. These decks represent
'-wo a.nde endent studies axa,d axe resented -°or a Z7.ustrsta.an  on1	 ^'
a. The following sample card deck w M read in the line information
for a network with five lanes and four buses. All 'buses are 480 volt
base. The MVA base is 5. The network is titled "SAMPLE MWORK."
The output is stEmdard three phase plus an additional natput for a
single phase fault on bus C3.
SAMPLE STORK
12CSCELLANEOLS
5.
Y
*LM DATA
SOURCE
Cl
Cl
C2
C3
C1 .001
C2 .007
C3 .008
C3 .01
Ch .102
fi e -13 le-25
.18 .003
.13 .01
.151 .015
.05 .01
.231 .033
'tc-33 ' e-41
.02 0
.101
/
0
y
.0 91 0 
.07 0
.1572 0
'fc-49 'cc-62
i
*END
STANDARD TEUM PHASE
*SELECTED SINGLE PHASE
C3
*END
^f
*END
T.
{
i
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a	 The following sample card deck -will read, an line data from
	 ^
a .tape mountecd on the tape drive with logical device number 2.
	 The
first record on the tape x.1.1 read.	 Taro lines are then added and
three phase output requested for buses E120 and BMI.
*'RECALL RECORD 2 l l
C-40 c-50 c-60
*LINE ADDITIONS
B119
	
B120 .oO2 .013 .007 .025	 0
B120	 B121 .011 .025 .018 .033	 0
tc-13 'Dc-25 'vc-33 4c-4.1 tc-49	 -vc-52
*SELECTED THIS FMSE
B120
B121
*END
*END
3
(132)
Appendix I COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ZERO SEgUENCE PpxtWM CALCULATIONS
Computer programs to calculate zero sequence immedances of 3
electrical cables with earth rett m using Fortran Language. 	 s
The followdng cards are common. to all programs.
CONTROL CARDS
COMPLEX ZO, Zl, ZC
Dn+MSICK LABEL (2 )
DATA DE, *10560., .286/
DATA CONII.838V
wRITE (6, zoo)
zC = Caem (RC + RE, Cora*ALOG1O(DEjrZM))
GO TO 10
100	 FORMAT (1HI, 20X, "Tw-m NCE PROGRW t //3x,1 aaL^y^^a s 17X., ttZtt J 25X, ttRCu, $X,
999	 STOP
END
XQT
The value DE = 10550. = 880. * 12. represents the equivalent depth of 	
z
the earth return path; RE = .2862 is the resistance in cabms/mi.l.e of earth
return path and is independent of the depth of the return.
We will reproduce several basic programs amd list the differences with
similar programs.
A. PILCt
CONMOL CARDS
FOR, is PILC
C	 PROGRAM COVL UTES ZERO SEQUENCE IMPEDANCES OF
C	 3 CONDUCTOR SMMEa CABLES INSTALLED IN STEEL+
C	 CONDUIM (20) OR LEI FIBrM DUCTS (Zl) WIM EPLMH
C	 RETURN
C
COMPLEX ZO, Z-1 1 ZC
COMPLEX 2S 1 ZP, ZCS, ZCP, ZS'.P, MVCP j ZCMCS
COMPLEX ZCMCP, ZCPMSP, zSMCS, ZCSMSP
D1MII^TSION LABEL {2)
DATA DE, RE/10560., .286/
DATA CONI1-$582
DATA T, CR, CXJ15 .36, 29.9, 18.1/
WRY (6, 100)
10	 READ (5, 101, END = 999) LAB-, RC, GMR, RS, ASH,
1	 AP
DP = AP*2 .
RP W TCR5.2$/(DP*1000)
XP = T*CXI-5.2$/ (DP k1000 )
U = AP - ASH
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0IASH) )ZS = CMPUK (3.*Rs + RE ., C*ALOGDO(D
ZFMCP = CMPLX (3 •*'RP9 3 -*XP) -
ZCP = CMPLX (RE, CQN1*'AL0G10 (DE/AP) )
ZCS = CMPLX (RE, CONVkMW,10(DE/ASH))
ZSP = CMPRX (RE, CON11MLOG10 (DE/U))
ZF = ZCP + ZPMCP
	 -
- ZCMCP = ZC - ZCP
ZCMCS = ZC - ZCS
t' ZsmCS = ZS - ZCS
+
ZC 1sp = ZCS - ZSP
ZCPMSP = ZCP - ZSP
ZO = ZS* (ZCMCS*ZR4CP + ZCMCP*CPMSP +
1 ZSP*(ZCMCPXZSMCS + ZCMCS*LCSMSP) +
2 ZCS*(ZPMCP*ZS,MCS - ZCSMSP*ZCPMSP)
ZO = ZO/ (ZS*(ZP-ZSP) + ZSPX-(ZS-ZSP) )
2l. = ZC - (ZCS*LCS/ZS)
WRITE (6, 102) LAM " Z0 2 RC, am, RS, ASH, RP, Xp, AP
wktzTE (6, 103) Z3.
GO TO 10
999 STOP
100 FORMAT (1H3., 20X, 11 IMPEDANCE PRO3RAM"t//3X1
1	 "L:^1	 ll`	 17X.7 11Z" 
.7 	 11RC11, 8X,
2	 rm1 1 7x .?	 RS' = , $X, 
11AMu' 7X, "P211 ., 8X.,. u
3	 XP , 8X,	
/
101
4	 16X, 11RTlu119 9X, 11 1mAGIURYt7// )
FORMAT (A4, A6, 5F10-5)
.	 102 FORMAT (1X, A, A6, 2E15. 5, 10X, 7F1O.5)
103 FORMAT (11X, 2-M5.5// )
END
-Z XQT
PILC 500	 ,i4q	 .6	 .61	 1.26	 2.
B. BRNS
: CONTROL CARDS
FOR, IS BRNJ
C PROGRAM COMPUTES ZERO DeMANCE OF 3 CONDUC
C TOR OR 3 SINGLE CONDUCTOR NON-SEEATHED CABLES INSTALLED 19
•	 C STEEL, CONDUITS (ZO) OR IN FnM DUCTS (Zl) w'I'BH
C EARM RETURN
C
CaMPLEX Z0, Z1, Zc
COMPLEX ZP, ZCP, ZFMCP
D1MMSION LABEL (2 )
DATA DE, RE/10560., .286/
DATA CONI/.8382/
DATA T, CR P Cx/15.36, 29.9, 18.1
t^R1TE (6, 100 )
10 READ (5, 101, END = 999) x, RC , uC, (X+ID, AP
DP = AP*2 .
RP = T*GR*j .28/ (DP*1000 )
XP = T*CX^5.28/(DP*10OO)
^ti 4
7
-j
^i
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Gm=- (GMEIC*Gbm*GmD)**(l ./3. )
ZC = CMFLX (RC + -RE, C0Nl*.AL0G10 (DE/GMR) )
ZFMCP = CMPLX (3.*RP, 3.*Xl?)
ZCP = cmx (RE.7 CoNl*ALOG1.0 (DE/AP) )
ZP = ZCP + ZFmcp
ZO = ZC - (ZCP*LCP/ZP)
Z1 = ZC
WRITE (6, 102) LABM s Z0, RC, GMRIC, RP ; XP, AP
WRITE (6, 103) ZI
GO TO 10
999 STOP
► 	 100 FORMAT (lh^., 20X, "10EDANCE PROGRA9"//3x,1	 "LSE, rr	 17x, "Ztr., 25x, "RC I1
.7
 8X.7
2	 HGMRICrt' 
5X.^ 
irR21t' 8x, fIxpr9' 8X, "Apll/
3	 16X, 
"REAL
".7 gx, 9131MINARYr//)
101 FORMAT (A5 2 A 3 410-5)
102 FORMAT (1X, A5, A, 2E15. 5.7 10X, 5F10.5)
103 FORMAT (11x
.7 2E15.5// }
END
^— NaT
C. PZAC
` -E^: CONTROL CARDS
'FOR, IS PTAC
'	 C PROGRAM COMPUTES ZERO SEQUENCE IMPEDANCES OF
C I'VE 3C PTAC CABLE SUSPENDED FROM A MESSENGER
C WITHOUT GROUND WIRES (ZO) OR Wj!ni ONE GROUND
C WIRE AT TOP OF POLE SPACED 66 INCHES FPPcm
C MMSENGER (Zl) OR ONE 3C PIAC CABLE
C INSTALLED UNDERGROUND IN FIBER DUCT (Z2)
C PROGRAM ASSUMES THICKNESS OF ALUMINUM
C SHEATH TO BE EQUAL TO THICKNESS OF THE LEAD
C SHEATH OF ONE PIA.0 CABLE OF SAME VOLTAGE
C RATING AND CONDUCTOR SIZE
C PROGRAM ASSUMES MESSENGER AND GROUND
C WIRES TO BE OF SAME SIZE AND MATERIAL
C
COMPLEX Z0, Zl, ZC
COMPLEX ZS, ZM, ZW" ZCS, ZCM, ZCW.7 Z24	 ZSW
COMPLEX Z2, ZCMCS, ZCMCM, ZC"-.4CW, ZEMCS
COMELEX ZCMMSM, WWM,SW, ZCSMSM, ZC&VZW
COMPLEX ZWMCW, ZMMaI
D1MFNSION LABS (2 )
DATA DE, RE/10560. 1
 .286/
DATA Cora/ .8382/
WRITE (6, 100)
10 READ (5 9 101, END = 999) LABE i RC ., Gm.,	 s
1	 OD, S, RWP RS
.7 ASHGmRM	 .779*AW(• 779*'AW*66 .)**(1./2 . )
DCM = ((OD _ s i^ sQRT- (3. )/3 •)*(s*S/4. + (OD +
(135)
DEM = (ASH*ASH + (ASH + oD/2 . )**2.)**(1./2. )
Dcw = ((66. + OD -- S*SQRT(3.)/3- )*(S*S/4. +
1	 (66. + OD + S*SQRT(3.)/6. )*-x2 .)*
2	 (OD - S*SQRT(3•)/3-)*(S*S/4. + .
3	 (OD + S*SQRT(3. )/6. )**2.)) (i./6. )
DSW = ((ASN*ASH + (ASH + 66. + OD) **2 .) *
(ASH-mH + (ASH + OD)**2.))"(1./4. )
RSA = .12067*RS	 - -	 -
ZC = CMPLX (RC + RE, C0NI*AL0G10(DE/GM))
ZS = CNPLX (3.*RSA + BE, CONI*'ALOG10(DE/AM))
ZW = CMPLX (3-tRW + RE, CONI*ALOG10(DE/GbMW))
ZM = %TLX (3.#Rw + RE,, CONV.aLOGlo(DE/cam))
ZCS = CMPLX (RE, CCV1*ALOGlO(DB/ASH))
ZCM = CMPLX (RE, CONI*'ALOG10 (DE/DCM))
ZCw = CMPLX (RE, CON2^ALOG10(DE/DCW))
ZSM = alpLx (RE, CONZ4ALOG10(DE/DSM))
ZSW = 01PLX (RE, C0NDkALOG1O(DE/DSW))
ZSMCS = ZS - ZOS
ZCMCS = ZC - ZOS
ZCMCM = ZC - ZGM
ZCMCw = ZC - ZCW
wamsM = ZCS - ZSM
Z,CSMSW = ZCS - ZSW
ZCMMSM = ZCM - ZSM
zc-WMSW = ZSCW - Zsw
ZWMCW = ZW - ZCW
Mal ZM - ZCM
Z1 = Zs*(ZCMCS*zwcw + zCMCW*LCwmw)
1	 + ZSW*(ZCMCW*L:SMCS + ZCMCS*ZCSMSW)
2	 + zcsi^ (zwMCw*zSMcs -- zcsMsw*zawsW)
Z7. = Zl/(ZS*(zW - ww) + zsw*(zs - zsw))
ZO = ZS*(ZCMCS*2mcM + zcmcm*zcm sm)
• ZSM*(Zcmcm*zsmcs + Zcmcs*zcsmsm)
• ZCS^(7 IMCM.^Mcs -- zcsmm*ZM 4)
zo = ZO/ (ZS*(ZM .- . ZGM) + zsm*(ZS - - ZMA) )
Z2 = zc - (ZCS-X-ZCS/zs?
WRITE (6, 102) LAJlf ZO S RC,tai, RS, RSA, RW, AW
<	 wR= (6, 103) Za_
WRITE (6, 103) Z2
WRITE (6, 104)
0TO10
999	 STOP
100	 FORMAT (lHl. 20X, "WEDANCE PROGRAM"//3X,
1	 "I..-Mll" 17X, suit Y 25X, "RC", 8x,
2	 "(Mlr 
9 7x 9 `FRS' s , 8X, "RM 9 7X9 nRW"
3	 $x, "AW"//1.6X, "REAL", 9X, 1? D4AGINARY"// )
.Y
A
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S
101
	
FORMAT (2A5, 8F8.4)
102 FORMAT (1X, M, Ha5.5, 6F8.4)
103 FORMAT (11X, M5.5)
104
	 FORMAT (^^ )
END
XQT
D. XLPA:
CONTROL CARDS
FOR, IS XLPA
C	 PROGRAM COMPUTES ZERO SEQUENCE IMPEDAlITCES OF
C	 3 STNGLF CONDUCTOR CABLES SUSPENDED FRCS! A
C	 MESSENGER WITH (ZO) OR WITHOUT (Zl) ONE GROUND WIRE
C	 SPACED 66 mCHFS FROM xmsENGER
C	 PROGRAM ASSUMES GROUND AND MESSENGER
C	 WIRES TO BE EQUAL SME AND MATERXAS,
C
COMPLEX Z0, z3., ZC
CcwLEX zM, zw, Zom, zCw
DIMENSION LABEL (2)
DAB. DE, RE/10560 , .286/
DATA CON1/.8382/
WRITE (6, loo)
READ (5, 101, END = 999) LABEL, RC, GMIC, S, Rg,.
1	 AW, OD
Ctm = (GM'RI -X.S)-x*(1. /3.
 )
WW = (.779**Aw*66. )**(1../2 . )
DCM = 1.28*OD -
Dcw = ((66. + OD - S*SUT{3 . /3 •) ( / • +
1	 (66. + OD + SQRT(3. /6. ).) }x(1./3. )
DCW = (DCW*DCM)**(1./2.)
zC = CMPLX_ (RC +-RE, CONI*ALOGlo(DE/(^R) )
ZM = CMPLX 3 .*Rw + RE, CCU*ALOG10 ( DD/C779*Aw)) )
zw = CMM (.3 
.'*RAT + RE, C0ITAL-OG10 (DH/	 ) )
ZCM = Q9W (RE, CONIII^ LOG10 (DE/DCM) )
zCw = CMPLx (RE, CCIT^ALOG10 (nE/DCw))
zo = w - (zc *kv/m)
zl = z.0 - (zCm*wzm)
WRITE (6, 102) .LABEL, Z0, RC, tMRIC, S, OD, RW, AST
WRITE (6, 103) Z1
GO TO 10
STOP
FORMA''L' (lHl; 20X, "DTEDANCE PROGRAMV/3X,
1	 "Lml 11 y 17xy lTztr 9 25X I trRC=I , 8X,
2	 21(miCn 2 5x  
sistr
.1 9X.7 r: ODr` ) 8X, arR9rr 2 8x,3	 "Aw" 16X, 111 EAL21 , 9X, 1r 1MAGINARV1// }
10
999
1.00
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101	 FORMAT (2A5, 6F10.6)
,.	 102	 FORMAT (1X, 2A5, 2E15.5, 10X, 6F10.6)
N	 103 FORMAT (11X, M5.5//)En
: x,
E. RMTA
E' CONTROL CARDS
= FOR, IS RHWA
C PROCRUM CC HPU ES ZERO SEQUENCE nQEOANCES OF
C 3-10-CABLW + 1-10-NOETRAL IN STEEL CONDUIT
C (ZO) OR IN FIBER DUCT (Zl)
C
COMPLEX ZO, Zl, ZC
CCl4PLEX ZN, ZP, ZCP, ZCN, ZNP, ZCMCP, Zamm
COMPLEX ZPMCP, ZCPMNP, M m' , ZCImP
D1MMSION LABEL (2)
DATA DE, RE/10560., .286/
DATA COW .8382/
D "	 I', CR ., CX/15.36, 29.9, 18.1./
WRZTE (6, 100)
10 READ (5 1 101, END= 999) LABEL, RC, RN, GMIC,
1	 QMN, S, AP
DP - AP*2.
RP = T*CR*5.28/ -(DP*'1000 )
XP = T*CX* j .28/ (DP*1000 )
ZC = CMPLX (RC .+ RE, CONT/44LOG10(DE/(RR))
zu = CMPLX (3.*RN + RE, CONI*ALOG3.0(bE/CM))
ZCN = CNFLX (RE, CONT*'ALOG10(1)E/S))
ZCP = cmPLX (RE, CONI*AL0Gl0 (1D /AP) )
AW = ZCP	 _
' MCP = (3.*RP, 3• *XP)
ZP = Zw + ZPMCP
ZNMCN = ZU - ZCN
ZCPMNP = ZCP - ZNP
Z<;&TP = Z N - ZNP
ZcMCP = ZC - ZCP
` ZCMCN _ zC - zcN
ZO = ZN* (ZCMCN	 iCP + ZGKCPMMP )
t +	 (zcmcp*zpmcN + ZaWN*Z m-p)
+ ZCW-(ZPMCP
	
CN - ZMUVW MNP)
ZO = ZO/(ZN*(ZP - ZNP) + ZNP•*(ZN - ZNP))
Z1 = ZC - (ZCN*ZCN/ZN)
c'
WRITE, (6 3 3-02) LABEL ZO .7 RC ; EX ., GMRIC I
GM I S, AP
WRITE ( 6 : 103) ZI
GO TO 10
999	 STOP
100	 FORMAT (lHl ., 20X., 1110L'DANfm //3x.,
I	 11=11 17X " Z11 5 25X, t'RC;st 8x
2	 URN11 2 Ai l ua,micll 5x	 6x,
HS21	 Is gx3	 9X) 11AP11/16x l^  trRF'k	 .1 tl IIAAGINAR7' 1//)
101	 FORMAT (A., A5 ) 6F10-5)
102	 FORMAT (lx, A4, A5, 2E15.5, 6F10.5)
103	 FORMAT (11X, al5.5//)
mm
XQT
t
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PARAitiS M COA'iPUTER PROGRPM
RC PILC
PIAC, MJ, 11PA, RHWA
RN RHWA
RS FILC, PIAC
ASH PILC, PIAC
AW PIAC, XLPA
GMR P1LC, PIAC
GMRIC BRNJ, XLPA, RHWA
GVIRN RHWA
OD PIAC, XLPA
GMD BRNJ
S PIAC, MPA, RHWA
RW PIACI XLPA
D	 &MIATlai;
Table of Cable Characteristics
Resistance Formulas for Positive
Sequence
Resistance Formulas for Positive
Sequence
Table of Cable Characteristics
Table of Cable Characteristics
Table of Conductor Characteristics
Table of Cable Characteristics
Table of Conductor Characteristics
Table of Conductor Characteristics
Table of Cable Characteristics
Reactance Parameters for Positive
Sequence
Equivalent to GAD as above
Table of Conductor Characteristics
and Resistance Formulas for Positive
Sequence
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